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Abstract 

What explains poUcy-making in modern, representative democracies? In theory, 

voters select the party or candidate that most reflects their policy preferences and then 

elected officials pursue these policies once in office. Consequently, voters' preferences 

are transfomicd into policy outputs when they send an electoral mandate. While there is 

consistent evidence supporting this relationship in advanced, industrial democracies there 

are reasons to question the efficacy of the process in the developing world. Weak 

political parties and economic volatility undermine the power of the voters to influence 

policy outputs. In order to test whether voters can affect policy-making in the developed 

world I examine the adoption of market-oriented economic policies in Latin America 

during the 1980s and 1990s. The region experienced both extreme party shifts and severe 

economic crisis and thus provides a difficult test of mandate theory. Using a combination 

of fieldwork and region-wide analysis 1 find that mandates do function, although not 

always in the predicted lashion. Presidents in the region often abandon their electoral 

mandates, yet concerns that executive autonomy undermines the democratic process in 

Latin America seem largely unfounded. However, voters in presidential democracies 

select two agents and the second of these, the legislature, faithfully pursues its mandate. 

Furthermore, where the potential for collective action in the legislature is high legislators 

are better equipped to pursue their electoral mandates. Consequently, I conclude that 

electoral reforms that increase the potential for collective action in the legislature offer 

the opportunity to improve the quality of democracy in Latin America. 
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Chapter 1: The Political Economy of Policy Change 

This dissertation addresses three elementary questions involving modern 

representative democracies. First, are voters able to influence public policy through their 

selection of candidates or parties on election day? Second, do institutional arrangements 

affect the ability of voters to send electoral mandates? And third, do institutional 

arrangements impact the capacity of politicians to pursue the public's preferences? 

Numerous scholars demonstrate that candidates and political parties generally pursue 

policies that reflect their campaign or party platform.' However, the literature is less 

clear regarding the intervening role of institutions on the policy process. Furthermore, 

most scholarship examines these relationships in the developed world, meaning the 

ability of voters to affect policy may largely be limited to the relative political and 

economic stability seen in advanced, industrialized nations. This dissertation attempts to 

bridge this gap in the literature by examining public policy outputs in the developing 

nations of Latin America. 

Democratic theory posits a strong positive relationship between elections and policy 

outputs. In a properly functioning democracy citizens must have the opportunity to select 

leaders who hold competing preferences in key policy areas (Dahl 1971). Once in office 

elccted officials pursue their electoral mandate, or the policies they advocated during the 

' See Alesina and Rosenthal 1994, Erikson, Wright and Mclver 1989, Klingemann, Hofferbcrt, and Budge 
1994, Stimson, MacKuen, and Erikson 1995, Stokes 2001 for examples. 
^ This literature indicates that institutions influence policy, but largely overlooks the role of elections in 
expressing voter preferences over particular policies. For example, see Linz 1994, Valenzuela 1994, 
Shugart and Carey 1992, Mainwaring and Shugart 1997, Tsebelis 1995, 1999, 2002, Binder 1999, Coleman 
1999, Haggard and McCubbins 2001, Cheibub, Przeworski, Saiegh 2003, Strom 1990. Also, several 
authors find that institutions have little effect on policy (Biglaiser and Brown forthcoming, Putnam 1993). 
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campaign, which leads to the adoption of policies that coincide with the preferences of 

the largest group of voters. Furthermore, if representatives fail to pursue their campaign 

promises voters have the opportunity to hold officials accountable in fixture elections and 

the fear of electoral retribution ensures voters that their elected officials faithfully pursue 

their electoral mandates (Downs 1957; Keech 1995; Lewis-Beck 1988; Man in, 

Przeworski, and Stokes 1999). Consequently, elections provide the fundamental 

connection between public opinion and government policy decisions. 

While the theory of electoral mandates is straightforward, there are many factors that 

may inhibit their functioning in practice. First, no constitution in the world binds elected 

officials to implement their campaign promises (Manin 1997). Consequently, 

representatives may follow a Burkean ' posture and utilize their best judgment concerning 

policy decisions rather than relying upon the public's preferences, especially when there 

is information that ignoring public preferences will produce long-term benefits that 

counteract initial, negative public reaction (Canes-Wrone. Herron, and Shotts 2001; 

Stokes 2001). Second, elected officials may abandon their campaign promises in light of 

changing political and economic conditions (Stokes 2001). For example, policy promises 

during years of growth and budget surpluses may be unrealistic during times of recession. 

Voters revise their policy preferences based on their updated understanding of the 

economic situation. Consequently, abandoning party platforms or campaign promises 

may actually be more reflective of public preferences than the faithful execution of their 

•' Edmund Burke was a member of the British Parliament who argued legislators should vote according to 
their infoimed opinion rather than follow the preferences of their constituents. He was defeated after 
serving a single term. 
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electoral mandate/ Third, candidates may simply lie. promising one set of policies 

during the campaign in order to win only to break campaign promises to engage in rent-

seeking behavior once in office (Alesina 1988; Ferejohn 1986).^ The spoils of elected 

office may outweigh potential future recriminations from the voters, particularly when 

politicians cannot stand for rcclection or when party or institutional systems obfuscate 

these behaviors. Yet each of these factors, whether done for the "good of the nation" or 

for personal gain, undermine mandate theory. 

Additionally, institutional characteristics may impact both the clarity of electoral 

mandates and the ability to implement them. Cox and McCubbins (2001) develop a 

useful framework for analyzing the straightforwardness and utility of electoral mandates. 

They focus on the extent to which institutions encourage a separation of purpose and a 

separation of powers'', arguing that as the separation of purpose and powers increases 

voters are less able to send mandates, while the ability of elected officials to pursue their 

policy preferences declines. Electoral rules that encourage multiparty governments 

(coalition or divided) weaken mandates as electcd officials with competing preferences 

all gain a hand in the policy process (Binder 1999; Coleman 1999; Tsebelis 1995; 1999; 

2002). When competing parties, representing distinct electoral mandates have the ability 

to block each other's policy initiatives there is no democratic resolution to policy 

" While similar to "true leadership" politicians do not change policies based on private information, but on 
updated voter preferences (Canes-Wrone, Hcrron, and Shotts 2001). 
^ The desire for continued access to rents inhibits the extent to which reelection-seeking politicians engage 
in rent-seeking behavior (Ferejohn 1986; Stokes 2001). 

The separation of purpose refers to the extent to which ".. .different parts of the government are motivated 
to seek different goals." The better-known separation of powers is defined by the extent to which . .the 
ability to change public policy is shared among competing areas of govenmient (Haggard and McCubbins 
2001, 2-3)." 
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paralysis (Linz 1994). Even electing a single party to govern does not guarantee a 

mandate (Manin, Przeworski, and Stokes 1999; Shugart and Haggard 2001). This can 

happen when copartisans represent constituents with competing policy preferences. For 

example, legislators' geographically defined districts are generally more homogenous 

than the nation as a whole, potentially putting the preferences of their constituents at odds 

with the president's constituents, as well as those of other legislators. Finally, where the 

separate election of the executive and the legislature can produce divided government, 

meaning one party controls the executive and another controls the legislature,^ dual 

electoral legitimacy undermines the idea of an electoral mandate (Linz 1990, 1994; 

Mainwaring 1993; Stepan and Skach 1994). Despite the extant literature's emphasis on 

presidents, why should the executive's electoral mandate outweigh that of the legislature 

(Shugart and Mainwaring 1997). So. institutional rules should affect both the ability of 

the voters to send mandates and the ability of officials to enact them. 

Despite these potential limitations to the efficacy of electoral mandates there is 

consistent evidence that voters' choices on election day do impact policy outputs in the 

developed world and that there are political costs associated with mandate defection. 

Spending priorities, budget deficits, regulations, unemployment, inflation, and a host of 

other issues are consistently linked with the partisan choices voters make.^ For example, 

George W. Bush's 2000 campaign emphasized cutting taxes, and despite changing 

^ In multiparty presidential democracies no single party may control the legislature. 
This literature is vast. See Alesina and Rosenthal 1994; Alesina and Roubini with Cohen 1997; Alesina 

and Tabellini 1990; Boix 1998; Budge and Hofferbert 1990; ;Fishel 1985; Hibbs 1977, 1987; Hofferbert 
and Budge 1992; Klingemann, Hofferbert, and Budge 1994; Knikones 1984; Stimson, MacKuen, and 
Erikson 1995. See Dye 1966, Kiirg and Laver 1993 for competing claims). 
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economic conditions, several large tax cuts where enacted while in office.'' Conversely, 

his father's reneging on his famous "Read my lips, no new taxes" quote is thought to 

have contributed to his 1992 electoral defeat. So. politicians in advanced, industrial 

democracies tend to pursue their campaign promises and voters can punish them when 

they break a promise. 

However, we have relatively little systematic evidence on which to evaluate the 

theory's veracity beyond the United States and Western Europe. There are reasons to 

believe that this empirically observed correlation might hold less frequently outside the 

developed world, as weak party systems, economic volatility, and executive dominance 

prevalent in many developing nations may all undermine mandate theory. So, the central 

focus of my research is to explore whether the choices voters make at the polls in the 

developing world systematically and predictably impact policy outcomes, particularly 

economic policy choices. 

In order to test the efficacy of electoral mandates in the developing world I examine 

the variations in economic development strategies that have characterized Latin 

American economies during the 1980s and 1990s. The extant literature largely argues 

that international pressure to engage in market-oriented reform coupled with economic 

crisis and inchoate party systems led to a breakdown in electoral mandates, as executives 

enacted reforms largely by fiat (Conaghan 1996; Conaghan and Malloy 1994; 

Dominguez 1998; O'Donnell 1994; Weyland 1996, 1997)."' However, I argue that 

^ George W. Bush's mandate is weakened by his defeat in the popular vote. 
Even Stokes (2001), who defends the efficacy of mandates, finds that over 50 percent of candidates who 

campaigned against market-oriented policies pursued these policies within six months of inauguration. 
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existing work on the developing world largely fails to test for potentially important 

variations in government ideology and institutional arrangements that impact the ability 

of voters to send mandates and elected officials to pursue their mandates. Limiting the 

power to alter the status quo to a few key actors (individual or group) facilitates policy 

change, as long as these actors share similar preferences. When many actors can block 

change and they hold diverging preferences over policy the prospects for change are 

severely constrained. The Latin American literature on the adoption of market-oriented 

economic policy generally ignores this separation of powers and purpose, instead 

focusing on individual, "neopopulist" presidents (Conaghan 1996; Gonzales de Olarte 

1993; O'Donnell 1994; Roberts 1996; Weyland 1996, 1997, 2002). Consequently, 1 test 

whether variations in the separation of purpose and the separation of powers in Latin 

American presidential systems systematically impact whether the electoral mandates of 

both the executive and legislative branches translate into economic policy outputs. 

The remainder of the chapter is divided into five sections. In the first section I 

provide a brief review of the literature regarding the efficacy of mandates in the 

developed world. A discussion of the empirical record on mandates in Latin America 

follows, with particular attention given to studies of the weakness of mandates in relation 

to the adoption of market-oriented policies. In the third section I critique these arguments 

and outline how we should expect variations in the separation of purpose and powers to 

systematically impact the ability of policy-makers to pursue mandates. I continue with a 

brief review of the types of reform examined and the categories of independent variables 

theorized to impact the utility of electoral mandates in predicting policy outputs. 1 finish 



with an outline of each chapter and conclude with a brief discussion of my work's 

implications for political and economic reform in the developing world. 

Electoral Mandates in the Developed World 

Studies of economic policy-making in Western, industrialized democracies generally 

support mandate theory." Stable party systems and institutional arrangements combined 

with stead economic performance are the norm in the developed world. This section 

focuses on how these factors, combined with the assumption that politicians seek to 

continue their political careers (often through reelection), facilitate the functioning of 

mandates in the United States and Western Europe. 

Stable party systems facilitate the proper functioning of electoral mandates for several 

reasons. First, because most parties are several decades old voters have a fairly 

reasonable concept of the parties' policy positions, even though few voters read party 

manifestos or party platforms and many pay little attention to campaign messages 

(Aldrich 1995; Gelman and King 1993). The parties' policy positions then translate into 

important variations in policy outputs, such as variations in government expenditures 

(Budge and Hofferbert 1990, 1992; Fishel 1985; Kingdon 1984; Klingemann, Hofferbert, 

and Budge 1994; Knikones 1984). So, stable party systems allow voters in industrial 

democracies to select candidates or parties that reflect their personal policy preferences 

without significant investments in time and resources. 

Second, while no constitution in the world forces politicians to pursue their campaign 

promises once in office stable party systems help police politician behaviors. Because 

" See Dye 1966 and King and Laver 1993 for competing claims 
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party reputations arc well known and signal policy positions to the voters, and given 

voting is somewhat retrospective in nature, betraying the electorate's confidence by 

betraying promises once in office can have severe electoral costs. Voters may forgive 

deceptive politicians if their policies lead to positive outcomes, yet punish them more 

1 2 severely if reneging on campaign promises does not yield the expected positive results. 

So, given the stability of party systems in the developed world parties and their 

representatives generally have strong incentives to pursue policies that reflect their 

known policy positions (Kecch 1995). 

Third, the stable party systems of the developed world also inhibit politicians from 

engaging in many rent-seeking behaviors. Because party vote totals are generally fairly 

stable over time there are fewer incentives to seek the short-term spoils that a single term 

in leadership may produce. Furthermore, fear of the electorate prevents career politicians 

from pursing excessive rents (Manin, Przeworski, and Stokes 1999). Again, since party 

reputation translates into policy outputs rather than rent-seeking behavior, voters in 

advanced, industrial democracies are better able to go to the polls and send an electoral 

mandate than voters where party systems are more volatile. 

While the evidence that party reputation is associated with policy outputs the ability 

of voters in Western, industrial democracies to send mandates and politicians ability to 

pursue them, is partially a function of institutional arrangements. Institutions that 

encourage voters to select politicians that hold similar policy positions, or a similar sense 

Roosevelt's New Deal clearly violated his campaign promise to balance the budget, but the feeling that 
he was "doing something" to combat the Depression outweighed his deception in the eyes of the voters. 
Conversely, George H. W. Bush's violation of his "Read my lips..." vow exacerbated problems brought on 
by a recession. 
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of purpose, facilitate the sending of mandates. Likewise, institutions that concentrate 

political dccision-making in the hands of the few also make it easier for voters to see their 

choices translate into policy outputs (Cox and McCubbins 2001; Tsebelis 2002). 

Consequently, systems that encourage a unity of both purpose and powers such as 

Britain's majoritarian parliamentary system enhance the efficacy of mandates, while 

systems that divide purpose (coalition governments) or powers (presidential systems 

weaken the impact of elections on policy outputs (Royed 1996; Tsebelis 1999). The U.S. 

literature on divided government repeatedly finds that when mandates are clarified by 

unified, rather than divided government, more important legislation is adopted (Binder 

1999; Coleman 1999). However, while both the separation of purpose and the separation 

of powers impact the efficacy of electoral mandates, there is still consistent evidence that 

the choices voters make on election day impact policy outputs in a systematic fashion. 

Electoral Mandates in Latin America 

The consistently positive relationship between elections and policy outputs in the 

developed world is less clear in the developing world, particularly in Latin America. 

Because these are all presidential systems and presidentialism is defined by the separation 

of powers between the executive and legislative branches, evidence from the developed 

world predicts a weaker relationship between elections and policy than is found in the 

parliamentary regimes of the Western Europe (Cheibub, Przeworski, and Saiegh 2003; 

Royed 1996). However, most authors argue that weak party systems, the region's 

economic volatility, and the international pressure to deal with economic crisis have 

largely destroyed the links between the choices voters make and economic policy-making 



in the region (Conaghan 1996; Conaghan and Malloy 1994; Dominguez 1998; O'Donnell 

1994; Roberts 1996; Weyland 1996, 1997, 1999). While voters in the region can select 

parties and candidates from across the left-right ideological continuum (Coppedge 1998), 

existing work finds little relationship between government ideology and the extent of 

market-oriented reforms. In fact, several important works suggest that voters in the 

region are often duped into choosing candidates known for their advocacy of state-

centered economic policies, only to find that once in office these candidates abandon 

their electoral mandates and implement the very market-oriented policies they 

campaigned against. 

13 • An entire body of literature emerged to explain why of mandate defection is so 

prevalent amongst executives in the region, much of it impugning the quality or 

authenticity of democracy in the region. O'Donnell (1994) refers to these regimes as 

"delegative democracies", where the executive, as the sole national representative,'"* 

embodies the nation and therefore defines its interests. Consequently, the president can 

govern as he sees fit, even if his policies directly contradict voter expectations. In fact, 

there is evidence that leftist or populist presidents not only engage in mandate defection 

(O'Donnell 1998; Stokes 2001), but that they also tend to be more successful in 

implementing market-oriented economic policies (Acuna and Smith 1994; Gonzales de 

Stokes (2001) refers to this process of campaigning on one set of policies and implementing another once 
in office as mandate switching. However, mandates come from voters. Politicians who abandon their 
electoral mandates do not receive a new mandate from the voters unless they are reelected. Consequently, I 
use the term mandate defection. 

Even the use of nation-wide districts in legislative elections, such as in the Colombian Sentate, does not 
provide the sort of national mandate that a presidential election provides, as election to such a body 
requires a only a very small percentage of the vote that is often geographically conccrntrated (Crisp and 
Ingall 2002). 
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Olarte 1993; Roberts 1996; Weyland 1996, 1997, 1999). Close associations with the 

groups most adversely affected (at least in the short-term) by market-oriented policies 

signal these groups that market-oriented economic policies are in the public interest. 

Even Stokes (1999, 2001), who defends the efficacy of electoral mandates in the region, 

finds that while none of the candidates who campaigned in favor of more market-oriented 

economic policies engaged in mandate defection, the majority (12 of 22) of candidates 

favoring state-centered economic policies reneged on their campaign promises within six 

months of inauguration. Only Dominguez (1998) sees some hope for mandate theory, as 

retrospective voters can punish defectors for their deception at the next election. 

The reasons given for the faithlessness of so many presidential candidates once they 

assume office largely reflect concerns over the efficacy of mandates in the developed 

world. Stokes (2001) contends that executives often engage in mandate defection for 

compelling reasons, and not necessarily due to some fault in the democratic process. 

First, when many of these executives gained office they gained access to new information 

concerning their country's dire economic situation. In such a situation presidents can 

either fulfill their electoral mandates, implementing their state-centered economic 

policies that are popular with the public, but incongruous with the state of the economy, 

or they can adopt a Burkean posture that ignores their electoral mandate, implementing 

market-oriented economic policies designed to restore both macro and microeconomic 

health (Canes-Wrone, Herron, and Shotts 2001). However, while the latter is often 

referred to as "true leadership" and the former as "pandering" both undermine mandate 

theory. 



Second, some candidates may conccal their market-oriented policy preferences during 

the campaign in order to win office, believing that the economic benefits associated with 

structural adjustment programs outweigh the costs of insincerity during the campaign. 

Again, if the policies fail elections provide voters the opportunity to reprimand presidents 

who engage in mandate defection (Dominguez 1998). In her analysis. Stokes (2001) 

finds that mandate defection docs lower vole totals for the incumbent's party in future 

elections, yet the improved economic perfonnance often associated with market-oriented 

reform carries greater weight with the voter. Basically, voters in the region place greater 

emphasis on results rather than policy outputs. Regardless, that presidents abandon their 

campaign promises, either because they gain access to new information or because they 

deliberately misrepresent their policy preferences to win election, indicates that the 

choices voters make on election day appear to have little bearing on a president's policy 

choices once in office. 

Reconsidering the Efficacy of Mandates in Latin America 

While existing work suggests electoral mandates are relatively unimportant in the 

process of economic policy-making in Latin America, there are several reasons to 

consider more carefully the efficacy of electoral mandates in the region. First, most work 

tends to be anecdotal in nature, making little effort to systematically measure electoral 

mandates. Several studies also suffer from implicit case selection rules or select only 

presidents who engage in mandate defection (Conaghan 1996; O'Donnell 1994; Weyland 

1996, 1997). Only Stokes (2001) provides a systematic attempt to measure electoral 

mandates across both time and space. Her work, however, measures electoral mandates 



using candidate's campaign pronouncements.' Given rates of literacy and lack of access 

to media outlets this measure of mandates may not reflect voter expectations. 

Consequently. I focus instead on a more widely available source of information, the 

reputation of political parties. Many of the region's political parties (or their precursors) 

are decades old, so voters should be better equipped to classify parties and choose the 

party that best reflects their policy preferences on election day than they are to classify 

candidates' campaign messages and choose the candidate that best reflects their policy 

preferences. Second, recent scholarship on presidential systems indicates that the 

separation of purpose and the separation of powers that affects the efficacy of electoral 

mandates in the developed world may also hold in the developing world (Haggard and 

McCubbins 2001). Much like the American literature on divided government, Jones 

(2001) finds that unified government streamlines the budget process in Argentina, while 

Baldez and Carey (1999) determine that divided government prevents both the right and 

the left from allocating budget resources according to their preferences. So, when voters 

send a clear electoral mandate in the form of unified government they facilitate policy 

fomiation in predictable ways. 

Third, Biglaiser and Brown (forthcoming) and Nielson (2003) both find that the 

separation of powers impacts economic policy, but do not specifically link electoral 

mandates to policy outcomes. This reflects a common trend in the institutional literature, 

where the separation of powers is found to be strongly associated with a particular policy 

outcome, yet little attention is given to the potentially important role the separation of 

It is not entirely clear what sources Stokes consulted when classifying presidents, so replicability is 
potentially problematic. 



purpose has on the policy-making process. Studying institutions without studying the 

motivations of actors within those institutions leaves us with an incomplete picture of the 

poHcy-making process. 

Fourth, the lack of careful study of the effect of the separation of purpose and powers 

on the adoption of market-oriented economic policy is particularly surprising given the 

extant literature's enormous emphasis on executive autonomy (Conaghan 1996; 

Conaghan and Ma Hoy 1994; O'Donnell ] 994; Weyland 1996, 1997). Some constitutions 

provide presidents the opportunity to alter the status quo independently, through the use 

of executive decree authority (Carey and Shugart 1998). On the other hand, decrees are 

often limited in scope and by policy area and some presidents have no decree authority at 

all. This power may be particularly important for presidents pursuing reforms in policy 

areas typically dominated by the executive, such as those associated with foreign policy. 

Thus, while the potential remains for some presidents to carry out "reform by decree" and 

it remains to be tested whether this inhibits or promotes the faithful execution of electoral 

mandates. 

In order to address these various critiques I focus on the fact that voters in 

presidential democracies elect two agents, the executive and the legislature, and that 

variations in their mandates and the degree to which power is divided between the 

branches should systematically impact policy outputs. Legislatures may act as important 

policy initiators and especially as veto gates for executive initiatives (Tsebelis 2000, 



2002)."' Not only can legislatures overturn executive decrees, but many structural 

adjustment policies are beyond the purview of executive decrees. Furthermore, laws tend 

to be more durable than executive decrees, providing additional incentive for presidents 

to pursue their policy goals in consultation with legislators (Carey and Shugart 1998). 

All veto players in the legislative and the executive branches must agree when passing a 

law, while any future (or current) president can alter or reverse an executive decree. 

Finally, electoral rules greatly impact the ability of legislators to engage in collective 

action in order to cither pass or defeat policy initiatives (Carey and Shugart 1995; Cox 

and McCubbins 2001). Where incentives to engage in collective action are high, 

meaning the separation of purpose is reduced, legislators should be relatively more 

successful in adopting their electoral mandates than where collective action is more 

difficult. So, while the literature finds little relationship between presidential mandates 

and economic policy choices it may be that in ignoring the mandates voters send in 

legislative elections researchers underestimate the impact of mandates on the policy 

process. 

In sum, the extant literature largely overlooks variations in the electoral mandates of 

executives and legislators. Furthermore, there is little attempt to account for differences 

in the ability of presidents to pursue policy-change unilaterally through the use of 

executive decrees. Most importantly, the literature essentially ignores the possible effects 

The existing literature on Latin America places significant emphasis on the legislature's role as a veto 
gate, meaning it has the ability to block executive initiatives (Morgenstem 2002a, 2002b; Cox and 
Morgenstem 2002). As the number of actors that can block policy change increases and their policy 
preferences diverge the ability to alter the status quo increases. Hence, policy change is difficult in Brazil's 
undisciplined, multiparty system (Ames 1999), but relatively easy in Argentina's disciplined, two-party 
system (Jones 1997, 2002). 
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of executive-legislativc relations on the adoption of market-oriented policies. Where 

voters choose presidents and legislators who share similar economic policy preferences 

the ability of voters to predict policy outcomes should be high. Additionally, institutional 

arrangements that encourage legislators to engage in collective action further increase the 

likelihood that the policies politicians enact will reflect the choices voters prefer. 

Testing Mandates in Latin America 

The focus of this dissertation is to test whether electoral mandates function in the 

developing world. In my analysis I focus on the key structural adjustment policies 

advocated by international financial institutions such as the International Monetary Fund 

and the World Bank, as well as by policy-makers in the United States, for two main 

reasons. First, given the economic collapse of the 1980s no policy area received greater 

attention. Second, given the economic collapse and the international pressure to deal 

with it there are reasons (previously mentioned) to expect a breakdown in the efficacy of 

mandates. Consequently, this is a particularly difficult test of the theory. 

Why did so many governments throughout the region pursue market-oriented 

economic programs? These policies, generally referred to as the "Washington 

Consensus", are designed to encourage economic actors to respond to market forces 

rather than state intervention in the economy. The state removes itself from the role of 

producer to become a neutral arbiter between competing private enterprises. In theory, 

these policies will provide the foundations for eliminating Latin America's reliance on 

external borrowing and chronic balance-of-payments problems, while also providing the 
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impetus for a long-term return to growth and investment (Edwards 1995; lAUB 1996, 

1997; Williamson 1990). 

What policies fonn the heart of structural adjustment? Drawing upon the extant 

literature I include multiple measures of market-oriented reforms from five main policy 

areas; trade, finance, tax, privatization, and labor markets. The areas of reform included 

in this study are taken from the index of structural adjustment originally developed by the 

Office of the Chief Economist of the Inter-American Development Bank, and later 

modified and expanded by the Economic Commission for Latin America and the 

Caribbean (Lora 1997a, 1997b, 2001: Morley, Machado, and Pettinato 1999). It is 

important to note these are measures of policies, and not of economic outcomes as some 

in the literature have used. These multiple measures represent not only the most 

systematic data available, they are also the measures used by the leading international 

lender in the region.'' So, as loans have become increasingly conditional upon adopting 

certain market-oriented policies these measures reflect whether or not countries arc 

following the prescribed policies. 

Exposing domestic industry to increased competition by reducing trade barriers was 

designed to increase efficiency and discourage unproductive, rent-seeking behavior. In 

the long-term this encourages export-led growth as unproductive industries arc 

eliminated, while also freeing capital for investment in globally competitive industries. 

Similarly, capital flows were highly regulated throughout much of the region. Domestic 

banking regulations designed to promote stable investment generally had the opposite 

The Inter-American Development Bank is the largest international lender in Latin America. 



effect, distorting markets and thereby inhibiting savings and credit. Tax reform was 

designed to lower distortionary tax rates that inhibited savings, investment, and reporting, 

while also boosting government revenues. 

I also analyze two of the most contentious (and least succcssful) areas of market-

oriented reform: privatization and labor market reform. State-owned enterprises tended 

to be inefficient for political reasons, so the sale of these businesses provided not only 

much needed revenue, but also eliminated a drain on the treasury. Additionally, 

privatization moves the state from producer to regulator, one of the foundations of 

market-oriented reform. Yet privatization often comes into conflict with nationalist 

sentiments on both the left and the right. Finally, labor markets in Latin America offered 

stability, but inhibited the rational allocation of labor. Regulations led industry to treat 

labor as a fixed cost, inhibiting hiring in good times and firing in bad times, thus leading 

to chronic unemployment. 

The move toward more market-oriented economies has hardly been uniform, with 

some governments adopting aggressive ncoliberal economic policies, while others 

defended the region's traditional state-interventionist economic policies. Do electoral 

mandates explain these variations or are economic policy outcomes simply a function of 

presidential whim, as the literature indicates? Similarly, if executives are policy tree 

agents once in office does the separate election of legislators engender the faithful 

implementation of the voters' preferences? 

While electoral mandates send policy signals, representatives possess various tools 

for pursuing their policy preferences. Consequently, 1 also test whether variations the 
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separation of powers affect the faithful pursuit of electoral mandates. Do institutional 

arrangements that concentrate power in the executive or facilitate collective action in the 

legislature increase the ability of elected officials in Latin America to carry out their 

electoral mandates much as they have been found to impact mandates in the developed 

world? This is particularly germane when looking across the various components of 

structural adjustment programs. For example, trade policy is usually the purview of the 

executive branch given the president' role as the head of state, so executive power may 

be particularly important when attempting to enact or block changes in trade policy. 

Conversely, wholesale changes in the labor code usually require legislative action, so a 

unified, pro-reform congress is likely to play a more important role than a powerful 

executive. These variations in the institutional separation of powers likely impact the 

efficacy of mandates across policy areas. 

The final set of factors hypothesized to affect the extent to which countries adopt 

market-oriented policies is the extent of economic crisis. The literature generally 

indicates that the more severe the economic crisis the more extensive the reforms.'^ 

Heavily indebted countries experiencing moribund growth and hyperinflation were left 

with little choice by their lenders but to follow internationally prescribed stmctural 

reforms. Furthermore, these factors weakened domestic opposition to the adoption of 

more market-oriented economic policies. Using a variety of economic indicators I test 

whether the depth of crisis explains the extent of structural adjustment.''' 

Bates and Krueger (1993) do not find support for these claims, 
" While elections and institutions systematically impact policy outcomes in the developed world, interest 
groups are also prominent in policy-making research. I address the role of interest groups explicitly in 
Chapter 4. 
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Summary and Conclusions 

The remainder of the dissertation is composed of four substantive chapters and a 

conclusion. The next chapter explores whether market-oriented reforms become pohcy 

through executive decree or through act of congress in Colombia, Costa Rica, and 

Venezuela. Combining qualitative and quantitative methods I categorize all bills, laws, 

and decrees as market-oriented, statist, or mixed and compare these actions with actually 

policy changes found in the inter-American Bank's measures of structural adjustment. I 

complement my analysis with interviews of key policy-makers. This facilitates 

comparison of how elected officials pursue their electoral mandates with what they 

achievc once in office. Additionally, these countries represent the most stable 

democracies in the region, yet offer significant variations regarding both the separation of 

purpose and the separation of powers, thus providing a solid test of the theory in 

developing democracies. My analyses indicate that all executives, regardless of their 

electoral mandate, pursue market-oriented economic policies in policy areas that fall 

under the purview of the executive, but are more faithful to the voters when pursuing 

policies that require congressional cooperation. Legislators tend to initiate and pass 

legislation that rellects their electoral mandates. I do not, however, find that the 

separation of purpose or the separation of powers has a substantial effect on the policy-

making process, although executives do utilize decree authority in some areas. 

Chapter three examines how variations in the separation of powers affect the efficacy 

of electoral mandates in policies areas that the literature regards as falling under the 



president's purview. Trade and finance fall under this rubric given their relationship with 

the international economy, their complex nature, and the limited information and 

resources available to most legislators that makes them ill equipped to offer alternatives 

to executive programs. Many executives also possess greater ability to act unilaterally in 

these policy areas, particularly where constitutions grant executives the power to issue 

decrees with the force of law. Consequently, I refer to these as gateless reforms, meaning 

the legislature's power to block policy change should be reduced. Mandate theory 

predicts that this combination of a tradition of executive dominance in these policy areas 

and the power to act unilaterally should magnify the effect of the executive's mandate. 

However, the reverse tends to hold. Presidents of the left adopt more aggressive market-

oriented reform programs in these policies most associated with the executive branch, 

although the power to issue executive decrees tends to mute differences. More 

importantly, the legislature's electoral mandate tends to play a much stronger role in 

determining economic policy outputs in these areas. So, while the literature's contention 

that presidents often mislead the public appears accurate, the lack of attention given the 

role of the legislature docs not. even in policy areas traditionally dominated by the 

executive, as legislators tend to implement policies that reflect voter expectations. 

Do electoral mandates function even in the most controversial areas of reform? Tax 

reform, privatization and labor market liberalization impose immediate, early order costs 

on workers while seeking to generate late order benefits making them particularly 
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contentious (Nairn 1993; McKimion 1991; Lora 1997). /Additionally, these policies do 

not fall explicitly under the sphere of influence of the executive, so theory predicts the 

legislature to play a greater role in shaping these policy areas. Therefore, I refer to these 

as gated reforms, meaning the executive must cooperate with the legislature to make 

progress in these areas. My analyses indicate that the voters' choice of president has little 

bearing on policy outcomes and the president's power to act unilaterally fails to generate 

substantively important policy change in these three areas. However, unlike the previous 

chapter where voters' choicc of legislator has a strong effect on policy outcomes, the 

effect of the legislature's mandate policy outputs is reduced, particularly as it relates to 

labor market liberalization. This final policy area, labor market liberalization, appears to 

be Latin America's "third rail", with most countries making only minor adjustments to 

91 
how labor markets are regulated. In fact, the strength of organization of business and 

labor have much greater effects in these policy areas, with business taking its expected 

role favoring liberalization and labor generally supporting continued state intervention in 

the economy. In sum, while voters' choices have some effect on the least controversial 

and most widespread reforms, there is little connection between voters and policy outputs 

in these two areas of market-oriented reform. 

The penultimate chapter attempts to aggregate the various measures of market-

oriented economic policy used in the previous chapters in order to test whether electoral 

Arnold (1990) finds this is precisely the reverse of what policy-makers prefer. The prefer early order 
benefits, meaning constituents see immediate payoffs, but the costs of the policy change are delayed, 
preferably in a way that obfuscates blame for the costs or delays the costs until after the policy-maker 
leaves office. 
-'Two measures of labor market liberalization, flexibility in contracting and overtime pay, were unchanged 
across every country during the 15 years under study. 
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mandates affect the overall process of economic liberalization. Using figures 1 

demonstrate that the simple Structural Policy Index (SPI) developed by the Inter-

American Development Bank discounts variations over the different policy areas. Factor 

analysis provides additional evidence that the countries of Latin America did not march 

in lock step toward more market-oriented economies, and many of the subcomponent 

measures moved in opposite directions. Consequently, statistical models testing the 

efficacy of electoral mandates on the overall process of reform reach different 

conclusions depending on how rnarket-oriented reform is measured. Where reform is 

measured using simple averages I find that both presidents and legislators engage in 

mandate defection, but once 1 account for issues of scaling legislators return to their role 

as faithful defenders of the voters' preferences. 

The final chapter begins with a simple restatement of the theory and a summary of 

findings regarding the strength of electoral mandates, even in an allegedly hostile 

political and economic environment. Voters in Latin America can go to the polls 

confident that their ballots systematically impact economic policy-making. Furthermore, 

while the recent emphasis on the separation of purpose and the separation of powers has 

improved our understanding of how democracies in the region function, my work 

demonstrates that institutions can be redesigned to improve links between voters, elected 

officials, and policy outputs. Consequently, I argue that my work may contribute to a 

political reform agenda to accompany the economic reforms of the past two decades. 

In sum, the literature on the developed world consistently demonstrates that voters 

use party reputations, platforms, and promises to cast ballots and that the electoral 
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mandate voters send on election day affects the poHcies representatives pursue once in 

office. In the developing world it has been questioned whether the choices voters make 

on election day impact policy outputs, particularly in the area of economic policy. Many 

authors argue that international forces beyond the control of domestic political actors 

heavily influence economic policy and that inchoate political parties combined with a 

weak commitment to democratic institutions inhibit the efficacy of electoral mandates. 

My work indicates that presidents in Latin America are not reliable agents given they 

often abandon their electoral mandates in favor of market-oriented economic policies. 

However, voters in the region select two agents, and the second of these, legislators, 

do faithfully pursue their electoral mandates. This contradicts claims concerning a deficit 

of democratic authenticity in the region for two reasons. First, voters can cast ballots 

with only limited information (a party label) and be confident that economic policies will 

reflect their preferences. Second, that the nature of the legislature plays such an 

important role in the adoption of major economic policies indicates that separation of 

powers and the separation of purpose that impact policy change in the developed world 

are also functioning in the developing world. Where powers and purpose are relatively 

unified opportunities for policy change are ample, while increasing the separation of 

powers facilitates policy continuity. As a result, constitutional and electoral reforms can 

be confident that political reforms may also facilitate policy reforms. So, despite 

concerns that international economic constraints and weak parties and legislatures 

undermine the quality of democracy in Latin America I find that the separation of 

purpose and powers are generally functioning as constitution writers intended. 
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Chapter 2: Mandates and the Initiation and Passage of Market-Oriented Policies: 
Evidence from Three Countries 

Testing whether voters have the ability to send electoral mandates and whether 

elected officials have the capacity to pursue these mandates forms the core of this 

dissertation. This chapter explores how political actors pursued economic policy 

changes, focusing on the extent to which these policy changes reflect actors' electoral 

mandates. Did presidential policy initiatives reflect mandates, or did they instead reflect 

the difficult economic realities of the period?'" Were legislators more faithful in their 

pursuit of policies suggested by their mandate, or are legislators also subject to mandate 

defection? In this chapter I also examine how variations in the separation of purpose and 

the separation of powers alTect the ability and even the willingness of elected officials to 

pursue economic policies that reflect voter preferences. Are presidents with strong 

constitutional powers that reduce the separation of powers better equipped to pursue their 

mandates, or are they instead better equipped to defect from their electoral mandate? Do 

electoral rules that facilitate collective action in the legislature also promote the faithful 

pursuit of voters' preferences? 

The efficacy of mandate theory is sorely challenged by Latin America's presidential 

democracies. First, the literature on party systems in the region emphasizes that a lack of 

institutionalization may make it difficult for voters to identify future leaders. Second, a 

high level of volatility, defined as either in the number of votes a party receives or the 

number of scats a party controls in the legislature, is quite high. This volatility 

Geddes (1994) finds that executives, given their national constituency, are generally held responsible for 
overall economic well being, while legislators focus more on serving their (usually) more homogenous, 
geographically defined constituencies. 
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undermines voters' ability to choose candidates that hold similar preference orderings 

(Geddes 1994; Mainwaring and Scully 1995; Shugart and Mainwaring 1997). Third, 

Weyland (1996, 1997, 2002) argues that voters are more likely to choose political 

outsiders during periods of economic crisis, especially during periods of hyperinflation. 

These outsiders are policy "wild cards", meaning the party or candidate's platform should 

be less predictive of policy outcomes then for parties or candidates with an established 

policy record. 

Even if politicians faithfully pursue their electoral mandates the conventional wisdom 

is that legislatures in Latin America are relatively weak compared to the executive. 

Consequently, most policy initiatives stem from the c.xecutive branch, while the 

legislature's role is largely reactive (Mezcy 1979; Cox and Morgenstem 2002). This 

contradicts research in advanced, industrialized democracies that suggest that variations 

in the separation of purpose and the separation of powers affect the ability of voters to 

send mandates and the capacity of elected officials to pursue them (Haggard and 

McCubbins 2001; Tsebelis 1999, 2002).^' Recall, the separation of purpose is defined as 

the extent to which relevant policy makers hold similar policy preferences, while the 

separation of powers refers to the number of actors that possess the ability to block 

change and protect the status quo. 

The goal of this chapter is to determine if elected officials in both the executive and 

legislative branches pursue economic policies that reflect their electoral mandates and 

whether variations in the separation of purpose and powers influence the adoption of 

For a more complete review of the effects of the separation of purpose and powers on policy outcomes 
see chapter 1. 
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policies that reflect voter preferences. The first section details the cases utili/ed in this 

study. Next, I detail the data used to test the relationships between mandates and 

economic policy outputs. A section testing the cfficacy of electoral mandates and the 

effects of purpose and powers on those areas of reform where executive preferences are 

thought to be paramount follows this. Specifically, I examine trade liberalization and 

financial market reform. Theory predicts that executive mandates and rules that 

concentrate power in the executive branch should facilitate the successful functioning of 

mandates. In the fourth section I investigate the role of mandates, purpose, and powers 

on three economic policy areas where the role of congress is expected to be more 

pronounced: reform of the tax code, privatization of state-owned enterprises and labor 

market liberalization. Here the interaction of mandates, purpose, and powers predicts 

that the legislature's mandate will have a greater effect on policy outcomes. The final 

section concludes. 

Case Selection 

Most studies of economic policy-making in Latin Amcrica either focus upon a single 

country""^ or individual administrations across some small number of countries."'' While 

implicit case selection is common, the most common choice of cases appears to be based 

upon the size and relative wealth of the nation. So, while Argentina under Menem, Brazil 

under Cardoso, Chile under Pinochet, and Mexico under Salinas seem to dominate the 

literature there is no theoretical reason to test competing explanations for the adoption of 

There are many examples of this type of study in the literature. For examples, see Baldez and Carey 
1999; Buendia Laredo 2001; Cepeda Ulloa 1994; Echegaray and Elordi 2001; Gonzales de Olarte 1993; 
Jones 2001. 

Again, there are many fine examples, including: Conaghan 1996; Dominguez 1997, 1998; O'Donnell 
1994; Weyland 1996, 1997. 
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market-oriented economic policy in these particular countries during these particular 

administrations. Additionally, the literature tends to focus on the importance of executive 

autonomy in the pursuit of market-oriented economic policies. Presidents with the power 

to bypass the legislature are better equipped to pursue their policy preferences."'' 

However, relatively few systematic tests of effects of executive autonomy on economic 

policy outputs exist (see Biglaiser and Brown forthcoming; Johnson and Crisp 2003; 

Nielsen forthcoming). In order to test the theory that the choices voters make affect 

policy outputs 1 selected three countries: Colombia, Costa Rica, and Venezuela that 

provide a rigorous test of the theory by maximizing variations on the key independent 

variables, mandates, purpose, and powers, while minimizing the effects of possibly 

competing explanations, especially weak party systems and economic collapse. 

Recall that the goal of this chapter is to test the effects of electoral mandates and the 

separation of purpose and powers on the economic policy initiatives and enactments of 

executives and legislators. Given that most voters have relatively little information to 

base their vote upon, political stability is hypothesized to enhance the connection 

between voters and policy outputs. These nations are the three oldest, continuously 

democratic systems in the region (Gasiorowski 1993) and possess a relatively low level 

of party volatility.'^ Stable polities combined with established political parties should 

facilitate the ability of voters to cast ballots with meaningful policy implications and 

should encourage elected officials to pursue these policies once in office. One reason 

See Conaghan 1996; Conaglian and Malloy 1994; O'Donnell 1994 
While volatility is relatively low, there is a steep increase in Venezuela after the failed coup attempts of 

1992. 



these factors accomplish this in Latin America is becausc elected officials are less 

constrained by fears of a military intervention in government policy-making if the 

military's preferences conflict with those of the voters. Another reason that they 

facilitate mandates is that retrospective voting allows citizens to reward parties that 

pursue their platforms and punish parties that abandon campaign promises. For example, 

in 1988 Venezuelans reelected the traditionally left-of-center Democratic Action's (AD) 

presidential candidate, Carlos Andres Perez, after his predecessor supported moderate 

economic policies, yet rejected their candidate in 1993 after President Perez's aggressive 

28 pursuit of market-oriented refoim led to his impeachment and removal from office. 

This is not the case in Peru, where the two largest political parties (APRA and AP) 

collapsed during the economic and political turmoil of the 1980s. Consequently, by 

choosing three of the most stable democracies with the most stable party systems I can 

test whether electoral mandates have some meaning in Latin America, even if they may 

only occur in less stable systems at some point in the future. 

In addition to stable political and party systems, Colombia, Costa Rica, and 

Venezuela also share one additional trait that facilitates theory testing—they all possess, 

or possessed what can best be described as two plus party systems. Two parties 

dominated both presidential and legislative elections"'^ yet enough smaller parties won 

Perez was impeached on the grounds of malfeasance, but most accounts agree that his exceptional 
unpopularity stemmed from his uncompromising pursuit of neoliberal economic policies and the riots and 
coup attempts they produced (Crisp 1999; Weyland 2002). 

Venezuela's two party system collapsed during the 1990s, with the traditionally dominant parties (AD 
and Copei) winning only 43 percent of lower house legislative seats in 1998. 
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scats that the effective number of parties'*', is generally slightly greater than two (see 

table 2.1). Two party dominant systems clarify electoral mandates in two key ways. 

First, these parties follow Downsian (1957) logic, with one party occupying the center-

right, while the other occupies the center-right."^' Consequently, voters who prefer more 

market-oriented policies can simply select the party of the center-right, while those who 

favor state-intervention in the economy can select candidates from the party of the center-

left. By using Colombia, Costa Rica, and Venezuela I ensure that presidents from the 

left, center, and right are included in the study, as well as legislatures that fall on both the 

left and right of the ideological spectrum. Second, two party dominant systems increase 

the likelihood that a single party controls both the executive and the legislative branches, 

giving the government a stronger claim to an electoral mandate.^^ So, the combination of 

stable party systems with two dominant political parties should facilitate the proper 

functioning of mandates. If mandate theory fails to hold in these three nations, it is 

unlikely to hold anywhere in Latin America. 

Table 2.1: The Two Plus Party Systems 
Seats held by the two Effective Number of Parties 

largest parties 
Colombia 1982-1998 86.8 2.39 
Costa Rica 1982-1998 92.3 2.28 
Venezuela 1983-1998 66.2 3.76 
(Source; Schiavon 2003) 

The effective number of parties refers to the number of relevant pohtical parties in congress (Laakso and 
Taagepera 1979). 

Colombia nearly fits this pattern. Coppedge (1997, 1998) classifies the Consei'vatives as center-right and 
the liberals as simply center. 

When the effective number of parties is greater than 3 presidents controlled a majority in the legislature 
in only 2 of 67 country-years in my sample. When the effective number of parties is less than 3 presidents 
copartisans controlled the legislature in 47 of 89 country years. 
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While these three countries offer some degree of stability, they also offer significant 

variations on the key independent variables of interest. As noted, voters in these 

countries selected presidents and legislators from across the ideological spectrum. Also 

important are variations in the separation of purpose. As expectcd in systems with a 

relatively low effective number of parties, slightly over half (23 of 45 country-years) of 

the presidents in the sample enjoyed majority support in the legislature. While copartisan 

support in the legislature may not guarantee presidents policy-making success, it should 

have some positive effect. 

Another factor predicted to affect the separation of purpose is the nature of the 

electoral system, specifically whether party-centered or candidate-centered electoral rules 

are used (Carey and Shugart 1995). Under party-centered rules voters cast ballots for a 

party, rather than an individual candidate, and party leaders restrict ballot access and the 

order in which candidate's names appear (if proportional representation is used) on the 

ballot. Control over ballots gives parties extraordinary control over their legislative 

delegates, as failure to support the party can lead to reduced resources and in the extreme 

expulsion from the party.^^ Costa Rica and Venezuela both utilized among the most 

party-centered electoral rules found in the region, and both of these legislatures were 

widely regarded as relatively disciplined bodies (Taylor 1992; Crisp 1997, 2000). 

Candidate-centered electoral rules allow voters the opportunity to vote not only for a 

party, but to choose which member or members of that party they most prefer. This 

Bolivia possesses perhaps the most party-centered rules, as seats are not assigned to individual legislators 
for a fixed term, but rather to a party. Consequently, parties can immediately remove disobedient party 
members from office without having to wait for the next set of legislative elections. 



forces candidates to differentiate themselves not only from members of opposition 

parties, but also from members of their own party in order to cam a legislative scat. As a 

result, parties control over their legislators is greatly reduced. Where party goals conflict 

with a legislator's constituents there is little incentive for the legislator to hold the party 

line, and party discipline is expected to suffer.Colombia uses the most heavily 

candidate-centered elections in the region, as parties cannot control the use of their party 

label and candidates qualify for the ballot simply by paying a small fee. Consequently, 

most research indicates that Colombian political parties are relatively undisciplined 

(Archer and Shugart 1997; Shugart and Nielson 1999). So, party-centered electoral rules 

in Costa Rica and Venezuela should encourage a sense of shared purpose amongst 

copartisans and facilitate the implementation of mandates, while candidate-centered 

electoral rules in Colombia should suppress a sense of shared purpose amongst 

copartisans, thus weakening the effects of mandates on policy. 

In addition to providing theoretically important variations in the separation of purpose 

these countries offer important contrasts in the extent to which their constitutions separate 

powers between the executive and legislative branches. Many Latin American 

constitutions grant the president the power to issue decrees with the forcc of law (Carey 

and Shugart 1998; Shugart and Carey 1992). The inclusion of this provision obviously 

reduces the separation of powers by enhancing the executive's ability to unilaterally 

pursue his policy preferences. Executive decree authority does not, however, eliminate 

Ideally I could measure party discipline across each of these systems rather than rely on the proxy of 
party vs. candidate-centered elections. Unfortunately, no such measures exist for all (or even most) of the 
country-years included in the study. 



the separation of powers. So, while some constitutions offer the executive standing 

decree authority, or the authority to issue decrecs without prior congressional 

authorization, others only grant delegated decree authority, meaning the legislature must 

first vote to grant the president the power to issue decrecs. The latter form of decree 

authority is often limited to certain policy areas or for a set period of time, after which not 

only the authority to issue decrees, but also the decrees themselves often expire. More 

importantly, if the authority to issue decrees depends upon congressional action then 

congress engages in a principal-agent game with the executive. As in all such games 

there is the potential for the agent, in this case the executive, to abuse his power, but 

doing so carries the risk that the principal, will end the relationship. This means congress 

can simply revoke the authority to issue decrees and overturn decrees it finds 

objectionable.^^ Finally, a few constitutions do not grant the executive any authority to 

issue decrees. '^ 

Given variations in the decree authority these nations represent each of the 

categories". The Colombian Constitution grants the executive the most powerful form of 

decree authority, standing decree authority, and places very few limits on its usage 

(especially prior to 1991). This has created a system where presidents often use their 

substantial decree powers to bypass the legislature to enact both political and economic 

reforms (Archer and Shugart 1997). Venezuela's constitution (prior to 1999) allows the 

The final limitation on this seemingly powerful policy-making tool is the ease with which decrees 
can be reversed. Because laws tend to be more durable there are strong incentives for executives to pursue 
policy changes through the legislature rather than relying on decrees which subsequent administration can 
easily overturn. 
^ Most constitutions do allow the executive to issue orders designed to clarify regulations put forth in 
legislation passed. This does not allow them to alter the legislation itself 

Categories are taken from Shugart and Carey (1992) and Carey, Amorim Neto, and Shugart (1997). 
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legislature to delegate decree authority to the executive. Given the executive's party 

generally dominated the legislature it was relatively common for the legislature to 

delegate extensive powers to the president. This practice declined with the collapse of 

the two party system in the 1990s, with President Caldera stretching his executive powers 

in the face of congressional opposition (Crisp 1997). The Costa Rican president lacks 

either form of executive decree authority, so policy-making generally necessitates 

executive-legislative cooperation (Carey 1997). 

In addition to the variations in the separation of purpose and powers these countries 

provide they also arc representative of many of the region's political and economic 

problems. First, while these were traditionally two party dominant systems their party 

systems were certainly not static. This is particularly the case in Venezuela, where the 

two leading parties both experienced precipitous declines in the number of seats held in 

the legislature during the 1990s. Second, political violence has long held a dominant 

place in Latin American politics, and Colombia's decades long civil war is emblematic of 

a region attempting to deal simultaneously with both political and economic hardships 

(Hartlyn and Dugas 1999). Similarly, Venezuela represents the potential political costs 

associated with the adoption of market-oriented refomis, as rioters and coup attempts led 

to President Perez's removal from office.Lastly, economic difficulties during the 

1980s and 1990s dominated the policy-making discourse. While none of these countries 

experienced the hyperinflation seen in Bolivia, Brazil, or Peru, each country saw inflation 

more than double at some time over the period under study. 

Several unpopular pro-market presidents were removed from office. 
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The goal of this chapter is to address several of the shortcomings apparent in recent 

work on the adoption of market-oriented economic policies. Implicit ease selection rules 

and casual attention to variations in the effects of mandates, purpose, and powers 

questions the literatures emphasis upon executive autonomy (loosely defined) as the 

driving forcc behind the region's move away from state-centered economic development 

strategies. By selecting Colombia. Costa Rica, and Venezuela I am able to test the effects 

of mandates, purpose, and powers while controlling for possibly confounding effects 

caused by party volatility. In sum, if mandates fail to function in these three nations, it is 

unlikely they will be useful predictors of economic policy outputs anywhere in Latin 

America. Conversely, if mandates do function, and the separation of purpose and powers 

operate as cxpected, then perhaps the "...deficit of democratic authenticity..in the 

region is overstated. 

Measuring the Initiation and Enactment of Economic Policy 

In order to test the effects of mandates, purpose, and powers on the adoption of 

market-oriented economic policy I utilize two different sets of measures. Several studies 

utilize unclear definitions or measures of market-oriented policies or confound economic 

outcomes with policy change (Conaghan 1996; Conaghan and Malloy 1994; Gonzales de 

Olarte 1993; O'Donnell 1994; Stokes 2001; Weyland 1996, 1997, 1999). Countries that 

avoided balance of payments problems, reduced inflation, and restored positive growth 

were considered reformers. Unfortunately, these studies often confound the economic 

goals these reforms theoretically produce with the policies intended to create them. 

However, even the adoption of ideal typical market-oriented policies may not produce the 



expected economic gains. For example, exogenous shocks such as the global economic 

slowdown of the late 1980s and early 1990s may have prevented even the most orthodox 

economic policies from producing the desired result. Consequently, if we are interested 

in what explains a government's motivations and its ability to adopt prescribed economic 

policies it is necessary to explicitly define and objectively measure the economic policies 

themselves, and not the economic outcomes that may be associated with such policies. 

Structural adjustment programs involve broad adjustments in government policies, 

where the role of the government changes from being one of the principal engines driving 

a country's economy, to being a neutral provider of services and arbiter among 

competing private forces. To test competing theories on why governments adopt 

structural reforms it is ncccssary to develop measures that span both time and space. The 

Office of the Chief Economist at the Inter-American Development Bank completed the 

first region-wide, time-serial measures of structural adjustment for Latin America in the 

late 1990s (Lora 1997a; 1997b; 2001). This Structural Policy Index (SPI) covers a 15-

year period from 1985 to 1999 and contains data for 20 Latin American countries. 

These studies provide systematic measures of structural adjustment programs across five 

areas of reform: trade reform, domestic financial liberalization, tax reform, privatization, 

and labor market liberalization. Each of these components of reform also utilizes 

multiple measures related to the policy area. For example, trade reform consists of both 

average tariff rates and the spread between the highest and lowest tari ff rates to calculate 

a nation's level of adjustment. They offer researchers measures of government 

Complete data is only available for 14 of the 20 countries. 
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development strategies from most market-oriented to most state-centered. These studies 

measure whether govenrments favor policies that lead economic actors to respond to 

market forces or if they instead create incentives for capital and labor to rely upon state 

intervention in the economy. 

It is important to note that these measures are not without their disadvantages. First, 

in order to look across a wide range of countries for a long period necessitates some 

oversimplification of the reform process. For example, data on tariff barriers is much 

more accessible than data on various non-tariff barriers, so the fomier is used when 

looking at trade reform. Second, as Morley, Machado, and Pettinato (1999) caution, 

these measures do not make claims about what the best policy in a given area of refonn 

is. It may be there is an ideal level of market-orientation, but that in the rush to reform 

states exceed this point. These measures are simply meant to measure the extent to which 

markets, and not the government, determine actor's incentive structures. 

Measuring how much change has occurred is vital, but it fails to demonstrate how 

those changes took place. In order to test this I constructed a database of all bills, laws, 

and presidential decrees relating to economic policy for Colombia, Costa Rica, and 

Venezuela.'"' I cover three Colombian, five Costa Rican, and five Venezuelan 

presidential administrations covering the 1980s and 1990s.'^' Trade reform focuses on 

tariff rates, domestic banking reform on interest rates, oversight, and directed credit, tax 

reform on reducing progressive tax structures with an emphasis on consumption taxes. 

Data was gathered at the Biblioteca Presidencial and the Archivo Legislativo in Colombia, at the Archivo 
Legislativo del Congreso in Costa Rica, and the Servicio Autonomo de Informacidn Legislativa in 
Venezuela. 

Colombian data begins in 1986 due to issues of data availability. 
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privatization on the sale of state-owned enterprises, and labor market liberalization on 

reducing costs of hiring and firing workers. Measures were categorized as either favoring 

market-oriented policy or favoring further (or continued) state intervention in the 

economy according to the criteria put forth in the literature (Lora 1997a, 1997b, 2001; 

Morley, Machado, and Pettinato 1999). Market-oriented policies arc scored a 1, while 

state-interventionist policies are scored a 0. Approximately 66 percent of the 750 

observations in my dataset were policies designed to reduce the role of the state in the 

economy. This then allows direct analysis of the laws and decrees that led to changes in 

the measures used in the SPl. Furthermore, because I extend the analysis beyond laws 

and decrees to include bills 1 provide an additional test lacking in the literature. Do 

politicians in presidential democracies initiate legislation that reflects their electoral 

mandate, only to have the separation of purpose and the separation of powers block their 

policy preferences? Do presidents use executive decree authority (a reduction in the 

separation of powers) to bypass the legislature in the policy-making process, or do they 

instead use their power to elicit congressional support? 

In summary, the goal is to develop more systematic measures of economic policy

making in order to test whether voters' preferences arc reflected in what policy makers 

propose, what they pass, and how much policy changes. Mayhew (1974) argued that 

there was an "electoral connection" in the United States Congress and in many ways my 

work simply seeks to test this connection elsewhere. Bill initiation provides 

opportunities for policy-makers to engage in position-taking, or signaling their policy 

preferences to their constituents. Passing laws or issuing decrees allow policy-makers to 
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engage in credit-claiming, meaning they inform constituents not only their policy 

preferences, but also of their ability to enact these preferences. Similarly, changes in the 

SPl enhance credit-claiming, as policy-makers can demonstrate not only that they 

changed policy, but how much they were able to change policy. 

Measuring Mandates, Purpose, and Powers 

The key to any test of mandate theory is the ability to measure electoral mandates. 

Stokes' (2001) classifies presidents as either favoring market-oriented or state-

interv'entionist'*" economic policies based upon their campaign messages. There are 

numerous problems with this system. First, it is unclear exactly how president's 

campaign messages were classified. A small number of campaigns were classified as 

vague, but Stokes conclusion that, "Voters who feared efficiency-oriented programs were 

well advised to listen hard [emphasis added] for messages indicating a candidate's 

intention to implement such programs and vote for someone else." may simply be a 

function of her vague system of classification (Stokes 2001, 15). Second, her focus on 

executives ignores the mandates voters in presidential democracies send in legislative 

elections. Furthermore, reading the campaign messages of each individual legislator who 

initiated legislation related to structural adjustment is impractical. Third, much of the 

research in the developed world indicates voters generally have little information on 

which to base their vote.'^' Given the region's higher levels of illiteracy and lack of 

She uses the terms efficiency-oriented and security-oriented to refer to market-orienied and state-oriented 
policies respectively. 

See Jacobson (2001) for an excellent summary of the U.S. literature. 
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media access the use of campaign messages to measure electoral mandates is potentially 

troublesome. 

Table 2.2: Presidential Power in Colombia, Costa Rica, and Venezuela 

Country 
President 
(Party) 

Term 
President's 

Mandate 
Legislature's 

Mandate 
Majority 

Party-
Centered 
Elections 

Executive 
Decree 

Authority 

Colombia Barco (PL) 

Gaviria 
(PL) 

Samper 
(PL) 

1986-
1990 
1990-
1994 
1994-
1998 

Centrist 

Centrist 

Centrist 

Right-of-
Center 

Right-of-
Center 

Right-of-
Center 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

Standing 

Standing 

Standing 

Costa 
Rica 

Carazo 
(PU) 

Monge 
(PLN) 
Arias 
(PLN) 

Calderon 
(PUSC) 
Figueres 
(PLN) 

1978-
1982 
1982-
1986 
1986-
1990 
1990-
1994 
1994-
1998 

Center-Right 

Center-Left 

Center-Left 

Center-Right 

Center-Left 

Left-of-Center 

Left-of-Center 

Left-of-Center 

Right-of-
Center 

Left-of-Center 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Venezuela 
Herrera 

Campins 
(Copei) 
Lusinchi 

(AD) 

Perez (AD) 

Velasquez 
(AD) 

Caldera 
(CN) 

1979-
1984 

1984-
1989 
1989-
1993 
1993-
1994 
1994-
1999 

Center-Right Left-of-Center 

Center-Left Left 

Center-Left Left-of-Center 

Center-Left Left-of-Center 

Center-Left/ 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

Personalist 
Left-of-Center 

No Yes Emergency 

Yes Yes Delegated 

No Yes Emergency 

No Yes Delegated 

No Yes Delegated 

An alternative to using campaign messages to classify policy-makers' preferences is 

to use party affiliation. Party affiliation provides voters w ith basic information regarding 

a candidate's policy preferences and helps combat the low information environment most 

elections in the region resemble (Aldrich 1995). Coppedge (1997, 1998) surveyed 53 

country specialists, classifying approximately 800 political parties in the region. Parties 

were classified as right (1.0), center-right (0.5), center (0), center-left (-0.5), and left (-1), 
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giving voters a simple tool, party label, to choose the candidate that most reflects their 

policy preferences.''^ Presidents carry the mantle of their party and are simply assigned 

their party's ideology score, with Colombians favoring presidents from the center, while 

parties of the center-left and the center-right have held office in Costa Rica and 

Venezuela (see Table 2.2). 

The inherent advantage of Coppedge's measure is evident when measuring the 

mandate voters send when they select their legislators. First, I calculated the mean 

ideological position of the legislature by weighting each party's ideology score by the 

number of seats it held in each legislative chamber and then summed each chamber's 

score.For reasons of comparability I simply doubled the mean ideology score in 

unicameral systems. To avoid the endogeneity issue of country experts reacting to a 

party's behavior once in office, I used a party's ideology score from the previous 

legislative cycle. It is precisely this prior label that voters use to send their mandate (see 

Keys 1962), and it avoids the possibility that ideology scores arc a function of policy 

rather than vice versa. Positive ideology scores should indicate voters preferred more 

These parties account for approximately 97 percent of the lower house seats won in the 20* century. 
President Caldera's Convergencia Naeional is scored as a personalist party, not falling on the traditional 

left-right spectmm. Stokes (2001) analysis of Caldera's anti-neoliberal campaign messages clearly place 
him to the left-of-center, despite coming from a background in the center-right COPEI. My findings hold 
whether he is scored as a center-left candidate or as a centrist (given the conflict between his background 
and his campaign messages). Additionally, presidents of the far right and the far left are relatively 
uncommon in Latin America, holding office in less than 10 percent of tlie country-years studied in chapters 
3, 4, and 5. 

Coppedge calculates mean congressional ideology based on the number of votes a party received, not the 
number of seats. Given my theoretical interest in the policy-making process, I use seats, not votes. Some 
parties were classified as '"other" when there was disagreement among country specialists whether the 
left—right dimension was inappropriate. If a plurality of countiy specialists classified a party as left or 
right I used their classification. Parlies that failed to meet this minimum requirement were scored as centrist 
in our congressional ideology calculations. The mean congressional ideology of unicameral legislatures 
was doubled to yield comparable figures. The mean for the legislature's ideology is used rather than the 
median, as Coppedge scores the party delegation, and not individual legislators. 



market-oriented economic policies, while negative ideology scores should indicate voters 

preferred more state-interventionist economic policies. Legislatures' mandates range 

from clearly favoring continued state intervention in the economy ( 0.58 under 

Venezuelan president Lusinchi) to showing a preference for more neoliberal policies 

(+0.41 under President Bctancur of Colombia). Second, I determined the ideological 

position of the sponsors of all legislation relating to economic policy. This allows me to 

test whether legislators from the right initiate pro-market economic policies, while 

legislators from the left favor policies that increase (or protect) state intervention in the 

economy. Stokes' method would simply make this impossible. 

In order to test the effects of the separation of purpose and the separation of powers 

on the policy-making process I examine two key issues. One, are legislators able to 

overcome the impediments to decision-making present in any large deliberative body? 

Here the focus is on the partisan composition of the legislature and the nature of the 

electoral system. When there are few parties or the president's copartisans control a 

majority of the seats in the legislature the separation of purpose between the branches 

should decrease. The ability of legislators to overcome barriers to collective action is 

measured by how much control party leaders have over legislators' political futures. 

Costa Rica and Venezuela both utilized highly party-centered electoral systems, meaning 

legislators had little choice but to support the party if they had future political ambitions 

(Carey 1997; Crisp 1997, 2000; Nielson 2003; Taylor 1992). Colombian party leaders 

had no control over the party label, making the system the most candidate-centered in the 

region (Archer and Shugart 1997; Nielson 2003). In combination I can test for the effects 
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of electoral mandates while also examining how the electoral system can limit or 

exacerbate the effects of the partisan composition of the legislature. 

Two, can the president unilaterally pursue policy change? Execulive dccree authority 

is divided into three categories; standing decree authority, delegated decree authority, and 

no decree authority (Carey and Shugart 1998). Colombian presidents were granted 

standing decree authority over a host of policy areas (Archer and Shugart 1997). 

Venezuelan presidents were occasionally delegated decree authority, but also had the 

authority to issue decrces after suspending or restricting constitutional guarantees (Crisp 

1997). Only the Costa Rican constitution provides no authority to legislate by decrec 

(Carey 1997).''^ Again, theory predicts that Colombian presidents should be able to 

pursue their mandates through the use of decrees; Venezuelan presidents should have 

some success, while Costa Rican presidents must rely on congressional support to enact 

their policy preferences. 

Gateless Reforms 

There is little doubt that the adoption of structural adjustment policies has varied 

substantially over time and across countries, but we have also seen variations across 

policy areas. There was substantial progress made toward opening markets to foreign 

competition through trade liberalization. Tax systems were overhauled, domestic capital 

markets liberalized, and state-owned enterprises sold off. Yet the move towards markets 

was uneven. Do electoral mandates explain the extent of adjustment across all the areas 

Booth (1999) claims Costa Rican presidents increasingly relied upon executive decrees during the 1980s 
and 1990s, yet there is no constitutional provision for the president to issue decrees that hold the force of 
law. 
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of reform and, if so, why has progress not been uniform? Do variations in the separation 

of purpose and powers across policy areas lead to variations in policy outputs? 

The extant literature on the proper order of reform consistently argues that after 

economic stabilization governments should reduce trade barriers and open financial 

markets to the free flow of capital/'^ This is economically rational in the wake of 

economic stabilization as it sends a signal to international financial institutions of a 

credible commitment to structural reforms. The reason this is a credible commitment is 

that opening trade tends to exacerbate balance-of-payments problems as imports become 

less expensive. Similarly, liberalizing financial markets risks hyperinflation as banks 

rush to adjust interest rates to reflect market conditions. In concert these policies will 

undermine stabilization measures without continued commitment to market-oriented 

reforms. Furthermore, trade liberalization strengthens the position of those who generate 

foreign currency, particularly dollars, which helps combat continued economic 

deterioration (Nelson 1995). 

While the economic rationale to engage in these two areas of reform is compelling, 

there are also strong political reasons to begin with these two areas of reform. First, the 

costs of these easy reforms tend to be less direct than many of the other areas of reform 

(Falvey and Kim 1992). For example, trade reform may lead to indirect job losses as 

uncompetitive industries close under the pressure of competition from imports. 

However, when state-owned enterprises are privatized workers' jobs are threatened. 

This literature is vast. For examples, see Alesina and Drazen 1991; Drazen and Grilli 1993; Edwards 
1995; Lora 2001; Nairn 1995; Nelson 1994, 1995; Nielson 2003; Rodrik 1994. Sec McKinnon 1991 for a 
contrary view. 
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meaning the costs are much more direct. Second, these policies traditionally fall under 

the purview of the executive. This is especially true of trade, which falls under the rubric 

of foreign policy, so a more prominent role for the executive is expected. If executive 

mandates and presidential powers are likely to affect any aspect of economic policy

making, the literature predicts it would be in these two areas of adjustment. 

While executives arc expected to pursue trade and financial policies with a large 

degree of autonomy the effects of executive mandates and powers have received httle 

systematic attention. Nielson (2003) demonstrates that executives with the power to 

issue decrees with the force of law accomplish more aggressive trade reforms. However, 

he does not control for the president's electoral mandate. Recall the strong links between 

electoral mandates and policy outcomes in the developed world (see Chapter 1) and we 

would expect presidents of the right to pursue more aggressive easy adjustment 

programs. Furthermore, the inlcraction of powerful presidents and pro-market electoral 

mandates should lead to the most extensive market-oriented economic programs. 

Following this logic 1 refer to trade and financial market liberalization as gateiess 

policy areas. They traditionally fall under the auspices of the executive branch; so 

executive mandates are expected to play a greater role than that of the legislature. 

/Additionally, constitutionally allocated powers that reduce the separation of powers 

should allow the executive to promote his policy preferences without regard to the 

legislature, particularly where executive dominance is the norm. 

Unfortunately, the data do not support Stokes' (2001) conclusions that most 

presidents in Latin America pursue their electoral mandates (see table 2.3). All of the 
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presidents in my sample overwhelmingly supported more market-oriented legislation. 

Only four of the 13 presidents initiated any legislation designed to increase trade 

protections or financial regulations and only four of these measures became law. 

Furthennore, all presidents used their decrcc authority to alter trade and financial 

policies, yet again the vast majority of these decrees favored more market oriented 

policies. Nearly 88 percent (275/314) of all decrees were classified as pro-market. So, 

there is no apparent relationship between an executive's mandate and the bills, laws, or 

decrees that he advocates, supporting O'Donncll (1994) and Conaghan's (1996) 

contention regarding a deficit of democratic authenticity in Latin America. 

Interestingly, all of the executives who oversaw substantial changes in these gateless 

areas of refonn were from either the center or from the left. Colombia's President 

Gaviria entered office surrounded by U.S.-trained economists eager to accelerate the 

adoption of market-oriented reforms (Biglaiser and Brown forthcoming; Cepeda Ulloa 

1994). Gaviria liberalized trade barriers in his first year in office, with financial market 

reforms following in the second year. How was this accomplished? One of the key 

provisions Gaviria guided through the legislature was law 119 of 1990 in which 

Colombia ratified an international agreement to grant most-lavored nation status to all 

members of the Group of 77. This greatly lowered tariff rates for the majority of the 

world's developing nations. Gaviria also issued a series of decrees (1807, 1824, 2183, 

2184, 3099, 3104, 3144)''^ that lowered tariff barriers on thousands of products, with 

tariffs on many products eliminated altogether. In combination these measures reduced 

Diario Oficiales 39494, 39497, 39531, 39616, 39617 
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Colombia's average tariff rate to under 20 percent and reduced the spread on tariffs to 

under 10 percent. 

Because President Gaviria represents a centrist party, his pursuit of market-oriented 

economic policies is not necessarily a departure from his electoral mandate (although it 

hardly seems to rcfleet a the moderate course his party label might imply). Costa Rican 

Presidents Monge and Figueres, as well as Venezuela's Perez present a greater challenge 

to mandate theory. All three represented center-lcft political parties, yet they also 

oversaw substantial shifts toward more market-oriented economic programs. The 

defining moment of the Monge administration's trade policy came with the negotiation, 

signing, and passage of the international convention covering trade and tariffs for Central 

America. Law 6986 of 1985^° passed easily (43-3) in the center-left dominated 

legislature, and not only reduced trade barriers within the region, but also with non-

member states. Consequently, each of these Central American nations saw sharp 

reductions in their tariff barriers in 1986 and 1987 (Lora 2001). Venezuelan president 

Perez relied heavily upon his authority to issue executive decrees in order to promote an 

aggressive market-oriented economic program that was clearly at odds with his partisan 

heritage, previous term in office, and campaign promises (Levine and Crisp 1999). 

Decree 1518"^' of 1991 promulgated a new law regarding tariff barriers, greatly reducing 

tariffs on a host of items. 

^ Gaceta Oficial 92 of 5/16/1985 
Gaceta Oficial 34708 
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Table 2.3: Executive Mandates, Powers, and Gateless Reforms 

President 
(Party) 

President's 
Mandate 

Pro-Market Pro-Market 
Pro-Market 

Decrees/ 
Total 

Decrees 

Trade Financial 
Country 

President 
(Party) 

President's 
Mandate 

Bills / Total Laws / Total 
Bills Laws 

Pro-Market 
Decrees/ 

Total 
Decrees 

Liberalization Liberalization 
52 53 

Colombia Barco (PL) Centrist 3/3 3/3 38/47 .702 .204 

Gaviria (PL) Centiist 4/4 3/3 58/67 .871 .526 

Samper (PL) Centrist 9/9 4/4 43/54 .873 .600 

Costa 
Rica 

Carazo (PU) Center-Right 1/1 1/1 N/A N/A N/A 

Monge 
(PLN) 

Center-Left 10/11 9/10 N/A .752 .208 

Arias (PLN) Center-Left 3/5 2/4 N/A .811 .188 

Calderon 
(PUSC) 

Center-Right 5/6 5/5 N/A .876 .184 

Figueres 
(PLN) 

Center-Left 7/7 6/6 N/A .916 .695 

Herrera 
Venezuela Campins 

(Copei) 
Center-Right 0/0 0/0 22/22 N/A N/A 

Lusinchi 
(AD) 

Center-Left 0/0 0/0 37/38 .436 .290 

Perez (AD) Center-Left 0/0 0/0 18/22 .793 .588 

Velasquez 
(AD) 

Center-Left 0/0 0/0 1/2 .806 .600 

Caldera 
(CN) 

Center-Left/ 
Personalist 

1/2 1/2 58/62 .871 .559 

The success of these center-left presidents in their pursuit of market-oriented reforms 

may be emblematic of an alternative to mandate theory. Acufia and Smith (1994) suggest 

that leftists are actually at an advantage when pursuing market-oriented economic 

Data from the Inter-American Bank's SPI is only available from 1985 to 1999. 
Data from the Inter-American Bank's SPI is only available from 1985 to 1999. 
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policies because of their close ties with many of the opponents of adjustmenl, especially 

labor. Their argument adopts the "Only Nixon could go the China" approach, where only 

someone whom the people accept as one of their own will acccpt bitter, yet necessary 

political medicine. Opposition is muted, as only dire straits would cause an avowed 

leftist politician to abandon his ideologically based preferences for the good of the nation. 

Variations in the separation of powers do appear to play a role in the methods 

executives employ to pursue their policy preferences, as well as the amount of changc 

they accomplish. Presidents in Colombia and Venezuela relied heavily upon the use of 

executive decrees to bypass possible congressional opposition, while Costa Rican 

presidents were forced to pursue policy change in the legislature. Interestingly, both 

Colombian and Costa Rican presidents found legislators relatively cooperative, despite 

extreme differences in their electoral systems, while Venezuelan presidents bypassed the 

legislature altogether, even though their copartisans often dominated. More importantly, 

Costa Rica, where the separation of powers is most pronounced, achieved the highest 

levels of trade and financial liberalization. This counters arguments that the separation of 

powers inherent in presidential systems necessarily inhibits policy change (Linz 1994) 

However, the fact that voters in Colombia, Costa Rica, and Venezuela cannot send a 

policy mandate with their vote for president supports critics of the quality of democracy 

in the region. Many voters feel betrayed by their leaders' behavior. An interview with a 

former legislator and co-founder of Costa Rica's center-left PLN rcinforccd the feeling 

that even many elites believe there is a fundamental disconnect between executive 

mandates and policy outputs. He complained that Costa Rica and its neighbors were 



repeating the mistakes of the 1920s and U.S. promotion of market-oriented policies had 

benefited bankers, but not the hombre del pueblo (man in the street). He felt so betrayed 

by the party he helped found that he left in order to form a new party opposed to market-

oriented economic policies. So. even in Latin America's oldest continuously democratic 

states the choice of executive has little apparent relationship to the policies presidents 

pursue once in office. 

Gated Reforms 

Executive autonomy may prove sufficient to implement economic policies that 

traditionally fall under the domain of the executive branch, yet many market-oriented 

policies can only be adopted with congressional approval. Again, because the legislature 

can potentially block (act as a gate) we expect that as the separation of purpose and 

powers increase the ability of each branch to pursue its electoral mandate should decline 

(Cox and McCubbins 2001; Tsebelis 2000). These gated reforms entail the elimination 

of distortionary taxes, the privatization of state-owned enterprises, and the liberalization 

of labor markets. 

Opposition to these reforms is often fierce given the costs imposed on the public 

(Falvey and Kim 1992). Tax reform, privatization, and labor market liberalization can 

offset revenues lost during stabilization and trade reform and enhance global 

competitiveness, but they also tend to eliminate jobs and erode wages, at least in the 

short-term. Also, these more complex policies require not just changing rules, but also 

the overhaul of institutions, thus complicating adoption (Naim 1995; Nelson 1995). For 

example, lower tax rates with an emphasis on enforcement and the addition of a value-
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added tax require an increasingly professionalized bureaucracy. Moreover, increased 

revenues are generally used to pay creditors rather than to fund government services, 

meaning voters gain no direct benefit from increased taxes. Privatization and labor 

market reforms arc hypothesized to be the most contentious. Labor reforms threaten 

workers, as businesses shed unproductive workers to compete and as inefficient 

industries are eliminated. Privatization also threatens jobs, and here opponents often cast 

their criticisms in explicitly nationalistic terms. Many of these industries are 

synonymous with the nation and as such, engender strong opposition when sold on the 

open market (Lora 2000). 

Given the hypothesized strong role of congress in the decision to potentially block 

these gated market-oriented policies 1 test both the effects of executive mandates, as well 

as of congressional mandates and their ability to engage in collective action on economic 

policy outcomes. Where voters select legislators predisposed to support state-

intervention in the economy the legislature should be fairly successful at resisting 

attempts at reform promoted by the either the executive or minority members in congress. 

However, the election of pro-market candidates should promote more extensive gated 

reforms. Furthermore, the ability of congress to engage in collective action should affect 

the extent of policy change in these areas. Where legislators have mandates that 

encourage the adoption of more market-oriented policies unified government and strong 

party control over rank-and-file members should promote more extensive reform 

programs. 
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Unlike gale less reforms, the voters' choice of president docs appear to have some 

bearing on gated economic policy outcomes, although the effect is still weak. What is 

surprising is that where all executives pursued trade and financial market liberalization, 

much of the legislation proposed by the same presidents favored continued state 

intervention in the economy. Additionally, a much smaller percentage (45 percent) of 

executive decrees were pro-market in nature; with no president from the center-left 

issuing more market-oriented than state-oriented decrees. Only Costa Rican presidents 

consistently favor more market-oriented policies across both gated and gateless policy 

areas. This suggests that presidents who cannot bypass the legislature in order to pursue 

their policy preference may also be forced to be more consistent in their approach to 

policy-making. If they send "mixed signals" by initiating both pro-market and pro-state 

legislation in the legislature, then legislators may interpret this as a lack of resolve on the 

part of the president. Conversely, presidents with decree authority can afford to send 

mixed signals concerning policy to the legislature, and given the opposition these policies 

often generate (e.g. riots, coups attempts, etc.) this may be the safest strategy to pursue. 

While there is more (albeit moderate) support for the efficacy of executive mandates 

in these gated policy areas, it is also important to examine how much these laws and 

decrees actually changcd policy. In short, very little was accomplished by the majority of 

these administrations. Also, in contrast to gateless reforms, where all administrations 

extended (or maintained) the move toward markets, several administrations oversaw 

moves toward greater state intervention in these policy areas. Tax policy became more 

state-interventionist under Presidents Gaviria and Samper of Colombia, as well as under 
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President Caldera of Venezuela. Many of the decrees issued by Colombian presidents 

explicitly state that tax increases were designed to combat the nation's burgeoning fiscal 

crisis. For example, Colombian tax law mandates that presidents issue an annual decree 

to adjust income tax brackets for inflation in order to protect citizens from "bracket 

creep". President Samper issued Decree 2324 in December 1995 to adjust brackets for 

1996. This decree also increased the top tax bracket to 35 percent. This sort: of 

progressive tax on income is precisely the kind of tax that market-oriented proponents 

eschew, yet fiscal concerns left Samper with little choice. 

The presidency that clearly advanced gated reforms the furthest was again that of 

Venezuela's President Perez. Venezuela made great strides toward a more market-

oriented tax code and made substantial headway in the sale of state-owned enterprises, 

yet the Perez Administration passed only two laws and the vast majority of his decrees 

favored state intervention in the economy. First, his pro-state decrees focused on a single 

policy area, labor markets, and this is the only policy area where Venezuela actually 

moved toward greater state-intervention in the economy. Also, all of these decrees 

increased workers' wages and were designed to compensate workers for inflation caused 

by other reforms."^'' For example, the elimination of price controls, specifically those on 

transportation, triggered riots in 1989. In their aftennath Perez issued groups of decrees 

on three separate occasions that raised the minimum wage, raised wages for public sector 

employees, and raised monthly food and transportation bonuses.While these decrees 

Standard economic theory shows that by increasing wages, often across the board, Perez was likely to 
exacerbate inflationary pressures. 

Decrees 673-680, Gaceta Oficial 34370 of 12/18/1989; Decrees 912-914, Gaceta Oficial 34477 of 
05/29/1990; Decree 2049, Gaceta Oficial 34872 of 12/31/1991 
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did little to rally support for his aggressive market-oriented policy programs, they may 

have helped delay his removal from office, during which time he was able to pursue 

reforms in other policy areas. 

Table 2.4: Executive Mandates, Powers, and Gated Reforms 

Country 
President 
(Party) 

President's 
Mandate 

Pro-
Market 
Bills / 

Total Bills 

Pro-Market 
Laws / 

Total Laws 

Pro-Market 
Decrees/ 

Total 
Decrees 

Tax 
Reform^'' 

Privatization 
57 

Labor 
Market 
Refonn 

Colombia Barco (PL) Centrist 2/7 2/7 15/23 .463 0 .698 

Gaviria 
(PL) 

Centrist 1/3 1/3 11/21 .430 .040 .801 

Samper 
(PL) 

Centrist 3/4 1/2 3/16 .389 .207 .730 

Costa 
Rica 

Carazo 
(PU) 

Center-
Right 3/4 3/4 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Monge 
(PLN) 

Center-Left 2/3 2/3 N/A .320 0 .654 

Arias 
(PLN) 

Center-Left 1/1 1/1 N/A .467 .040 .654 

Calderon 
(PUSC) 

Center-
Right 8/10 3/5 N/A .525 .028 .654 

Figueres 
(PLN) 

Center-Left 6/6 2/2 N/A .499 .022 .654 

Venezuela 
Herrera 
Campins 
(Copei) 

Center-
Right 0/0 0/0 14/16 N/A N/A N/A 

Lusinchi 
(AD) 

Center-Left 0/2 0/2 11/23 .296 0 .304 

Perez 
(AD) 

Center-Left 2/2 2/2 2/34 .504 .160 .268 

Velasquez 
(AD) 

Center-Left 0/0 0/0 2/10 .559 .165 .268 

Caldera 
(CN) 

Center-Left/ 
Personalist 6/9 2/4 20/38 .388 .267 .486 

^ Data from the Inter-American Bank's SPI is only available from 1985 to 1999. 
Data from the Inter-American Bank's SPI is only available from 1985 to 1999. 
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The fact that these gated policy areas apparently facilitate the faithful execution of a 

president's mandate is reassuring for several reasons. One, it indicates that while 

presidents may abandon some campaign promises, there are still many policy areas in 

which they pursue policies that reflect voter preferences. This certainly falls short of the 

ideal set forth by the theory, but many researchers find that advanced, industrial 

democracies fall short of the ideal as well (Binder 1999; Coleman 1999). Two, this also 

indicates that elected officials are more responsive to voters when there is a check on 

their authority. Because these gated reforms must pass through congress it is difficult for 

the president to engage in mandate defection. Only if he is confident of legislative 

support, as Costa Rican presidents were, can he afford to risk initiating reforms in these 

areas. Three, these findings support the work of Arnold (1990) regarding elected 

officials preferences over costs and benefits. Policy-makers prefer policies that have 

immediate payoffs and postpone costs, rather than policies that impose immediate and 

direct costs and whose benefits only appear in the long tenn. Trade and financial reforms 

often impose the most indirect costs, while the costs of increasing income and value-

added taxes, selling state-owned enterprises, and reducing worker protections are more 

obvious to consumers and workers. 

As noted, the literature suggests that legislatures act as potential gates to executive 

initiatives, but little attention is given to the policies initiated and passed by legislators. 

Legislators may redeem mandate theory in two ways. First, do legislators initiate policies 

that reflect their electoral mandates? Second, do they pass policies associated with their 
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policy platforms? If legislators from parties of the left initiate and pass economic policies 

favoring continued (or increased) state involvement in the economy and legislators from 

the right initiate and pass economic policies designed to make actors more responsive to 

markets then voters can utilize party labels when deciding how to vote in legislative 

elections. 

The evidence shows that legislators generally introduce legislation that reflects their 

electoral mandates. Using Bayes's rule let (S, M} represent the policies legislators 

initiate once in office, with S representing state-interventionist policy and M indicating 

market-oriented economic policy. Additionally, let {L, C, R} stand for the initiator's 

party ideology, where L indicates a legislator from the left, C the center, and R the 

right.^^ So, Pr(S) symbolizes the probability that a voter assigns to a candidate pursuing 

state-interventionist economic policies once in office, with Pr(S) = 321/538 or 0.60, 

meaning that without any knowledge about the candidate the voter would cxpect about 60 

percent of a legislator's initiatives to favor state-intervention in the economy. However, 

the voter knows the candidate's party. The probability of legislators from the left 

initiating statist economic policies, Pr(S|L), is 0.85, while the probability of rightist 

legislators initiating state-interventionist economic policies, Pr(S|R), drops to 0.33 (see 

Table 2.5).^^ So, simply knowing a candidate's party yields significant insight into the 

types of economic policies legislators arc likely to advocate once in office. 

Parties of the left and center-left are combined, as are parties of the right and center-right. 
Similarly, the probability of a legislator from the left initiating market-oriented policy, Pr(M|L) = 0.20, 

while the probability of a legislator from the right initiating market-oriented policy, Pr(M|R) = 0.69. 
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There are two additional factors of interest regarding gated economic policies 

initiated by legislators. One, legislators uphold their electoral mandates in every case 

cxcept members of right-of-center parties in Colombia. Does this indicate that members 

of Colombia's Conservative party ignore their party's reputation when initiating 

legislation? Closer examination of the data reveals that most of these initiatives 

promoting state-intervention in the economy came not from Conservative's, but rather 

from the smaller parties of the right. While this does not explain why the Conservatives 

sponsored so few market-oriented bills, it does at least indicate that they only rarely acted 

in opposition to their mandates. Two, legislators in systems that use party-centered 

elections are more active in sponsoring legislation relating to these key policy issues. 

Costa Rican and Venezuelan electoral rules encourage legislators to engage in party 

building activities, which may explain why they initiate so much more legislation. For 

example, Costa Rican Deputy Aguilar Bulgarelli from the lefl-of-center PLN initiated 

legislation to extend worker compensation in the event of termination,''^ while legislators 

from the leftist Venezuelan party La Causa Radical (The Radical Cause) introduced 

legislation in May of 1991 to guarantee workers a living wage while simultaneously 

freezing prices. These bills may have failed, but their sponsors clearly demonstrated their 

policy positions to their constituents. On the other hand, Colombia's electoral system 

emphasizes candidate's individual reputations and encourages members to worry less 

about national policy issues and more about parochial interests (Archer and Shugart 

1997). Consequently, it is unsurprising that Deputy Perez Martinez from the center-right 

Gaceta Oficial 129 of 7/8/1983 
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Conservative Party introduced legislation designed to encourage banking by exempting 

taxes on foreign capital, as well as on profits from investments in the hotel industry. Not 

only does lie target an individual industry, but Deputy Perez Martinez limits this 

exemption to banks and hotels on San Andres Island, hoping to create an offshore 

banking Mccca. So, even though legislators initiate economic policies that reflect their 

electoral mandates the scope of the legislation appears to be a function of the nature of 

the electoral system. 

Table 2.5: Legislative Mandates, Collective Action, and Gated Initiatives 
Initiator's Mandate 

Policy Initiative Left Center Right Total 

Colombia 
Statist 9 32 15 56 

Market 1 2 3 6 

Costa Rica 
Statist 71 1 23 95 

Market 17 0 28 45 

Venezuela 
Statist 192 0 21 213 

Market 31 5 87 123 

Total 321 40 177 538 

The effects of the legislature's mandate^' on the types of economic policies that 

actually become law are less pronounced. The probability of passing market-oriented 

policies, Pr(M), is quite high. 0.72 (see Table 2.6). Again, drawing upon Baycs's rule we 

see that the probability of a left-of-ccnter legislature passing market-oriented policies, 

Pr(MlL), is still quite high, 0.69. Similarly, the likelihood of right-of-center legislature's 

passing market-oriented policies, Pr(M|R) is somewhat higher, 0.75. While seemingly 

marginal, the fact that the mean ideology of many of these legislatures is relatively close 

to 0 (-0.11) it may be illustrative to examine the legislatures that are furthest to the left 

and right on the ideological spectrum. The left dominated the legislature during the 

Recall this is simply the legislature's mean ideological position. 
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Lusinchi administration, and while relatively inactive, all three economic bills passed by 

the Venezuelan legislature favored greater state intervention in the economy. This is 

particularly telling given that much of the region was actively engaged in market-oriented 

reform during this time. Conversely, the Samper administration faced one of the most 

right-of-center legislatures in the sample and 9 of the 11 laws passed during his tenure 

increased the role of markets in the Colombian economy. Furthermore, while the 

likelihood of a law promoting neoliberal policy is roughly equal across legislatures, left 

dominated legislatures average only 6.8 of these laws per administration, while right 

dominated legislatures average 10.5 laws per president. Still, that such a large percentage 

of market-oriented legislation passes even in moderately Icft-of-center legislatures does 

indicate weakness in the efficacy of electoral mandates in Latin America.*^'' 

Table 2.6: Legislative Mandates and Policies Adopted 

Policy Passed Left 

Legislature's Mandate 

Right Total 

Statist 27 14 41 

Market 61 42 103 

Total 88 56 144 

The final question is whether the legislature's electoral mandate works in concert 

with the separation of purpose to determine the extent of adjustment.''"^ There is only 

weak evidence the legislature's mandate explains the level of reform, as right dominated 

legislatures have slightly higher scores in the areas of tax and labor market liberalization, 

Note this analysis does not address variations in the scope of these reforms. Chapters 3 and 4 
consistently demonstrate that the legislature's ideology has an impact on the extent of adjustment. 

I focus upon the nature of the electoral system rather than on the president's support in the legislature 
given that these are two party dominant systems where the president usually controls a majority or a strong 
plurality in the legislature. Only President Caldera fails to fit this criteria. 
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but score slightly worse in the area of privatization (see tabic 2.7). Venezuela undertook 

aggressive reforms during the Perez administration despite the fact that the center-left AD 

dominated the legislature. Conversely, the centrist Liberal Party and the center-right 

Conservative Party dominate Colombia's legislature yet they accomplished very little. 

Furthermore, party-centered elections that decrease the separation of purpose in the 

legislature have little bearing on the extent of adjustment. Colombia's lack of progress 

may be attributed to the exceptionally candidate-centered nature of their electoral system 

and the indiscipline it encourages. However, the same logic fails to hold when 

comparing the right dominated legislature under Costa Rica's Calderon administration 

with the left dominated legislature under Venezuela's President Perez. The former 

accomplished very little, while the latter enacted aggressive lax reforms and privatized 

several key state-owned enterprises. 
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Table 2.7: Legislative Mandates, Collective Action, and Gated Reforms 

Country 
President 

(Party) 
Legislature's 

Mandate 

Party-
Centered 
Elections 

Tax Reform^'* Privatization^'^ 
Labor Market 

Reform 

Colombia Barco (PL) Right No .463 0 .698 

Gaviria (PL) Right No .430 .040 .801 

Samper (PL) Right No .389 .207 .730 

Costa Rica Monge (PLN) Left Yes .320 0 .654 

Arias (PLN) Left Yes .467 .040 .654 

Calderon 
(PUSC) 

Right Yes .525 .028 .654 

Figueres 
(PLN) 

Left Yes .499 .022 .654 

Venezuela 
Lusinchi 

(AD) 
Left Yes .296 0 .304 

Perez (AD) Left Yes .504 .160 .268 

Velasquez 
(AD) 

Left Yes .559 .165 .268 

Caldera (CN) Left Yes .388 .267 .486 

Why do legislators tend to initiate bills and pass laws that reflect their partisan 

heritage, yet there is no apparent effect on the extent of adjustment? There are several 

possible explanations for this finding. One is that while legislators initiate and pass many 

bills and laws that reflect their mandates they also engage in mandate defection and pass 

laws that contradict their mandates. Even if they only pass a small number of these bills 

their pro-market content can certainly compensate for their numbers. An alternative 

explanation is that by limiting my analysis to 11 administrations in 3 countries there is 

simply insufficient variation in the ideological composition of the legislature and the 

incentives for collective action to demonstrate the true relationship. A final possibility is 

^ Data from the Inter-American Bank's SPI is only available from 1985 to 1999. 
Data from the Inter-American Bank's SPI is only available from 1985 to 1999. 



that the literature's emphasis on gatelcss versus gated policy areas is improperly specified 

and that the role of the legislature should not be ignored when exploring any of the policy 

areas. I will test these alternative explanations in the following chapters (see chapters 3 

and 4). 

Conclusions 

The goal of this chapter was to test whether electoral mandates and the separation of 

purpose and powers affect policy initiation and adoption as mandate theory would 

predict. There are multiple reasons to expect mandates to fail in the developing world, 

especially given the weakness of party systems and the extreme economic volatility that 

may force governments to abandon their campaign promises in order to deal with the 

changing economic situation. Here I look at the process of initiation and enactment of 

market-oriented economic policies in Colombia, Costa Rica, and Venezuela. These 

countries provide sufficient variation in the mandates, purpose, and powers, while also 

forming three of the most stable polities in the region. If mandates are to function it is 

most likely we would find evidence in these particular countries. 

In general I find the executive's electoral mandate is a poor predictor of the types of 

policies he will pursue once in office and that mandate defection is quite common. All 

presidents, regardless of partisan heritage, advocated more market-oriented economic 

policies in the areas that generally fall under the purview of the executive branch. Only 

in policy areas where the executive must cooperate with the legislature in order to elicit 

change did presidents tend to follow their electoral mandate. Presidents did utilize 

executive decree authority in order to pursue their policy preferences. Again, this varied 
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by area of reform. Interestingly , concerns over the erosion of the separation of powers in 

Latin America are not born out in my analysis. Presidents with decrce authority were 

generally less succcssful in achieving their policy goals than presidents lacking this 

power. This is reassuring for advocates of presidentialism in that it is not necessary to 

concentrate power in the hands of the executive in order to advance policy goals. 

Policies initiated and passed by legislators do tend to reflect their mandates. 

Legislators from the left tend to initiate more state-centered economic policies, while 

those on the right are more likely to favor the move toward markets. Interestingly, this 

finding does not extend to the actual content of policy change, as left dominated 

legislatures arc indistinguishable from right dominated ones. The separation of purpose 

has little apparent cffect on policy outputs. There is some evidence (mentioned above) 

that legislatures help ensure executives follow their electoral mandates, but this is limited 

by policy area. Electoral rules that help legislators overcome barriers to collective action 

have no apparent effect on policy outputs. This undermines the literature's recent 

emphasis on the importance of institutions in shaping legislator behavior (Carey and 

Shugart 1995; Morgenstem 2002a, 2002b). 

I have argued that Colombia, Costa Rica, and Venezuela offer sufficient variation on 

the key independent variables, while limiting variation of possible confounding factors. 

Unfortunately, these findings lend scant support to mandate theory and even less support 

to the notion that the separation of purpose and the separation of powers affect the extent 

of economic policy change. O'Donnell's (1994) classification of Latin America's 

presidential systems as delegative democracies seems largely to hold. Still, it is 
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important to move beyond these nations and test the theory across a broader range of 

mandates, purpose, and powers. Perhaps by widening the scope of the test 1 will find 

new information supporting the eftlcacy of mandates in the region. 
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Chapter 3; Gatelcss Reforms, Imperial Executives, and the Forgotten Legislature 

Mandate theory predicts that in a properly functioning representative democracy 

voters choose from a list of candidates who offer competing policies on key issues. 

Voters select the candidate who most reflects their policy preferences, and that once in 

office politicians pursue their promises in order to cnhance the prospects for future 

political office. It fails to account for differences in the separation of purpose and the 

separation of powers that may enhance or inhibit the proper function of mandates. In this 

chapter I test the efficacy of mandates in two policy areas traditionally dominated by the 

executive. Here theory predicts that executive mandates will play a particularly crucial 

role in determining policy outputs. Furtheraiore, the executive's ability to pursue policy 

unilaterally may have one of two etTects. One, it may enhance the executive's mandate, 

or the ability to pursue policies that reflect promises to the voters. Two, as shown in the 

previous chapter it may encourage presidents to abandon their mandates and unilaterally 

pursue market-oriented refonns, at least in policy areas that traditionally fall under the 

purview of the executive. 

Even if the executive dominates these policy areas there are several reasons to expect 

a role for the legislature in the adoption of trade and financial market reforms. Many 

trade reforms involve treaties, which require legislative votes. Similarly, large-scale 

reform of the banking sector may require the consent of the legislature. If congressional 

cooperation is necessary then we must account for legislative mandates, as well as the 

separation of purpose within the legislature. This is particularly important given Stokes' 

(2001) finding that most presidents pursue more market-orienled economic policies. If 
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presidents often engage in mandate defection, but legislators do not, then their ability to 

engage in collective action to block executive initiatives may be particularly relevant. 

The goal of this chapter is simply to test the efficacy of electoral mandates and the 

effects of the separation of purpose and powers on two areas of reform traditionally 

dominated by the executive branch. In the following section I outline the literature 

concerning executive dominance over trade and financial market policies and develop 

explicit hypotheses to test the effects of mandates and powers. 1 also address the 

possibility that congress plays a greater role in policy-making than was previously 

thought, particularly where the electoral rules reduce the separation of purpose in the 

legislature. In the third section I detail the data used to test the hypotheses. The fourth 

section presents the data analysis and discusses the models' results. In general I find that 

mandate defection is quite common, as presidents of the left more aggressively pursue 

market-oriented policies (especially trade) than their right-of-ccnter counterparts. 

Additionally, the ability of the executive to unilaterally enact policy through the use of 

decree authority has little effect. More importantly, legislators do have an impact on 

trade and financial market liberalization and they faithfully pursue their electoral 

mandates. Furthermore, the ability to overcome barriers to collective action enhances 

their influence over policy. The final section concludes. 

Gateless Reforms 

The move toward more market-oriented economics has not been uniform across the 

region. The greatest strides have been made in the areas of trade and finance, with more 

modest changes in the areas of tax, privatization, and labor. While the literature relating 
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the different areas of reform is underdeveloped, works on the individual policy areas 

indicate that difference across policy areas can be attributed to differences in the relative 

influence of the executive and legislative branches. Trade and finance, generally fall 

under the purview of the executive. Trade is related to foreign policy, giving the 

president (as head of state) greater influence (Nielson 2001). Presidents (or their 

delegates) negotiate international trade agreements, giving them enormous influence over 

the direction of trade policy. For example, the decision of Central American Presidents 

to reactivate the Central American Common Market greatly reduced tariff barriers in the 

region (Lora 2001). 

Banking rules and regulations are not related to foreign policy. This policy area is 

extremely complex though and it generally falls to the executive branch to regulate the 

industry. Aguilera (2001) shows that President Caldera of Venezuela was able to isolate 

fmancial policy from the opposition-control led congress and push through significant 

changes to the banking sector. Similarly. Wilson (1994) argues that the ability of 

executives to isolate political appointees from legislative and party oversight greatly 

facilitates the adoption of neoliberal fmancial policies. Tax, privatization, and labor 

market reforms do not tend to fall in the executive's exclusive sphere of influence, so we 

expect the legislature to play a larger role (see Chapter 4). Because the executive can 

circumvent the separation of powers I refer to these two policy areas as gateless reforms. 

Nairn (1995) suggests that easy privatization is also common at this point in the reform process, as 
governments shed relatively unimportant and inefficient state-owned enterprises that overextended budgets 
can no longer finance. However, given these are generally smaller businesses the impact of these easy 
privatizations is relatively minor. 
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There are also economic reasons to expect presidents to pursue reforms in these two 

policy areas. The costs of trade reform and financial market liberalization are relatively 

indirect and the benefits are often immediately apparent (Alesina and Drazen 1991; 

Drazen and Grilli 1993; Falvey and Kim 1992; Nairn 1995). For example, trade reform 

may lead to indirect job losses as uncompetitive industries close under pressure from 

foreign competition. However, trade reform also creates immediate winners among 

consumers who enjoy lower retail prices and among export-oriented industries that enjoy 

the repeal of export taxes. In sum, presidents are most willing to pursue their electoral 

mandates in the policy areas where costs are least direct and the benefits are most 

immediate (see Arnold 1990). 

While executive mandates and economic benefits may explain why presidents tend to 

pursue trade and financial liberalization, the previous chapter indicates that executive 

autonomy facilitates the pursuit of reform in these areas. Nielson (2003) demonstrates 

that executives who can circumvent congressional oversight by issuing decrees 

accomplish higher levels of reform. He docs not, however, account for the president's 

electoral mandate. It may be that all presidents pursue market-oriented trade and banking 

policies, but those with decrec authority arc better equipped to adopt their policy 

preferences. Alternatively, it may be that presidents use executive decree authority to 

enact policies that reilect their electoral mandates, with presidents on the left favoring 

state intervention, while president's on the right favor freer trade regimes. So, using 

Stokes' (2001) positive predictions regarding mandates combined with Haggard and 
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McCubbins' (2001) argument that that reductions in the separation of powers faciUtate 

policy change I hypothesize: 

H I :  T h e  p r e s i d e n t ' s  e l e c t o r a l  m a n d a t e  w i l l  b e  a  r e l i a b l e  p r e d i c t o r  o f  t h e  
extent of gateless reforms (trade and finance). 

H2: Presidential decree authority empowers presidents to pursue 
economic policies that reflect their electoral mandate. 

The hterature's focus on executive dominance over trade and financial policies 

minimizes the possible effects of congress. As noted, treaties governing trade must be 

ratified and congressional action is often required when overhauling banking laws, even 

if the executive has considerable latitude over rules and regulations. Consequently, it is 

necessary to test for the effects of congressional mandates on reforms in these policy 

areas. Furthermore, given the executive's traditional dominance over trade and financial 

policy the potential for legislators to overcome barriers to collective action seems 

particularly important. Where the separation of purpose is low within congress 

legislators should be best equipped to pursue their electoral mandates, countering the 

gateless nature of these reforms. Accordingly, I hypothesize: 

H3: The legislature's electoral mandate will be a reliable predictor of the 
extent of gateless reforms (trade and finance). 

114: The ability of the legislature to overcome barriers to collective action 
facilitates the pursuit of economic policies that reflect their electoral 
mandate. 

V/hile poUcy-making largely involves the president and the legislature, interest 

groups also seek to influence policy outcomes. The literature indicates that the power of 

entrenched interests to block policy change should vaiy with their influence with the 
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government (Aguilcra 2001; Gamarra 1994; Wilson 1994). Both business and labor bear 

the brunt of trade reforms, as increased competition threatens profits and jobs. 

Consequently, when business and labor have closc government ties their ability to block 

reforms should increase. Similarly, concentrated ownership in the banking sector creates 

a powerful constituency opposed to financial market liberalization (Levine 2002). 

Reform is particularly difficult when the government actually owns many of the largest 

banks, as close ties between regulators and bankers inhibit change (Aguilera 2000, 2001). 

Therefore, 1 hypothesize: 

H5: Interest group organization and concentration will be a reliable 
predictor of their ability to block economic policies that directly threaten 
their core constituents 

In sum, my hypotheses examine executive and legislative mandates, the separation of 

purpose and powers, and the effects of interest groups on the adoption of gateless 

reforms, or those policies where executive preferences are expected to dominate. Do 

executives follow their mandates in these key policy areas? Does the ability to 

unilaterally change policy with decrees facilitate the execution of mandates, or do 

executives use this power to engage in mandate defection? Furthennore, what role does 

congress play in these policy areas? Do legislators follow their mandates and are 

relatively unified legislatures better equipped to resist executive dominance? Finally, can 

interest groups block policy change when they are organized and well-connected to 

policy makers? 
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Data and Methods 

To test the hypotheses presented in the previous section, 1 utilize a sample that 

includes all Latin American presidential democracies for which complete and comparable 

data are available for the period 1985 to 1999. The countries included in my analysis are 

Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Mexico, Peru, 

Uruguay, and Venezuela. This includes 67 congressional terms and 43 presidential 

administrations, offering substantial variations relating to the mandates and the separation 

of purpose and powers. As of 1999, these countries included 86 percent of the region's 

population and accounted for 95 percent of the region's GDP. Additionally, both Chile 

and Peru experienced periods of non-democratic rule (Gasiorowsld 1993). In order to 

account for these non-democratic episodes I utilize an unbalanced, pooled-time series 

design, excluding authoritarian years from the analysis. 

The dependent variables come from the Structural Polity Index developed by the 

Inter-American Bank (Lora 2001; see previous chapter). The index scores nations in five 

policy areas: trade, tax collection, domestic financial markets, and privatization, which 

measure the degree to which economic actors react to market incentives rather than state 

intervention in the economy. In this chapter I focus on the policies most closely 

associated with executive autonomy—trade liberalization and domestic financial 

opening. Trade policy is measured in two ways. First, a country's average tariff rate is 

" Six countries, the Dominican Republic, El Salvador. Guatemala, Honduras, Jamaica, and Paraguay, were 
omitted from the study due to lack of information on party ideology. 

Though many scholars consider Mexico a one-party authoritarian regime during the period studied, I 
have included it in my sample. 1 scored the president as lacking decree authority, but having disciplined 
majority support in the legislature (Weldon 1997). Models excluding Mexico produced nearly identical 
results. 
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calculated, with higher average tariff rates indicating higher levels of state intervention in 

the economy. Average tariff rales range from a low of 3.3 pcrcent in Costa Rica in 1999 

to a high of 83 percent in Colombia in 1985. Second, the policy index measures tariff 

dispersion, or the ratio of the highest to the lowest tariff rates. This helps account for 

governments that may reduce trade barriers in one area, say automobiles, but not in other 

areas more vital to the domestic economy, such as agriculture. Tariff dispersion ratios 

range from 39 in Ecuador in 1989 to 0.2 in Bolivia in 1998. Again, the greater the ratio 

of the highest to the lowest tariff rates the higher the level of slate intervention in the 

cconomy. 

The opening of the domestic financial system is measured in three different ways. 

The first measures the amount of reserves banks must maintain on hand. Setting reserves 

requirements at prohibitively high levels reduces the amount of domestic capital available 

for investment. Requirements were most onerous in Bolivia in 1985; set at an incredible 

98 percent. They were lowest in Mexico in 1994; set at only 2 percent. The second 

measure ranges from 0 to 1 and is based on the freedom granted to banks in lending 

operations. It includes the "...currency in which credit is denominated, loan repayment 

periods, amortization system, interest payments, maximum level of interest rates on 

loans, obligatory investments, and ratios of credit allotted specific sectors" (Lora 2001, 

28). Scores range from a high of 0.875 in Bolivia from 1990 through 1999 to a low of 0 

in several countries across multiple years. The final measure is the Basle minimum 

criteria developed by Basic Committee on Banking Supervision. It is a standard measure 

As previously mentioned, these are not normative measures, as Mexico's ridiculously low reserves crisis 
exacerbated the Tequila Shock of 1994-1995. 
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composed of 25 corc principals focusing on the quality of banking regulation and 

oversight (Debera 2000; Poveda 2000). It also ranges from 0 to 1 with Argentina and 

Mexico scoring Is starting in 1991 and 1994 respectively, while every country scored a 0 

for at least four years of the study. 

Because of external pressure placed upon these governments by the International 

Monetary Fund and the U.S. government, there is a region-wide trend toward increased 

market-orientation.^^ However, there were significant cross-national variations in the 

extent to which governments pursued orthodox, neoliberal trade and finance pohcies, and 

each of the eleven nations experienced at least one year of policy retrenchment. I seek to 

explain these cross-national and time-serial variations in the extent of adjustment. 

In order to test the hypotheses concerning the effects of mandates I use Coppedge's 

(1997, 1998) survey of fifty-three country specialists. This survey was designed to 

measure voters' perceptions of a politician's partisan ideology, with experts classifying 

approximately 800 Latin American political parties, accounting for 97 percent of the vote 

won in lower chamber legislative elections in the twentieth-century. Parties of the left 

received a score of-1.0, center-left -0.50, center 0.0, center-right 0.50, and right 1.0. As 

in the previous chapter. I calculated the mean ideological position of the legislature by 

weighting each party's ideology score by the number of seats it held in each legislative 

chamber and then summed each chamber's score.^^ For reasons of comparability I 

To address the trended nature of the data I follow the logic of Beck and Katz (1995; 1996), assuming 
first-order autocorrelation where the coefficient of tlie first-order process is common across panels. I also 
include a lagged dependent variable. 
™ Coppedge calculates mean congressional ideology based on the number of votes a party received, not the 
number of seats. Given my theoretical interest in the policy-niakmg process, I use seats, not votes. Some 
parties were classified as "other" when there was disagreement among country specialists whether the 



simply doubled the mean ideology score in unicameral systems. There is a risk of 

endogeneily in using this measure, as country experts may by reacting to a party's 

behavior once in office. To minimize the risk I lagged a party's ideology score from the 

previous legislative cycle. It is precisely this sort of prior behavior that retrospective 

voters use to send their mandate (see Keys 1966), and it diminishes the possibility that 

ideology scores are a function of policy rather than vice versa. Voters' perception of the 

president's ideology is simply the classification received by his party. Ideology scores 

range from - 0.92 during the left dominated legislature under Peruvian President Garcia's 

administration to 1.03 during the first year of Brazilian President Samey's administration. 

When voters select politicians of the left mandate theory predicts more state-ccntered 

economic policies, while when voters choose rightist politicians we expect more market-

oriented economic policies. 

In order to test whether the separation of purpose and the separation of powers 

influence politicians' ability to implement their electoral mandates, I collected data on the 

constitutional powers of the president and the electoral system used in legislative 

elections. Decree authority data comes from Carey, Amorim Neto. and Shugart (1997) 

and Carey and Shugart (1998). I use a binary variable for whether presidents have the 

ability to issue substantive decrees with the forcc of law without prior congressional 

left—right dimension was inappropriate. If a plurality of country specialists classified a party as left or 
right 1 used their classification. Parties that failed to meet this minimum requirement were scored as centrist 
in my congressional ideology calculations. The mean congressional ideology of unicameral legislatures 
was doubled to yield comparable figures. The mean for the legislature's ideology is used rather than the 
median, as Coppedge scores the party delegation, and not individual legislators. 
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conscnt (1 if they have decrcc authority, 0 otherwise)/' Recall, in these policy areas 

where the executive is expected to dominate and the ability to isolate policy change from 

the legislature is strongest, the ability of the executive to act alone should be most 

pronounced. If electoral mandates guide presidential policy preferences, theory predicts 

that right-of-center presidents will utilize executive decree authority to implement more 

market-oriented economic policies, while left-of-centcr presidents use decrees to promote 

more state-centered economic policies. If O'Donnell's (1994) theory of delegative 

democracy is correct simply possessing executive dccree authority should facilitate the 

adoption of market-oriented reform and a president's electoral mandate should be 

inconsequential. 

The literature's emphasis on executive autonomy docs not necessarily negate the 

effects of the legislature. Laws tend to be more durable than decrees and legislatures can 

always overturn decrees they find objectionable. So, in contrast to the conventional 

wisdom it may be that the ability of legislators to overcome barriers to collectivc action is 

most important in these policy areas. I measure the incentives for collective action 

focusing on the number of relevant political actors in the legislature. First, I complied 

electoral statistics and dates in order to calculate the effective number of parties (Nohlen 

1993, Nielson 2001; South America 1995, Mainwaring and Shugart 1997, Derksen 1999; 

1 apply a strict interpretation of executive decree authority. Presidents who were delegated decree 
authority by the legislature or who "stretched" emergency powers were not classified as having decree 
authority. Delegated decree authority is a function of congressional preferences, something captured by 
other variables in my models, while emergency powers are generally considered insufficient for 
implementing major economic reforms. Furthermore, the addition of another variable for delegated decree 
authority had no statistical or substantive impact, yet complicates interpretation of the model. 
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Schiavon 2003)7" As the number of parties in the legislature that can block policy 

change increases there is a corresponding increase in the separation of purpose within the 

legislature, and the ability of legislators to pursue the electoral mandates decreases. 

Second, elections can be either candidate-centered or party-centered, depending upon 

the electoral rules."' As elections become more candidate-centered legislators must 

distinguish themselves not only from opposition candidates, but also from members of 

their own party. Consequently, the separation of purpose increases and party discipline 

suffers.'" I used Nielson's (2003) personal vote index to measure the likelihood of 

discipline in a legislature (see Carey and Shugart 1995). The index ranges from 0 to 8, 

75 with higher numbers indicating more party-centered electoral systems. Bolivia and 

Venezuela are examples of systems that encouraged disciplined behavior through the use 

of party-centered elections; Chile and Peru represent more candidate-centered elections, 

while Colombia and Brazil utilize the most candidate-oriented electoral systems (see data 

appendix). 

Next, I combined the measures of the effective number of parties and the personal 

vote index to measure the overall separation of purpose in the legislature. Where the 

effective number of parties is lower than the median (2.882) and party-centered elections 

The effective number of parties, N, weights the number of parties represented in the legislature by their 
size. The formula is N = {p?y\ where p,- is the share of seats of the ith party (Laakso and Taagepera 1979). 

When party leaders control ballot access elections are more party-centered, while when individual effort 
secures ballot access elections are more candidate-centered. When voters cast ballots for parties rather than 
individual candidates elections are also more party-centered. Similarly, when votes are pooled at the party 
level reelection depends upon the party and not the individual (Carey and Shugart 1995). 

Ideally I would utilize party discipline scores such as those developed by Poole and Rosenthal (1985). 
Unfortunately, scores of this nature simply do not exist for the years and countries under study. 

Nielson's index ranges from 1-9, with higher scores indicating decreased party discipline. Theory 
suggests that increased party discipline should facilitate pursuit of ideological goals, consequently I 
inverted Neilson's index starting at zero. 



encourage legislators to follow the dictates of party leaders (scores greater than 5) 

legislatures are best able to engage in collective action. If one of these factors is missing 

the ability to engage in collectivc action declines, but the presence of at least one of these 

factors should moderately decrease the separation of purpose. When the effective 

number of parties is high and electoral systems emphasize candidates rather than parties 

the separation of purpose is greatest and the ability to engage in collective action should 

be lowest. Consequently, nations with party-centered elections and a low effective 

number of parties are scored a 2, if they possess one of these factors they receive a 1, and 

where the effective number of parties is high and candidate-centered electoral rules are 

used countries are scored a 0.'*^ 

To test the influence of business and labor on the adoption of trade policy I draw 

upon Crisp's (2000) measure of business and labor organization. If they form single peak 

associations rather than multiple interest groups they are scored as more organized. 

Similarly, if business and labor participate in formal consultative structures with elected 

officials they are scored as having greater access. 1 combine these two dummy variables 

to measure the strength of both business and labor in each country.^' 

While business and labor concern themselves with trade policy, the banking sector 

seeks to influence the direction of fmancial policy. In order to measure the influence of 

the banking sector on fmancial liberalization I measure government ownership of shares 

Models using raw scores for the effective number of parties and party-centered elections produce similar 
results. They complicate interpretation of the interactions with mandates, exacerbate coliinearity problems, 
and given the limited number of observations they consume valuable degrees of freedom. Alternative 
scorings using mean scores for both effective number of parties and party-centered elections also produce 
similar results. 

Including two dummy variables, one to account for organization and the other to account for formal 
access to policy-makers, does not produce significantly different results. 
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in the 10 largest banks. Ideally, 1 would include an annual measure of banking industry 

concentration to test the industry's ability to resist change. Unfortunately, this data is 

simply unavailable, so as a proxy I must rely on government ownership figures from 

1970 (Levme 2002). 

The literature detailing the suspected economic determinants of structural adjustment 

focuses on the basic premise that economic crisis overwhelms mandates and the 

separation of purpose and power to force governments to adopt market-oriented 

economic policies.''^ The rationale is that only during periods of poor economic 

performance do the expected medium to long-term benefits of structural adjustment 

outweigh the expected short-term costs. Ending the crisis overrides concerns about who 

bears the brunt of the costs, consequently, politicians and citizcns alike are more willing 

to accept the risks associated with structural adjustment (in particular see Gonzales de 

Olarte 1993; Weyland 1996; 1997; 1999). To control for previous economic 

performance I include four variables: growth, inflation, foreign reserves, and debt. All 

economic variables were lagged one year. Growth is the percent increase in GDP, 

inflation is the percent change in the consumer price index, foreign reserves measure the 

79 amount of foreign denominated currency to debt, and debt is a ratio of debt to GNP. 

This literature is vast. For examples see Bacha and Feinberg 1986; Drazen and Grilli 1993; Oamarra 
1994; Haggard and Kaufman 1992, 1995; Haggard and Webb 1993; Kahler 1990; Laban and Sturzeneggar 
1994; Nelson 1990; Paunovic 2000; Rodrik 1994; Weyland 1996; 1997. 

Sources for the economic data are the World Bank's (2000) World Development Indicators, the 
International Monetary Fund's (1997) International Financial Statistics, and the Inter-American 
Development Bank's (various years) Economic and Social Progress in Latin America. Alternative models 
measuring unemployment (which also suffers from comparability of data issues), terms of trade, and 
balance-of-payments problems provided no additional leverage and are not reported. 



The pooled, time-serial nature of the data presents the usual conccrns regarding 

autocorrelation and heteroskedasticity. In order to correct for these violations I utilize the 

logic of Beck and Katz (1995; 1996), using OLS with panel-corrected standard errors. I 

model serial correlation as a first-order process, estimating a common rho across panels. 

As noted previously, because authoritarian regimes governed during some country years 

in the sample, I employ an unbalanced design (meaning non-democratic years are 

excluded from our estimations). Finally, I include a lagged dependent variable in the 

models to address my interest in policy change, rather than simply the level of market-

orientation. 

Data Analysis 

Trade Liberalization: 

Do electoral mandates and the separation of purpose and powers explain reduced 

trade barriers, or do economic instability and the international pressures to deal with 

crisis have a greater impact on trade policy? In tables 3.1 and 3.2 I present models 

testing the effects of electoral mandates, purpose, powers, and economics on average 

tariff rates and on tariff dispersion. As predicted by mandate theory a president's 

ideology has a strong effect on trade policy. However, the effect is positive and 

significant in both models, meaning both average tariff rates and tariff dispersion were 

substantially higher under presidents of the right, while presidents of the left were 

generally successful in lowering tariff barriers. This supports the contentions of Kyloh 

(1989) and Acuna and Smith (1994), who argue that presidents of the left most 

successfully pursue market-oriented economic policies, given their ability to elicit 
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cooperation from many opponents of ncolibcral reforms facilitates adoption. For 

example, Costa Rica's President Arias hailed from the centcr-left PLN and he was able to 

trade on his ideological credentials to oversee a dramatic move towards a more open 

trade regime. Conversely, Ecuador's rightist Febres Cordero administration made no 

progress in opening the country's economy to global competition after facing enormous 

opposition to his proposed reforms. 

Table 3.1: Purpose, Powers and Average Tariff Rates 

Coefficient 
Standard 

Error 
Predicted 

Executive Mandates and Powers 
President's Ideology 
Executive Decree 
Authority (EDA) 
President's Ideology * 
EDA 

6.41*** 

3.68** 

-6.32** 

2.46 

1.90 

2.81 

-

Legislative Mandates and Powers 
Legislature's Ideology 
Potential for Collective 
Action 
Legislature's Ideology * 
Potential for Collective 
Action 

-.04 

2.47** 

-4.45** 

3.11 

1.16 

2.23 

+ 

Interest Groups 
Strong Business 
Strong Labor 

2.35 
-.31 

2.00 
2.33 

+ 
+ 

Economic Pressures 
Growtht-i 
Inflation t-i 
Reserves t-i 
Debt t-i 

.34** 
-.00004 

.07 

.13 

.15 
.0004 

.25 

.05 

+ 

+ 

Rho .08 
R^ .84 

Notes: ***p<.01, **p<.05, *p<.10, one-tailed test. The unbalanced, pooled time-series 
yields 145 observations. The lagged dependent variable is not reported. 
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Table 3.2: Purpose, Powers, and Tariff Dispersion 

Coefficient 
Standard 

Error 
Predicted 

Executive Mandates and Powers 
President's Ideology 
Executive Decree 
Authority (EDA) 
President's Ideology * 
EDA 

2.79** 

1.31** 

-1.02 

1.31 

.76 

1.68 

-

Legislative Mandates and Powers 
Legislature's Ideology 
Potential for Collective 
Action 
Legislature's Ideology * 
Potential for Collective 
Action 

-3.32*** 

.50 

-.50 

1.27 

.43 

.91 

+ 

Interest Groups 
Strong Business 
Strong Labor 

1.98** 
-.89 

.86 

.99 

+ 
+ 

Economic Pressures 
Growtht-i 
Inflation t-i 
Reserves t-i 
Debt t-i 

17** 
.0002** 

-.12 

.08 
.0001 

.12 

.03 

+ 

+ 

Rho -.002 
^9 

Notes; ***p<.OI, **p<.05, *p<. 10, one-tailed test. The unbalanced, pooled time-series 
yields 145 observations. The lagged dependent variable is not reported. 
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Does executive decree authority reduce the separation of powers sufficiently to 

promote the adoption of more market-oriented trade policies? Executive decree authority 

is statistically significant, but also positive. This contradicts the argument that presidents 

who can "go it alone" are best equipped to adopt market-oriented economic policies 

(Conaghan 1996; O'Donncll 1994). Instead the ability to bypass the legislature leads 

presidents to block the adoption of more liberal trade regimes. Both the Brazilian and the 

Ecuadorian constitutions granted executives considerable latitude in their use of decrees 

to pursue economic policies, yet both countries tended to lag behind in the adoption of 

trade liberalization. Conversely, Costa Rican and Mexican presidents lacked decree 

authority, but were generally quite successful in reducing trade barriers. 

The interaction of the executive's mandate with his ability to issue executive decrees 

reveals an even more interesting relationship between purpose, powers, and economic 

policy outputs. A cursory examination indicates that presidents of the right who possess 

decree authority are nearly indistinguishable from their leftist counterparts, while there 

arc significant differences between presidents of the left and right who lack decree 

authority (see figure 3.1). Furthermore, presidents of the left who lack decree authority 

appear much more likely to oversee reductions in average tariff rates than their 

ideological brethren who possess the ability to undermine the separation of powers. 

Differences between presidents of the right with and without decree authority seem 

relatively minor. This is not confirmed with a simply calculation of estimated t-ratios for 

the slope of average tariff rates on mandates conditioned on decree authority. Here we 
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see that the interaction is statistically insignificant for presidents possessing the authority 

to issue executive decrees (given by the horizontal reference line). 

Figure 3.1: Average Tariffs, Executive Mandates, and Decree Authority 

o 

Average 
Tariff 
Rate 

-5 -

-10 

Executive Decree Authority 

No Decree Authority 

-.5 
-T~ 
.5 

Executive's 
Mandate 
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Figure 3.2: Estimated T-Ratios for Conditional Slopes of Average Tariffs on 
Executive Decree Authority given Executive's Mandate 

0 -

1 0 5 
Decree Authority 

The interaction of the executive's mandate and decree authority is not statistically 

significant according to the model of tariff dispersion presented in table 3.2, yet figure 

3.3 indicates an apparent gap between presidents with decree authority and those without. 

In order to determine if this interaction is significant across the observed range of the data 

I calculated and graphed t-ratios for the conditional slope of tariff dispersion on the 

executive's mandate given decree authority (figure 3.4). Unlike the previous model, here 

we see that the interaction of the president's mandate and possession of decrec authority 

is significant. Interestingly, the combination of a president's ideology and the power to 

bypass congress dampens the individual effects of both mandates and decree authority. 

Interestingly, leftist presidents with weak constitutional powers oversee more uniform 

tariff regimes than their ideological counterparts who possess this power. This may be 
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indicative of rent-seeking behavior, as presidents protect their key allies. In contrast, 

rightist presidents tend to oversee more fractured tariff regimes, but use their decree 

authority to limit these distinctions. 

Figure 3.3: Tariff Dispersion, Executive Mandates, and Decree Authority 

Executive Decree Authority 

-2 

-4 

No Decree Authority 

-5 0 .5 1 
Slope of Tariff Dispersion on Mandates conditional on SDA 

These findings further indicate that electoral mandates do not appear to function in 

Latin America as theory would predict, at least in relation to trade liberalization. Instead 

presidents of the left are the most aggressive reformers, while presidents on the right lag 

behind. I do find evidence that executive decree authority, which reduccs the separation 

of powers in presidential systems, does have an impact on the adoption of trade policy. 

Surprisingly, it appears presidents tend to use decrees to support more protectionist 

policies, not to adopt radical neoliberal reforms as much of the literature suggests. 

Finally, the interaction of mandates and powers does mute some of these surprising 
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findings, but only when explaining tariff dispersion. In sum, mandates and powers 

appear to be quite important, but in precisely the opposite direction as suggested by most 

of the literature. Just as only Nixon could go to China, perhaps only leftist presidents can 

obtain sufficient support from opponents of market-oriented trade policies in order to 

adopt these often-painful reforms. 

Figure 3.4: Estimated T-Ratios for Conditional Slopes of Tariff Dispersion on Executive Decree Authority 
given Executive's Mandate 

T-ratio for Slope of Tariff Dispersion on Mandates given SDA; t=1.282 
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Do legislatures affect these supposedly gateless reforms? Yes. While voters' choice 

of executive appears to lead to precisely the opposite sorts of policy outputs that mandate 

theory predicts, legislators appear to be much more faithful to the voters. The 

legislature's ideology has a strong, negative impact on tariff dispersion, meaning that as 

the mean legislator moves further to the right countries lend to adopt more uniform tariff 



regimes. As the potential for collective action increases legislators tend to be more 

successful in resisting attempts to lower overall tariff rates. 

The combination of the legislature's mandate with a reduction in the separation of 

purpose within the legislature provides strong support for Haggard and McCubbins' 

(2001) theory. As is demonstrated by figures 3.5 and 3.7, electoral rules that enhance the 

ability of legislators to engage in collective action multiply the effects of ideology. 

Conversely, electoral rules that encourage intraparty competition and a large number of 

parties in the legislature weaken the effects of the legislature's mandate. For example, 

Mexico aggressively pursued trade liberalization under the Salinas administration, where 

PRI domination of the legislature ensured passage of the North American Free Trade 

Agreement. In contrast, Venezuela's party-centered elections enhanced the ability of the 

center-left party leadership to coordinate action, helping explain why Venezuela lagged 

so far behind many nations in the region in this key area of reform. 

My findings stand in sharp relief with the extant literature that largely overlooks 

legislators and entirely ignores the mandates voters send in legislative elections. While 

executives may have strong incentives to abandon their mandates in favor of "true 

leadership" legislators do not (see chapter 1). Instead, legislators arc much more faithful 

elected servants and electoral rules that lower the effective number of parties in the 

legislature and enhance the power of party leaders over their rank-and-file members in 

the legislature increase the probability that policy outputs will reflect the preferences of 

the largest group of voters, just as the theory of electoral mandates predicts. 
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Figure 3.5; Average Tariffs, Legislative Mandates, and Collective Action 
Interactive Model; Potential for Collective Action=2, 1, 0 
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Figure 3.6; Estimated T-Ratios for Conditional Slopes of Average Tariffs on 
Mandates given the Potential for Collective Action 
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Figure 3.7: Tariff Dispersion, Legislative Mandates, and Collective Action 
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Figure 3.8: Estimated T-Ratios for Conditional Slopes of Tariff Dispersion on 
Mandates given the Potential for Collective Action 

T-ratios for slope of Dispersion; t-1,289 
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Interest groups and economic pressures are predicted to play a reduced role in the 

pursuit of more liberal trade regimes. As predicted, when business is well organized and 

has fonnal ties with the government the ability to liberalize trade declines, at least in the 

case of tariff dispersion rates. However, business has no apparent success in resisting 

changes to the average tariIT rate, indicating that this key interest group is only able to 

extract concessions in certain areas. Often times these are key industries such as oil and 

mining that successfully resist the introduction of foreign competitors. Also, I find that 

labor is unable to block the adoption of more market-oriented trade policies. 

Unlike Weyland (1996, 1997, 2002) and others who claim that hyperinflation 

contributed to reform in the region I find that of the economic variables only growth 

appears systematically related to trade policies. As predicted by a host of economics 

literature (sec chaptcr 1), recessions contribute to across the board trade opening, as 

on 
traditional opponents of trade liberalization are weakened. Interestingly, inflation has 

no effect on the decision to engage in trade reform despite the literature's emphasis on 

the role of inflation in breaking down opposition to reforms. 

In summary, I find that executive mandates do affect the adoption of trade policies, 

but that mandate defection is the norm. It is left-of-center presidents who are most 

successful in pursuing these market-oriented economic policies. Furthermore, these are 

not gateless reforms, as the ability to bypass congress using executive decrces authority 

actually increases protectionist barriers. Voters in the region can be comforted by their 

choice of legislators though. Right-of-center legislators tend to adopt more market-

Models using logged inflation provided no additional explanatory value. 



oriented trade policies, while left-of-center legislators tend to limit imports. Furthermore, 

electoral rules that reduce the separation of purpose reinforce these distinctions. Interest 

groups play a small role in developing trade policy, with business able to resist some 

liberalization, while economic pressure to adopt reforms comes not from hyperinflation, 

but rather from recession. 

Financial Market Liberalization 

Do electoral mandates and the separation of purpose and powers also explain 

financial market liberalization, or do presidents again abandon their promises forcing 

legislators to protect voters' preferences? In tables 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 I present models 

testing the effects of electoral mandates, purpose, powers, and economics on reserves 

requirements, interest rates, and the quality of banking oversight. The models indicate 

that executive mandates have little impact by themselves. Presidential ideology is only 

significant in relation to the quality of banking oversight, and again left-of-center 

presidents generally have greater success in liberalizing this policy area than their right-

of-center equivalents. Yet again, voters cannot expect to see policy outputs that reflect 

their preferences, at least not through their choice of president. 

Unlike trade policy, the ability of presidents to isolate financial liberalization through 

the use of executive decree authority has no independent effect on policy outputs. 

However, the interaction of the president's mandate and decree authority is positive and 

significant in relation to interest rate liberalization and in improving oversight of the 

banking industry, indicating that presidents of the right who have the ability to bypass 

congress tend to adopt more market-oriented banking policies, while those on the left use 
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decrees to protect more state-centered financial systems. This appears to support 

mandate theory, at least where decree authority relaxes the separation of powers. 

Table 3.3: Purpose, Powers, and Bank Reserves Requirements 

Coefficient 
Standard 

Error 
Predicted 

Executive Mandates and Powers 
President's Ideology 
Executive Decrec 
Authority (EDA) 
President's Ideology * 
EDA 

-1.21 

-2.52 

.23 

3.49 

2.10 

3.94 

-

Legislative Mandates and Powers 
Legislature's Ideology 
Potential for Collective 
Action 
Legislature's Ideology * 
Potential for Collective 
Action 

-11.05*** 

-1.82 

2.43 

4.31 

1.66 

3.59 

+ 

Interest Groups 
State-Owned Banks -.05 .05 + 

Economic Pressures 
Growtht-i 
Inflation t-i 
Reserves t-i 
Debt f.j 

.18 
-.001** 

-.34 
-.04 

.16 
.0006 

.38 

.08 

+ 

+ 

Rho .27 
R- .48 

Notes: ***p<.01, **p<.05, *p<.10, one-tailed test. The unbalanced, pooled time-series 
yields 145 observations. The lagged dependent variable is not reported. 
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Table 3.4: Purpose. Powers, and Interest Rate Liberalization 

Coefficient 
Standard 

Error 
Predicted 

Executive Mandates and Powers 
President's Ideology -.07 .08 + 

Executive Decree 
-.03 

.11* 

.03 

.08 

Authority (EDA) 
President's Ideology * 
EDA 

-.03 

.11* 

.03 

.08 + 

Legislative Mandates and Powers 
Legislature's Ideology 
Potential for Collective 

b
 

b
 q

 
q

 

+ 

Action 

b
 

b
 q

 
q

 

Legislature's Ideology * 
Potential for Collective -.03 .06 + 

Action 
Interest Groups 

State-Owned Banks -.001** .0007 -

Economic Pressures 
Growtlit-i -.0007 .004 -

Inflation t-i <.001 <.001 + 

Reserves t-i -.005 .006 -

Debt t-i -.001 .002 + 

Rho .08 
.82 

Notes: ***p<.01, **p<.05, *p<. 10. one-tailed test. The unbalanced, pooled time-series 
yields 145 observations. The lagged dependent variable is not reported. 
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Table 3.5: Purpose, Powers and the Quality of Banking Oversight 
(Basle Minimum Criteria) 

Coefficient 
Standard 

Error 
Predicted 

Executive Mandates and Powers 
President's Ideology 
Executive Decree 
Authority (EDA) 
President's Ideology * 
EDA 

_ 14** 

-.05 

g** 

.07 

.04 

.08 

4" 

+ 

+ 

Legislative Mandates and Powers 
Legislature's Ideology 
Potential for Collective 
Action 
Legislature's Ideology * 
Potential for Collective 
Action 

-.07 

-.01 

.13** 

.08 

.03 

.07 

+ 

+ 

Interest Groups 
State-Owned Banks -.0007 .0009 -

Economic Pressures 
Growtht-i 
Inflation t-i 
Reserves t-i 
Debt t-i 

-.0007 
<.001 
.007 

-.002* 

.003 
<.001 
.007 
.001 

+ 

+ 

Rho .03 
R- .80 

Notes: ***p<.01, **p<.05, *p<.10, one-tailed test. The unbalanced, pooled time-series 
yields 145 observations. The lagged dependent variable is not reported. 

As demonstrated in the previous section the interpretation of interaction terms 

requires greater care then simply reporting the coefficient and its standard error. In order 

to test for uncertainty in the parameter estimates and account for the conditional nature of 

their effects I calculated predicted values for the effects of the president's mandate 

conditional on executive decree authority (see appendix: figures 3A.1, 3A.3, 3A.5). I 

then estimated t-ratios for the slope of each of the three measures of financial market 
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liberalization on the executive's mandate conditional on presidential decree authority (see 

appendix; figures 3A.2. 3A.4, 3A.6). In all three cases I find that the interaction is not 

significant, meaning there is no statistical support for mandate theory in the models, at 

least in relation to financial liberalization. Taking this into account there is no support for 

mandate theory in the models. Instead, I find continued (though weaker) evidence that 

mandate defection is not unusual, as presidents of the left enact more market-oriented 

financial market policies than presidents of the right. 

Initially, the legislature's mandate also appears to have relatively little impact on the 

adoption of financial liberali/ation. Only in the area of reserves requirements does 

mandate theory appear to hold, although the effect is quite striking. Uruguay provides an 

excellent example of a legislature that was usually controlled by parties from the left-of-

center and made very little progress toward opening financial markets to greater 

competition. In contrast, parties from the right-of-center dominated Bolivia's legislature 

throughout the period under study, during which Bolivia moved from one of the most 

state-centered banking systems to one of the most market-oriented in the region. 

While the ability of legislators to overcome barriers to collective action blocked trade 

liberalization, the separation of purpose within the legislature has no independent effect 

on financial market reforms. Additionally, table 3.5 shows the interaction of the 

legislature's mandate with the separation of purpose is only significant w-hen modeling 

the quality of banking oversight. However, figures 3.7 through 3.10 demonstrate that the 

combination of the legislature's ideology and the potential for collective action is 

significantly related in two of the areas of financial liberalization. Curiously, the ability 
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to overcome barriers to collcctive action actually weakens the effects of the legislature's 

mandate on the liberalization of reserves requirements. One possible explanation might 

be found in a discussion with a Venezuelan political scientist. She illustrated how 

Venezuela's center-right Christian Democratic Party (COPEI), which was ideologically 

predisposed to support President Perez's reform efforts, often blocked reform efforts not 

because the opposed the content, but because they were from the main opposition party. 

During an interview with a former deputy and party leader he denied this was done for 

political gain, but did indicate he generally favored many of the reforms his party blocked 

(2001). 

The interaction of legislative mandates and the separation of purpose behave as 

predicted in relation to the quality of banking oversight. Right-of-center legislatures 

combined with rules that encourage collective action have the greatest success in meeting 

the Basle core principles for banking supervision. The reverse is true of left-of-center 

legislatures with strong incentives to overcome barriers to collective action. As indicated 

by figure 3.10, the interaction is not significant when the potential for collective action is 

0. Electoral systems that cncourage a high number of parties and focus on candidates' 

reputations, rather than parties" reputations, are poorly equipped to produce banking 

oversight rules that reflect voter preferences. This finding clearly supports Haggard and 

McCubbins (2001) contention that the separation of purpose and powers guide policy 

change. When the number of potential veto gates is high policy is unrelated to 

ideological preferences. When the number is low, policy tends to reflect preferences to a 

much greater extent. 
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Figure 3.9: Reserves Requirements, Legislative Mandates, and the Separation of Purpose 
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Figure 3.10; Estimated T-ratio for the Slope of Reserves Requirements on Mandates 
conditional on the Separation of Purpose 
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Figure 3.11: Banking Oversight, Legislative Mandates, and the Separation oF Purpose 
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Figure 3.10; Estimated T-ratio for the Slope of Reserves Requirements on Mandates 
conditional on the Separation of Purpose 
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The role of interest groups and economic crisis are even less pronounced in this 

policy area than in the area of trade liberalization. As hypothesized, state-ownership of 

banks does inhibit the adoption of market-based interest rates, but has no effect on 

reserves requirements or on banking oversight. These models do not support the 

contention that economic crisis relaxes opposition to market-oriented economic policies. 

Recession, inflation, reserves, and debt service have no systematic impact on financial 

market liberalization. 1 do not deny that the debt crisis of the 1980s was the major cause 

of the region's shift toward a more market-oriented development strategy. However, 

variations in the level of economic crisis do not generally explain variations in the extent 

of adjustment countries engaged in during the 1980s and 1990s. 

Summary and Conclusions 

In this chapter I tested whether electoral mandates and the separation of purpose and 

powers affect the adoption of more market-oriented economic policies, focusing on trade 

opening and financial market liberalization. The literature predicts that executives have 

great influence over these policy areas, so the president voters choose should be 

especially important. Presidents of the left should promote more state-oriented economic 

policies, while those on the right should favor a more market-oriented approach. 

Constitutional rules that reduce the separation of powers, specifically executive decree 

authority, should exacerbate these tendencies. 

1 find no evidence that executive mandates are functioning as predicted. Mandate 

theory predicts that voters will choose the candidate that most closcly approximates their 

own policy preferences and that once in office will pursue policies that reflect those 
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preferences. Instead I find that presidents actually tend to engage in mandate defection, 

adopting policies that directly contravene expected policy preferences. Furthermore, 

increasing the power of the president does not reinforce these tendencies, but rather 

mutes their effcct on these gateless reforms. These models also mirror the findings found 

in chapter 2. Executives, regardless of their mandate tend to favor "true leadership", or 

doing what they think is best for the nation rather than what voters expressed a preference 

over. This Burkean approach to politics is troubling to students of representative 

democracy as voters' preferences have precisely the inverse effect mandates would 

predict (see Conaghan 1996; O'Donnell 1994). It also indicates that left-of-center 

presidents are uniquely positioned to promote more market-oriented economic policies. 

By representing key groups that generally oppose reforms these presidents have tended to 

be more successful in their pursuit of ncoliberal policies. Just as Clinton's support of 

welfare refonn led to a much more market-based solution to unemployment, Latin 

American presidents from the left can use their influence to promote more market-

oriented solutions. 

While executives tend to pursue policies that contradict voter preferences, legislators 

arc relatively faithful in their pursuit of policy outputs that reflect their mandates. 

Legislatures dominated by the left tend to promote more state-oriented economic policies, 

while legislatures on the right successfully establish more market-oriented policies. 

Again, the separation of purpose found in the potential for the legislature to engage in 

collective action also shapes policy outputs. When the number of relevant political actors 

in the legislature decreases, the ability to pursue policies reflecting voter preferences 
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increases.^' This has important implications for mandate theory, as simple electoral 

reforms can improve the quality of democracy in Latin America. 

This docs not hold in the area of bank reserves, which follows the executive's patterns. 
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Appendix: Chapter 3 

Figure 3A.1; Reserves Requirements, Executive Mandates, and Decree Authority 
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Figure 3A.2; Estimated T-ratio for the Slope of Reserves Requirements on Mandates conditional on Dccree 
Authority 

T-ratios for slope of Reserves on Mandates given SDA; t-1.289 
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Figure 3A.3: Interest Rates, Executive Mandates, and Decree Authority 
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Figure 3 A.4: Estimated T-ratio for the Slope of Interest Rate Controls on Mandates conditional on Decree 
Authority 
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Figure 3A.5: Banking Oversight, Executive Mandates, and Decree Authority 
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Figure 3A,6: Estimated T-ratio for tire Slope of Banking Oversight on Mandates conditional on Decree 
Authority 
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Chapter 4; Gated Reforms and the Third Rail of Latin American Politics 

The rapid adoption of more market-oriented trade and fmancial poUcies has not 

generally been matched in other policy areas. Tax regimes have shifted toward lowering 

taxes on income and investment toward taxes on consumption, but this progress has been 

relatively modest. Similarly, while the literature touts the sale of state-owned enterprises 

such as airlines in Argentina and telecommunications in Mexico (see Glade 1996) many 

major industries such as copper in Chile and oil in Venezuela have remained in the hands 

of the state. Finally, the adoption of more market-oriented labor policies has been 

particularly difficult, with most countries enacting substantively important labor market 

reforms. The goal of this chapter is to determine the political reasons reforms in these 

policy areas have been more limited and to explore variations in the adoptions of these 

more limited reforms. 

While executive autonomy may prove sufficient to implement economic policies that 

traditionally fall under the domain of the president, tax relbrm. privatization, and labor 

market liberalization require broad bureaucratic and legal changes that usually require 

congressional approval (Nairn 1995; Nelson 1994, 1995). As a result, the legislature's 

electoral mandate and the separation of purpose within the legislature should play vital 

roles in the adoption of these reforms (Cox and McCubbins 2001; Tsebelis 2002). 

Consequently, 1 refer to these policy areas as gated reforms, as policies must pass through 

the legislature and are less subject to executive autonomy, in legislatures where the 

separation of purpose is high there are many actors who can block policy change. When 

separation of purpose is low legislators are better equipped to pursue their electoral 
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mandates. Consequently, these gated reforms should reflect legislative mandates, 

particularly where there are strong incentives to engage in collective action. 

While the legislature's mandate and the separation of purpose form the core of my 

analysis in this chapter, the literature also indicates that interest groups play an increased 

role in these policy areas. The main reason for this emphasis is the costs interest groups 

must bear under these new policies. The costs of reforaiing tax regimes, privatizing 

state-owned enterprises, and liberalizing labor markets are much more direct and 

immediate, while benefits arc only apparent in the long-term. So, given their close 

association with the statist development policies of the past, many interest groups in the 

region usually oppose these reforms (Haggard and Kaufman 1995). This is especially 

true of labor unions, who seek to protect their members from job loss and reduced 

benefits caused by privatization and labor market reforms. 

The goal of this chapter is to examine the policy areas where executive dominance is 

least likely to overwhelm the legislature. Tax reform, privatization, and labor market 

liberalization all require congressional consent. In the next section 1 review the literature 

on the role of electoral mandates and the separation of purpose and powers in the 

adoption of gated economic policies. Next, I detail how these gated reforms are 

measured and briefly describe the data used to measure electoral mandates, the separation 

of purpose and powers, and interest group strength.The fourth section reports the 

statistical models and discusses the key findings. In general I find mixed support for 

mandate theory and the separation of purpose and powers. As hypothesized, executive 

See chapter 3 for a more detailed description of the independent variables. 
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mandates and powers are poor predictors of economic policy change. This supports my 

findings in earlier chapters that policy outputs rarely reflect the mandates voters send 

with their choice of president. Interestingly, congressional mandates also have a 

relatively minor impact on the adoption of gated reforms. Only in the area of tax reform 

do congressional mandates and the separation of purpose consistently affect policy 

outputs. While mandates, purpose, and powers receive minimal support, the effects of 

interest groups are quite pronounced. Both business and labor play a strong role in 

shaping tax, privatization, and labor policies. The final section concludes. 

Gated Reforms 

The adoption of more market-oriented tax refonns, privatization, and labor market 

liberalization has lagged behind other areas of reform. What explains this lag? One 

reason posited by the literature is related to the high political costs associated with these 

reforms. First, these refonns impose immediate, direct costs, yet provide only indirect, 

long-term benefits (see Arnold 1990). The shift away from income taxes towards taxes 

on consumption increases the tax burden on the poor. Privatization and increased 

flexibility in the labor market threatens workers' jobs and reduces benefits (Edwards 

1995). So, while resistance to market-oriented policies is often widespread, it is 

particularly problematic in these areas (Nelson 1995). Sccond, international pressure to 

implement these reforms is less pronounced. These policies arc not related to foreign 

policy, weakening the power of international financial institutions' to encourage a move 

toward more market-oriented policies in these areas of reform. Third, these policies 

generally come only after economic stabilization has occurred. Drazen and Grilli (1993) 
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argue that economic crises undermine reform opponents and promote liberalization, but 

by the time governments attempt these gated reforms this opposition has refonned. Each 

of these factors helps explain why tax reform, privatization, and labor market 

liberalization lag behind trade and financial refomis. Still, what explains variations 

across these laggards? 

In the previous chapters I have focused extensively on executive mandates and the 

power to adopt market-oriented economic policies unilaterally. Adoption of gated 

reforms involves complex legal and legislative maneuvering and many times only the 

executive has the bureaucratic resources and political capital to promote these reforms. 

For example, Bird (1992) finds the executive branch facilitated tax reforms in several 

Latin American countries. Furthermore, there are examples of presidents utilizing 

executive decree authority to promote these gated reforms (Gamarra 1997). 

Consequently, 1 hypothesize: 

H I :  T h e  p r e s i d e n t ' s  e l e c t o r a l  m a n d a t e  w i l l  b e  a  r e l i a b l e  p r e d i c t o r  o f  t h e  
extent of gated reforms (tax, privatization, and labor). 

H2: Presidential decree authority empowers presidents to pursue 
economic policies that reflect their electoral mandate. 

However, executives do not generally dominate these gated policy areas as they do 

trade and financial reforms. Because these policies focus exclusively on domestic issues 

researchers tend to focus more on executive-legislative relations (Biglaiser and Brown 

forthcoming; Keefer and Shirley 2001). Substantial changes require coalition building, 

particularly in the legislature (Naim 1995; Nelson 1995). For example, Golob (1997) 

shows how unified, well-disciplined legislators were pivotal in the passage of 
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privalization legislation in Mexico, although even this was insufficient to overcome 

barriers to tax reform. Given the literature's focus on the role of congress in the adoption 

of market-oriented reform policies 1 predict: 

H3: The legislature's electoral mandate will he a reliable predictor of the 
extent of gated reforms (tax, privatization, and labor). 

H4: The ability of the legislature to overcome barriers to collective action 
facilitates the pursuit of economic policies that reflect their electoral 
mandate. 

Given the costs associated with these gated reforms business and labor are predicted 

to hold significant influence over reform efforts. Nelson (1994) argues that in Latin 

America business has generally favored these market-based solutions to recurrent 

economic imbalances. She shows that business associations not only influenced policy

makers, but in the case of Bolivia actually helped design the country's privatization 

program. Furthermore, she finds that were business is unified and well-connected to 

administration officials they tend to be more successful in achieving their policy 

preferences. Labor was generally opposed to these costly reforms and acted accordingly. 

Strikes protesting refomi efforts in several Latin American countries brought swift 

government intervention. For example, strikes by Argentine workers led to the Menem 

administration to reverse efforts to at labor market liberalization. Given their respective 

policy preferences I hypothesize; 

H5: The ability of business to promote gated reforms is a function of their 
organizational strength and their ties with government. 

H6: The ability of labor to block gated reforms is a function of their 
organizational strength and their ties with government. 
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In sum, my hypotheses continue to focus on the effects of electoral mandates and the 

separation of purpose and powers. Unlike other policy areas, the extant literature 

suggests that tax reform, privatization, and labor market liberalization cschew executive 

efforts to unilaterally pursue more market-oriented economic policies and that the 

legislature plays a greater role in these policy areas. Consequently, 1 expect that the 

legislature's electoral mandate will take precedence in the reform process and that the 

legislature's ability to overcome barriers to collectivc action will facilitate the pursuit of 

electoral mandates. Finally, bccause of the direct costs associated with these reforms I 

predict business and labor will have a greater influence on policy outputs than in other 

policy areas, with business seeking to promote these gated reforms, while labor seeks to 

block their implementation. 

Data and Methods 

In order to test the effects of electoral mandates, the separation of purpose and 

powers, and interest groups on the adoption of tax reform, the privatization of state-

owned industries, and efforts to liberalize labor markets 1 again utilize a sample of all 

Latin American presidential democracies for which complete and comparable data are 

available. Countries include: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, 

Ecuador, Mexico, Peru. Uruguay, and Venezuela. The study covers the years 1985 to 

1999, with non-democratic episodes excluded.^"' 

The Structural Policy Index developed by the Inter-American Development Bank (see 

chapter 2) provides the measures of tax, privatization, and labor market policies. Tax 

See chapters 2 and 3 for a more extensive treatment of the data. 
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policy includes five separate measures of tax policy, with a focus on the neutrality and 

productivity of the tax regime. The first measure covers a country's value-added tax 

(VAT) rate. Increased VAT rates indicates greater neutrality in tax policy, as countries 

move away from taxing production and savings toward taxes on consumption. VAT rates 

range from 0 percent in Venezuela from 1985 through 1992 to 22 percent in Uruguay 

from 1990 through 1999. The second variable measures the productivity of the VAT. 

Many countries have relatively high VAT rates, but exempt many final goods and 

services, undermining the neutrality of the policy. Countries with fewer exemptions have 

greater productivity and therefore more neutral tax regimes. VAT productivity ranges 

from 0 percent in Venezuela for the years mentioned above, while BoHvia achieved the 

highest rate of productivity at 49 percent in 1996 and 1997. Personal income tax rates 

form the third measure of tax policy, focusing on the maximum marginal tax rate applied 

to personal incomes. The lower the maximum marginal rate the more countries move 

away from production and savings taxes. Maximum marginal personal income tax rates 

range from a high of 60 percent in Brazil from 1985 and 1986 to a low of 0 percent in 

Uruguay for the entire time period under study. Closely associated with personal income 

tax rates are corporate tax rates. The fourth measure accounts for the maximum marginal 

corporate income tax rate and ranges from 55 percent in Peru in 1985 to 0 percent in 

Bolivia from 1986 through 1994. The final variable measures the productivity of 

personal and corporate income taxes. Like the measure of VAT productivity, income tax 

productivity is designed to measure the efficiency of the tax code with an emphasis on 
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creating more uniform enforcement mechanisms. Productivity rates range from a low of 

0.9 percent in Bolivia in 1985 to a high of 31.8 percent in Venezuela in 1990. 

The move away from state-ownership of the means of production is perhaps the most 

difficult area of reform to measure. Recall the goals of privatization are threefold. One, 

the government wants to move away from its role as a producer to a role as a neutral 

arbiter amongst competing industries. Two, the government wants to shed inefficient 

industries that drain government resources. Three, the government wants to encourage 

both domestic and foreign investment in order to facilitate industrial competitiveness 

(Edwards 1995). The Structural Policy Index measures the privatization of industry based 

upon the cumulative value of privatizations as a percent of 1999 GDP. Scores range from 

0 percent for 10 of the 11 countries for at least one year in the sample to 21.8 percent in 

Bohvia in 1996. Interestingly, while most countries moved away from state-ownership 

of the means of production nearly every country in this sample underwent periods of 

policy retrenchment.^'* 

The final policy area included in the Structural Policy Index mciisures changes in 

government control over labor markets. Unlike policy changes in the other four areas of 

reform only very limited liberahzation has occurred in this area. The Structural Policy 

^ Morley, Machado, and Pettinato (1999) present an alternative measure. They measure the ratio of value-
added in SOEs to non-agricultriral GDP. This measures the actual size of government run industries and 
weights this by the size of the economy. While this more accurately reflects the neoliberal goal of reducing 
state intervention in the economy it does suffer from three flaws. First, it is susceptible to inflation, a 
particular problem when investigating Latin America. During inflationary periods governments may 
suppress goods produced in stated-owned enterprises, and the companies' negative balance sheets will 
show up in the data as a decrease in government ownership. Second, fluctuations in primary product prices 
that are exogenous to privatization can make it appear as though privatization is occurring when really it is 
a change in export prices. Finally, their data is taken from the World Bank's Bureaucrats in Business 
(1995). It contains many missing data points and also ends in 1995, reducing the sample size by nearly a 
quarter. 



Index covers four policy areas: costs of laying-off a worker, the costs of social security 

contributions, overtime costs, and restrictions on contracts. The costs of laying-off a 

worker range from 89 percent of one month's pay in Brazil from 1985 through 1988 and 

in Colombia from 1991 through 1999 to a high of 690 percent of one month's pay in 

Venezuela from 1985 through 1997. The second variable measures the pcrccntage of 

workers' pay, both from the employer and the employee, going to fund the social security 

system. Many countries in the region actually eschewed the advice of neoliberal 

reformers, greatly increasing contributions in some cases. Contributions range from 10 

percent of wages in Peru for 1985 to 1986 to 48 percent in Argentina in 1989-1990 and 

again in 1999. The third variable measures the costs of overtime pay. No country in the 

sample reformed policy in this area, either to lower overtime costs or to increase 

restrictions. Similarly, the final policy area, which measures the ability of industry to 

hire temporary or contract workers, did not change in any country over the course of the 

period under study. So, while there have been some efforts to liberalize the costs of 

oc 
laying-off a worker the other policy areas have seen either retrenchment or no change. 

The measures of electoral mandates, the separation of purpose and powers, and the 

strength of interest groups arc detailed in previous chapters (see chapters 2 and 3). To 

briefly review, 1 use Coppedge's (1997, 1998) measure of party ideology to measure the 

executive's electoral mandate and calculate the mean ideological position of the 

In many ways this is indicative of the political costs involved in overhauling the labor code. Costs 
arc immediate and direct, with the potential benefits of lower unemployment and a more highly skilled 
workforce only a distant goal. In sum, I argue that labor market reforms largely form the "Third Rail" of 
Latin American reform efforts. While presidents and legislators have been willing to gamble on other areas 
of reform no policy-maker has been willing to mount a sustained challenge to workplace restrictions. 
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legislature to account for the mandate voters send with their legislative vote. Ideology 

measures range from -1.0 to +1.0, with negative scores indicating more Icft-of-ccnter 

policy preferences and positive scores indicating more right-of-center policy positions. 

The separation of powers focuses on the ability of the executive to bypass the 

legislature and unilaterally pursue his policy preferences. Drawing upon Shugart and 

Carey (1992) I utilize a dummy variable to measure whether presidents have the ability to 

issue executive decrees that have the force of law without prior congressional 

authorization. Presidents with decree authority should be better equipped to pursue their 

policy preferences as executive decree authority weakens the separation of powers. 

Legislatures face barriers to collective action common in all large, deliberative 

bodies. Their ability to overcome these barriers, or to minimize the separation of purpose 

amongst legislators, is a function of the number of relevant policy-makers in congrcss. 

Where the number is high, policy-making should be difficult. Where it is low, policy

making should be more readily accomplished. I measure the potential for collective 

action as either high (2), moderate (1), or low (0), where high refers to countries that have 

a low effective number of parties combined with the use of party-centered elections, 

moderate accounts for countries with either a low effective number of parties or party-

centered elections, while low includes countries where the effective number of parties is 

high and the electoral system focuses on candidates rather than parties. 

Interest group strength is measured to account for the group's organizational strength 

and its ties with government (Crisp 2000). Where business and labor are organized in 

single-peak associations and enjoy formal ties with elected officials they are scored as 
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strong, given their unity and access to consultative structures. I use these two variables to 

create a dummy variable for interest group strength in each country in the sample. 

Given the sample includes data from 11 countries covering a 15 year time period the 

current practice is to use OLS with panel-corrected standard errors. This helps counter 

concerns regarding autocorrelation and heteroskedasticity. I model serial correlation as a 

first-order process and estimate a common rho across panels. Undemocratic episodes in 

Chile and Peru are dropped from the sample, yielding an unbalanced design. Because my 

concern is with policy change, and not simply level of reform 1 include a lagged 

dependent variable. 

Data Analysis 

Tax Liberalization 

Does the legislature play an increased role in the adoption of market-oriented tax 

policies as the literature suggests, or does presidential influence dominate? Evidence that 

voters can predict tax policy based upon the executive's mandate and his constitutionally 

allocated powers is weak (see tables 4.1-4.5). The president's partisan heritage does not 

accurately predict policy outputs in most areas of tax reform. His mandate is only 

significant in models testing the effccts of mandates on the VAT and on the productivity 

of the VAT. Interestingly, right-of-center presidents are associated with lower VAT 

rates, but with higher levels of VAT productivity, meaning they tend to set consumption 

See Achen (2000) for a contraiy view on the use of lagged dependent variable. 
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taxes at lower levels but provide fewer exceptions on those taxes. The president's 

87 mandate is not significant in any other instance. 

Additionally, presidents cannot generally pursue tax liberalization unilaterally 

through the use of executive decrees. Decree authority is associated with reduced 

corporate income tax rates, but presidents also appear to use the power to exempt goods 

and service from value-added taxes. Furthermore, the interaction between a president's 

electoral mandate and executive decree authority does substantially enhance his ability to 

pursue changes in the tax code. The interaction is significant across the observed range 

of values for decree authority in a single case and its cumulative effects are quite weak 

(see figures 4.1 and 4.2). Decree authority creates a slight increase in personal income 

tax rates for the most right-wing presidents and a slight decrease for the most left-of-

center presidents, but these effects are quite minor. In sum, the executive's electoral 

mandate and the ability to bypass congress have little effect on the adoption of tax policy. 

Note that these results only hold where the president lacks decree authority. 
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Table 4.1: Purpose, Powers, and Value-Added Taxes 

Coefficient 
Standard 

Error 
Predicted 

Executive Mandates and Powers 
President's Ideology 
Executive Decree 
Authority (EDA) 
President's Ideology * 
EDA 

_ 

0.10 

.62 

.53 

.41 

.59 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Legislative Mandates and Powers 
Legislature's Ideology 
Potential for Collective 
Action 
Legislature's Ideology * 
Potential for Collective 
Action 

-.15 

-.41 

.53 

.96 

.38 

.67 

+ 

+ 

Interest Groups 
Strong Business 
Strong Labor .86** 

.55 

.49 
-

Economic Pressures 
Growtht-i 
Inflation t-i 
Reserves t-i 
Debt t-i 

.03 
-.00003 

-.10* 
-.01 

.04 
.00009 

.07 

.01 

+ 

+ 

Rho -.12 
.91 

Notes; ***p<.01, **p<.05, *p<.10, one-tailed test. The unbalanced, pooled time-series 
yields 145 observations. The lagged dependent variable is not reported. 
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Table 4.2: Purpose, Powers, and VAT Productivity 

Coefficient 
Standard 

Error 
Predicted 

Executive Mandates and Powers 
President's Ideology 
Executive Decree 
Authority (EDA) 
President's Ideology * 
EDA 

3.61* 

-1.78* 

-3.38* 

2.22 

1.24 

2.52 

~f-

+ 

+ 

Legislative Mandates and Powers 
Legislature's Ideology 
Potential for Collective 
Action 
Legislature's Ideology * 
Potential for Collective 
Action 

.88 

-3 92*** 

0.12 

3.31 

1.12 

2.40 

+ 

+ 

Interest Groups 
Strong Business 
Strong Labor 

.29 
-3.46** 

1.48 
1.60 

-

Economic Pressures 
Growth,, i 
Inflation t-i 
Reserves t-i 
Debt t-i 

.03 
-.001** 

-.08 
12*** 

.10 
.0004 

.26 

.04 

-h 

+ 

Rho .17 
.78 

Notes: ***p<.()l, **p<.05, *p<. 10, one-tailed test. The unbalanced, pooled time-series 
yields 145 observations. The lagged dependent variable is not reported. 
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Table 4.3: Purpose, Powers, and Personal Income Tax 

Coefficient 
Standard 

Error 
Predicted 

Executive Mandates and Powers 
President's Ideology 
Executive Decree 
Authority (EDA) 
President's Ideology * 
EDA 

-1.17 

-LOS 

2.35 

1.99 

1.18 

2.23 

-

Legislative Mandates and Powers 
Legislature's Ideology 
Potential for Collective 
Action 
Legislature's Ideology * 
Potential for Collective 
Action 

-2.92 

-1.25* 

.88 

2.40 

.78 

1.79 

4-

Interest Groups 
Strong Business 
Strong Labor 

11.12*** 
-7 51*** 

3.03 
2.20 + 

Economic Pressures 
Growtht-i 

Inflation t-i 
Reserves t-i 
Debt t-i 

.18* 
.0004* 

-.11 
.04 

.07 
.0003 

.21 

.04 

+ 

+ 

Rho .17 
.90 

Notes; ***p<.01, **p<.05, *p<. 10, one-tailed test. The unbalanced, pooled time-series 
yields 145 observations. The lagged dependent variable is not reported. 
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Table 4.4: Purpose, Powers, and Corporate Income Tax 

Coefficient 
Standard 

Error 
Predicted 

Executive Mandates and Powers 
President's Ideology 
Executive Dccree 
Authority (EDA) 
President's ideology * 
EDA 

-1.78 

-1.24* 

3.96** 

1.89 

.88 

2.01 

-

Legislative Mandates and Powers 
Legislature's Ideology 
Potential for Collective 
Action 
Legislature's Ideology * 
Potential for Collective 
Action 

-7.10*** 

-1.66** 

5.24*** 

2.38 

.80 

1.68 

4-

Interest Groups 
Strong Business 
Strong Labor 

1.17 
-1.89** 

1.22 
1.15 + 

Economic Pressures 
Growtht-j 

Inflation t-i 

Reserves t-i 

Debt t-i 

-.06 
-.002*** 

.12 
-.03 

.10 
.0004 

.20 

.03 

+ 

+ 

Rho .02 
.87 

Notes: ***p<.01, **p<.05, *p<. 10, one-tailed test. The unbalanced, pooled time-series 
yields 145 observations. The lagged dependent variable is not reported. 
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Table 4.5: Purpose, Powers, and Income Tax Productivity 

Coefficient 
Standard 

Error 
Predicted 

Executive Mandates and Powers 
President's Ideology 
Executive Decree 
Authority (EDA) 
President's Ideology * 
EDA 

-.63 

-.05 

.02 

.85 

.65 

1.01 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Legislative Mandates and Powers 
Legislature's Ideology 
Potential for Collective 
Action 
Legislature's Ideology * 
Potential for Collective 
Action 

3.52** 

.35 

-2.18** 

1.97 

.69 

1.32 

+ 

Interest Groups 
Strong Business 
Strong Labor 

-.02 
1.24 

.94 
1.12 

-

Economic Pressures 
Growtht-i 
Inflation t-i 
Reserves t-i 
Debt t-i 

.006 
-.0003* 

-.03 
-.009 

.067 
.0002 

.13 

.02 

+ 

+ 

Rho .14 
.77 

Notes; ***p<.()l, **p<.05, *p<. 10, one-tailed test. The unbalanced, pooled time-series 
yields 145 observations. The lagged dependent variable is not reported. 
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Figure 4.1: Personal Incomc Taxes, Executive Mandates, and Decree Authority 
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In general, these models have both positive and negative implications for the quality 

of democracy in Latin America. On the one hand, executive autonomy, at least in the 

forai of decree authority, does not dictate policy change. This undermines several of the 

most severe critiques concerning policy-making in Latin America (see Conaghan 1996; 

O'Donnell 1994). Presidents cannot simply use decree authority to bypass the separation 

of powers to enact tax liberalization. On the other hand, electoral mandates are not 

accurate predictors of policy outcomes. Here my findings largely support Stokes' (2001) 

findings in that voters cannot differentiate between executives who favor progressive 

income tax regimes from those who favor more regressive, neoliberal taxes on 

consumption.^^ Consequently, we see right-of-center presidents in place like Bolivia, 

centrist presidents in Colombia, and left-of-center presidents Brazil promote more 

market-oriented tax codes without regard to their partisan heritage. 

Voters cannot predict tax policy based upon their choice of president, but their 

choices in legislative elections do have the predicted effects on the process of tax reform. 

In two policy areas, corporate income tax rates (table 4.4) and income tax productivity 

(table 4.5), right-of-center legislatures have statistically strong and substantively 

important effects in the expected direction. Rightist legislatures lower corporate tax rates 

and enhancc productivity.'"' For example, Brazil's undisciplined, multiparty, right-of-

center legislatures of the 1990s lowered corporate tax rates in 1990 and again in 1994, 

Recall Stokes (2001) argues that most presidents follow their electoral mandates, but 12 of the 22 
presidents that campaigned against market-oriented reforms went on to promote these policies once in 
office. 

Note that this non-pattern is an improvement over the previous chapter's findings regarding executive 
mandates and gateless reforms. In those policy areas presidents of the left actually oversee more market-
oriented economic policies than their right-of-center counterparts. 

This effect only holds in legislatures where the potential for collective action is low. 
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while Peru's undisciplined left-of-center legislatures of the late 1980s successfully 

protected high corporate income tax rates. So, even where the separation of purpose is 

high within the legislature voters' choices in legislative elections have an impact on 

policy. 

Interestingly, the legislature's potential for collective action also has a strong, 

independent effect on several components of tax policy, although interpreting this 

coefficient without considering the legislature's mandate is only appropriate in cases 

where the legislature's ideology score is 0. In these cases (about one-fifth of all cases fall 

within 0.1 of 0) the legislature's potential for collective action substantially reduces 

personal and corporate income tax rates. Surprisingly, this does not hold in relation to 

VAT productivity, as collective action apparently facilitates exceptions in the tax code. 

More important is the relationship between a legislature's electoral mandate and the 

potential for collective action. In every model the interaction of the legislature's ideology 

and the potential for collective action is statistically significant, at least at some values 

(see appendix figures 4A.1-4A.8). In general we find that left-of-center legislatures favor 

higher income tax rates and lower consumption taxes (although this effect is 

substantively quite small), while right-of-center legislature favor lower income tax rates 

and higher consumption taxes. This is most evident in the case of personal income tax 

rates. As the legislature moves further to the right and the potential for collective action 

increases personal income taxes decline, albeit at a decreasing rate (see figures 4.3 and 

4.4). For example. Bolivia's right dominated legislature was strengthened by the 

combination of party-centered elections and, after 1986 a relatively moderate effective 
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number of parties, dipping below the mean from 1994 through 1997. This combination 

helped achieve one of the most market-oriented (and regressive) personal income tax 

regimes in the region. Conversely, Venezuela's combination of a left-dominated 

legislature with party-centered elections and a relatively low effective number of parties 

delayed tax reforms throughout the 1980s. Only once the two party dominant system 

largely collapsed was President Velasquez able to achieve a more regressive tax code. 

While legislatures play an important role in determining policy outputs, interest 

groups also affect tax policy. Surprisingly, business does not tend to support more 

market-oriented tax policies. When business is well organized and enjoys formal links 

with the government they actually block the adoption of value-added taxes and reductions 

in personal income tax rates. More surprising is the consistent evidence that labor tends 

to be associated with more market-oriented policies. Nelson (1994) argues that labor 

generally opposes market-oriented policies, but where labor is organized into a single-

peak association and enjoys formal ties with the government it is least able to block tax 

liberalization. An alternative interpretation is that when labor is well organized and 

connected that governments are able to co-opt unions into supporting market-oriented 

policies (Crisp 2000). For example, the Confederation of Venezuelan Workers (CTV) 

was largely an arm of the center-left Democratic Action Party. While workers struck in 

protest of President Perez's market-oriented economic policies, the CTV leadership did 

not generally organize these strikes. 
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Figure 4.3: Personal Income Tax, Legislative Mandates, and the Potential for 
Collective Action 
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Overall, these models provide mixed support for mandate theory, the role of the 

separation of purpose and powers, and interest groups. Voters camiot go to the polls 

confident that their choice of president will produce tax policies that reflect their 

preferences. However, I find no evidence of O'Donnell (1994) and Conaghan's (1996) 

claims that presidents can simply bypass the legislature to pursue market-oriented 

reforms. Executive decree authority has no consistent effcct on tax policy, while the 

legislature's electoral mandate and their potential for collective action do reflect voter 

preferences. When voters choose legislators from the left tax policy focuses more on 

income and savings, while selection of legislators from the right lowers incomes tax rates 

and increases value-added taxes. Finally, the role of interest groups is particularly 

important in determining tax policy. The effects of business are relatively minor, but I do 

find that labor organization and connections with the government do not enhance the 

ability of labor to oppose markel-oriented tax policies, but instead appear to co-opt labor 

and lead to more neoliberal tax regimes. 

Privatization 

The sale of state-owned enterprises is often attacked by politicians on both the left 

and the right given the identification of key industries with the nation as a whole. In this 

environment can presidential mandate's function, especially given their lack of influence 

over tax liberalization. In general 1 find little evidence that a president's electoral 

mandate has any effect on privatization (see table 4.6). Presidential ideology is not a 

significant predictor of privatization. Furthermore, executive decree authority does not 

have any impact on the sale of state-owned enterprises, either independently or in 
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conjunction with the president's electoral mandate. This mirrors previous findings that 

voters can have little faith that their choice of president will have a systematic impact on 

policy outputs. 

Table 4.6: Purpose, Powers, and Privatization 

Coefficient 
Standard 

Error 
Predicted 

Executive Mandates and Powers 
President's Ideology 
Executive Decrec 
Authority (EDA) 
President's Ideology * 
EDA 

-.29 

-.11 

-.04 

.74 

.34 

.79 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Legislative Mandates and Powers 
Legislature's Ideology 
Potential for Collective 
Action 
Legislature's Ideology * 
Potential for Collective 
Action 

-1.28* 

-.16 

1.45** 

.90 

.29 

.76 

+ 

+ 

Interest Groups 
Strong Business 
Strong Labor 

.60* 
-1.09*** 

.43 

.41 

+ 

Economic Pressures 
Growtht-i 
Inflation t-i 
Reserves t-i 
Debt t-i 

.03 
-.00003 
.15** 
-.009 

.03 
.0002 

.07 
.011 

+ 

+ 

Rho 
R 2 

.29 

.83 
Notes: ***p<.01, **p<.05, *p<.10, one-tailed test. The unbalanced, pooled time-series 

yields 145 observations. The lagged dependent variable is not reported. 

The voters' choice of legislators does have an impact on the direction of privatization, 

although its effects are highly dependent upon the separation of purpose amongst 

legislators. When the potential for collective action is low, meaning the separation of 

purpose is high, legislators oversee policies indicative of mandate defection (see figures 
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4.5 and 4.6). So, left-of-center legislators tend to favor greater privatization when the 

potential for collective action is low, while right-of-center legislators tend to oppose the 

sale of state-owned enterprises. When the potential for collective action is moderate 

there is no discernible difference between left-of-center dominated legislatures and right-

of-center dominated legislatures. Only when the potential for collective action is high do 

legislators enact privatization policies that reflect their electoral mandates, with rightists 

favoring the sale of state-owned enterprises and leftists opposing privatization. While 

surprising, this result reinforces earlier findings regarding mandates and the separation of 

purpose. Legislators are generally predisposed to pursue policies that reflect their 

electoral mandates, but their ability to do so is shaped by their ability to overcome 

barriers to collective action. Electoral rules that encourage a low effective number of 

parties and give party leaders significant control over their legislative delegates not only 

facilitates the ability of voters to send mandates, but it also boosts the ability of 

legislators to pass policies that reflect the preferences of the largest group of voters. 

Unlike tax policy, interest groups do appear to pursue policies that reflect their 

preferences over privatization. The cffect of business is positive and significant, 

indicating that when business is well organized and has strong ties to government the 

government sells off state-owned enterprises at a higher rate. When business is well 

connected it is better positioned to benefit from privatization. For example, the largest 

beneficiaries of the privatization of Mexico's banking system were the Mexico's Bankers 

(Kcssler 1999). Conversely, weak business organizations in Costa Rica, Ecuador, and 

Uruguay were unable to successfully promote the sale of state-owned enterprises. 
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Consequently, these nations lagged far behind all other countries in terms of 

privatization. 

Figure 4.5: Privatization, Legislative Mandates, and the Potential for Collective Action 
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Labor Market Liberalization 

No area of market-oriented reform is more controversial than labor market reform. 

Very few countries enactcd major reform efforts and two policy areas (overtime pay and 

contract tlexibility) remained unchanged throughout the entire sample. Furthennore, 

while labor may have been willing to compromise with the government in other policy 

areas they may be unwilling to give ground in this area that directly affects their 

constituency. Given the opposition to labor market reform do presidents of the right 

pursue more neoliberal labor policies, or are presidents of the left better equipped to 

convince opponents of reform of the benefits of labor market liberalization? I find no 

evidence that a president's electoral mandate has any effect on the adoption of more 

market-oriented labor policies (see tables 4.6 and 4.7). Furthermore, the president's 

ability to bypass the separation of powers through the use of executive decree authority 

does not facilitate the pursuit of policies that reflect the president's electoral mandate. 

Interestingly, executive decree authority reduces the costs of firing workers, providing 

rare support for the contention of O'Donnell (1994) and Conaghan (1996) that executive 

autonomy facilitates the adoption of market-oriented policies. Still, voters cannot go to 

the polls confident that selecting a president of the left will protect them from labor 

market liberalization. Nor will selection of a president on the right will increase labor 

market flexibility. 
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Tabic 4.7: Purpose, Powers, and Cost of Termination 

Coefficient 
Standard 

Error 
Predicted 

Executive Mandates and Powers 
President's Ideology 
Executive Decree 
Authority (EDA) 
President's Ideology * 
EDA 

-.03 

.24* 

.02 

.16 

.15 

.15 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Legislative Mandates and Powers 
Legislature's Ideology 
Potential for Collective 
Action 
Legislature's Ideology * 
Potential for Collective 
Action 

.35 

.18* 

-.17 

.32 

.14 

.21 

+ 

+ 

Interest Groups 
Strong Business 
Strong Labor 

.26** 
-.07 

.15 

.16 

+ 

Economic Pressures 
Growtht-i 
Inflation t-i 
Reserves t-i 
Debt t-i 

-.02* 
<.001 

.02 
-.003 

.01 
<001 

.03 
.003 

+ 

+ 

Rho .34 
.86 

Notes: ***p<.01, **p<.05, *p<. 10, one-tailed test. The unbalanced, pooled time-series 
yields 145 observations. The lagged dependent variable is not reported. 
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Table 4.8: Purpose, Powers, and Social Security Contributions 

Coefficient 
Standard 

Error 
Predicted 

Executive Mandates and Powers 
President's Ideology 
Executive Decree 
Authority (EDA) 
President's Ideology * 
EDA 

-.90 

.01 

- . 1 1  

.86 

.62 

1.02 

-

Legislative Mandates and Powers 
Legislature's Ideology 
Potential for Collective 
Action 
Legislature's Ideology * 
Potential for Collective 
Action 

.74 

.22 

-.45 

1.38 

.50 

.99 

+ 

Interest Groups 
Strong Business 
Strong Labor 

-1.96** 
1 92*** 

.89 

.79 
Economic Pressures 

Growthi-i 
Inflation t-i 
Reserves t-i 
Debt t-i 

.0008 
-.000007 

03** 

.05 
.0001 

.10 

.02 

+ 

+ 

Rho .02 
.93 

r' 

Notes; ***p<.01, **p<.05, *p<. 10, one-tailed test. The unbalanced, pooled time-series 
yields 145 observations. The lagged dependent variable is not reported. 

Unlike other areas of reform, 1 also find little cvidencc that the legislature's electoral 

mandate and the potential for collective action affects labor market reforms. The 

legislature's ideology does not significantly affect either the cost of firing employees or 

the level of social security contributions. Furthermore, the interaction of mandates and 

the separation of purpose is not significant across any of the observed values for the 
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independent variables. Whether voters choose parties of the left or right and whether 

electoral rules create a low or high number of actors with the power to block policy 

change has no effcct on these two key policy areas. Considering the lack of reforms 

relating to overtime pay and contract flexibility these models indicate that major changes 

in labor policy are largely beyond the abilities of presidents and legislators, regardless of 

their electoral mandate and the separation of purpose and powers. For example, although 

Bolivia was one of the leading reformers across the other areas of reform Bolivia's labor 

market regulations were among the most restrictive in the region. Although the right 

dominated the legislature and was instrumental in supporting other reforms, labor policy 

remained closed. 

The most important determinants of labor market policies are interest groups. As 

predicted, when business is well organized and enjoys formal ties with the government 

labor policy grants greater flexibility to fire workers and rcduces contributions to social 

security. For example, strong business associations in Chile and Peru enjoy relatively 

flexible labor markets. Conversely, weak associations in Bolivia and Uruguay face very 

protectionist labor policies. Labor also plays a strong role in determining labor policies. 

Unlike other areas of reform, where labor appears willing to compromise or be co-opted, 

strong labor organizations with ties to government are associated with more state-

interventionist labor policies. For example, labor policy is relatively market-oriented in 

Colombia and Mexico; where labor unions are divided or lack formal ties with the 

government. Labor policies arc much more state-centered in Brazil and Costa Rica, 

where labor is organized under a single peak association and leaders enjoy formal access 
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to policy-makers. The findings for business and labor are particularly important. Voters 

cannot shape labor policy outputs based the candidates' ideologically based preferences. 

However, they can be confident that regardless of the candidate's platform very few 

efforts to liberalize labor markets are successful, granting one victory to opponents of 

market-oriented reforms. 

Economic Crisis and Reform 

In the previous chapter I found little evidence that the depth of economic crisis 

explains the extent of adjustment. Across the models of gated reform I find little 

systematic evidence that economic crises cause countries to liberalize their tax code, 

privatize state-owned enterprises, or increase flexibility in labor markets. Recessions do 

not generally contribute to more market-oriented policies and while inflation is 

significant in several models its effects are mixed. Interestingly, declining foreign 

reserves and increasing debt do not allow international financial institutions to impose 

more market-oriented tax, privatization, and labor market policies. It is important to note 

that I do not deny the effects of the debt crisis on the region's move toward more market-

based development strategies, simply that the variations in the depth of economic crisis 

do not account for variations in economic policy outputs. The International Monetary 

Fund, the World Bank, the Inter-American Development Bank, and the United States 

clearly advocated more market-based solutions to Latin America's chronic economic 

problems, but the leverage they held does not explain why some governments adopted 

more aggressive neoliberal reforms. Instead these models indicate that domestic factors. 
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especially the legislators voters choose and the electoral rules by which they are chosen 

have a much greater influence on economic policy-outputs. 

Summary and Conclusions 

The goal of this chapter was to test whether voters can send electoral mandates that 

effect economic policy choices, focusing on policy areas where executive-lcgislative 

relations are particularly important. The literature suggests that presidents cannot simply 

bypass the legislature to cnact tax reforms, privatized state-owned enterprises, and 

liberalize labor markets, but must instead find legislators willing to cooperate with his 

reform agenda. Consequently, the electoral mandate voters' send with their legislative 

ballot is particularly important. Furthennore, electoral rules that encourage collective 

action in the legislature reduce the separation of purpose and should therefore enhance 

the power of congress to pursue their electoral mandates. 

As the literature predicts, I find little support for the notion that the president's 

electoral mandate explains policy outputs. Voters cannot predict the extent of tax reform, 

privatization, or labor market liberalization based upon the president's partisan heritage. 

I do find that president's can use executive decree authority to alter some tax and labor 

policies, but the capacity to skirt the separation of powers is quite limited. On the one 

hand, this supports the contention that electoral mandates do not affect economic policy 

choices in Latin America (Conaghan 1996; Conaghan and Malloy 1994; Dominguez 

1998; O'Donnell 1994). On the other, the effects are quite limited, supporting the claims 

that in these policy areas presidents cannot simply bypass the legislature and rule by 

decree (Nairn 1995; Nelson 1994, 1995). Furthermore, unlike policy areas where the 
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executive docs tend to dominate, there is little evidence of mandate defection. Presidents 

of the left are not able to use their credentials to promote market-oriented economic 

policies in these gated areas of reform. 

In contrast to the findings regarding executive mandates, I do 11 nd evidence that tax 

policy and the extent of privatization tend to reflect congressional mandates. When 

voters chose legislators on the left more progressive, income-based tax codes result. 

Conversely, selection of legislators on the right generally leads to more regressive, 

consumption-based tax policies. Similarly, right-of-center legislatures privatize state-

owned enterprises at a higher rate than their left-of-center colleague, yet this is limited to 

instances where the potential for collective action in the legislature is high. 

The role of interest groups in these gated reforms is also quite supportive of the 

literature. Business tends to favor more market-oriented economic policies and where 

business is well organized and maintains formal relationships with government these 

gated reforms tend to be more market-oriented. Surprisingly, these models suggest that 

where labor is organized and enjoys formal ties with the government it actually serves to 

promote these market-oriented economic policies. Labor appears to be co-opted by their 

associations, thereby reducing resistance to reforms in most policy areas. Interestingly, 

this finding does not hold in the area of labor market liberalization. Here, labor assumes 

its expected role as a protector of worker rights, suggesting that labor may be willing to 

compromise in many policy areas in exchange for continued protections in this key 

policy area. 
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Finally, this chapter provides important insights into the limits of adoption of market-

oriented economic policies. Two of the four measures of labor market liberalization used 

in the Inter-American Bank's Structural Policy Index do not change over the course of 

the study, regardless of political or economic changes. Furthermore, changes in the other 

two areas, cost of termination and social security contributions, were largely dictated by 

the strength of business and labor, rather than by the power of the president or the 

mandate of the legislature. This, combined with previous findings, highlights the need 

for researchers to focus on the domestic causes of policy outputs. 

In conclusion, voters in the region can send electoral mandates that lead to the 

expected policy outputs, but their power is limited. Presidents often engage in mandate 

defection, pursuing market-oriented refonns after campaigning against them. This 

supports critics of the quality of democracy in the region. However, as I have 

emphasized in previous chapters the voters' choice of legislator systematically affects 

economic policy outputs in most areas of reform. This may help restore voters' faith in 

Latin American political parties, particularly if economic stability returns to the region. 

Furthermore, that changes in electoral rules can enhance the proper functioning of 

electoral mandates provides a possible blueprint for future political reforms to 

complement the economic reforms of the past two decades. 
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Appendix 

Figure 4A. 1: Value-Added Taxes, Legislative Mandates and the Potential for Collective Action 
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Figure 4A.2; Estimated T-Ratios for Conditional Slopes of Value-Added Taxes on the Potential for 
Collective Action given the Legislatui-e's Mandate 

T-ratios for slope of VAT on Mandate given Collective Action; t=1.289 
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Figure 4A.3: VAT Productivity, Legislative Mandates, and the Potential for Collective Action 
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Figure 4A.4; Estimated T-Ratios for Conditional Slopes of VAT Productivity on the Potential for 
Collective Action given the Legislature's Mandate 
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Figure 4A.5: Corporate Tax Rates, Legislative Powers, and the Potential for Collective Action 
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Figure 4A.6; Estimated T-Ratios for Conditional Slopes of Corporate Income Taxes on the Potential 
for Collective Action given the Legislature's Mandate 

T-ratios for slope of Corporate on Mandate given Collective Action 
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Figure 4 A.7: Income Tax Productivity, Legislative Powers, and the Potential for Collective Action 
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Figure 4A.8; Estimated T-Ratios for Conditional Slopes of Income Tax Productivity on the Potential 
for Collective Action given the Legislature's Mandate 
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Chapter 5: Beyond Gateless and Gated Refomis; An inclusive model of reform 

Market-oriented economic policies are designed to make Latin America's economies 

more efficient and viable in the global market. Trade opening encouragcs domestic 

industries to bccome more competitive and to focus production not on the domestic 

market, but on global markets where nations hold a comparative advantage. Financial 

market liberalization furthers the growth of domestic capital and a more rational 

allocation of crcdit. Tax reforms promote savings and investment over consumption, also 

encouraging the growth of domestic capital. Privatization allows the state to shed 

bloated, inefficient drains on the national treasury while encouraging domestic and 

foreign capital to modernize inchoate industries. Finally, labor market reforms encourage 

job creation and training to build a more competitive workforce. So, while there are 

political reasons to expect variations in the adoption of these policies, according to 

economic theory they form part of a single, ideal policy package. In this chapter I discuss 

the strengths and weaknesses of two alternative methods of measuring market-oriented 

economic policy and test whether electoral mandates, the separation of purpose and 

powers, and interest groups affect overall economic policy outputs, while accounting for 

important differences in how economic policies arc measured. 

Do voters in Latin America cast their ballot on the basis of a single issue or do they 

instead focus on the candidate's overall policy positions? Polling data from the region 

does not answer this question, although research from advanced, industrial nations 

combined with Latin American polls evaluating presidential economic programs suggest 

that most voters worry about the general direction of policy much more than individual 
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policy areas (Buendia Laredo 2001; Stokes 2001). However, as the previous chapters 

have highlighted market-oriented economic policy is aciually composed of a number of 

specific policy areas, with multiple measures representing each policy component. The 

goal of this chapter is to examine alternative measures of the overall policy process and 

to test the effccts of clcctoral mandates, the separation of purpose and powers, and 

interest groups on the overall process of reform. 

The chapter is organized in four sections. The first section succinctly recounts 

mandate theory and the expected effects of the separation of purpose and powers on the 

adoption of economic policy (see chaptcr 1 for a more detailed discussion). The second 

section examines two alternative measures of structural adjustment. One is a simple 

average of indices covering the five areas of the Structural Policy Index developed by the 

Inter-American Development Bank, while the other is developed using principal-

components analysis. In the next section 1 test the efficacy of mandates, purpose, and 

powers using the different measures of overall reform. Again, 1 find that executives do 

not generally pursue policies that reflect their electoral mandates, but rather that mandate 

defection appears to actually increase the pace of reform in some instances. Conversely, 

legislators do tend to enact policies that reflect their electoral mandates, at least where the 

separation of purpose within the legislature is low and the potential for collective action 

is high. The final section concludes. 
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The Political Economy of Market-Oriented Reform'" 

In a properly functioning represenlative democracy representatives adopt policies that 

reflect voters' preferences (Dahl 1971). The connection between voters and policies is 

quite simple. First, voters choose amongst parties or candidates who hold distinct policy 

positions in key policy areas. Second, politicians then pursue these policies once in 

office. They do this because these policies reflect the preferences of the largest number 

of voters, because they themselves campaigned and believe in these policies, and because 

they may be held accountable in future elections. Consequently, I hypothesize that: 

H I :  T h e  p r e s i d e n t ' s  e l e c t o r a l  m a n d a t e  w i l l  b e  a  r e l i a b l e  p r e d i c t o r  o f  t h e  
extent of market-oriented reform. 

H2: The legislature's electoral mandate will he a reliable predictor of the 
extent of market-oriented reform. 

The ability of politicians to pursue their electoral mandates, and even of the public to 

send clear electoral mandates is partially a function of the separation of purpose and the 

separation of powers (Haggard and McCubbins 2001). The separation of purpose refers 

to the degree to which relevant policy-markers hold similar preferences in fundamental 

policy areas, while the separation of powers refers to the number of actors with the ability 

to block policy change. Constitutions rules account for variations in the powers in Latin 

America's presidential democracies. One of the most important is executive decree 

authority, which permits presidents to bypass the legislature in many cases. This is a 

proactive power, meaning the president can use the power to alter the status quo, 

significantly decreasing the separation of powers in countries like Brazil and Colombia 

" See chapter 1 for a more detailed theoretical discussion. 
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(Shugart and Carey 1992). This should enhance the ability of the executive to pursue his 

policy preferences. Therefore. 1 predict; 

H3: Presidential decree authority empowers presidents to pursue 
economic policies that reflect their electoral mandate. 

The ability of legislators to pursue their electoral mandates is largely a function of 

their ability to overcome the barriers to collective action found in nearly all deliberative 

bodies. Electoral rules can facilitate collcctive action in two ways. First, electoral rules 

such as concurrent presidential and legislative elections and plurality races decrease the 

effective number of parties in the legislature (Mainvvaring and Shugart 1997). As the 

effective number of parties decreases there are fewer parties who can bar policy change. 

For example, the effective number of parties in the notoriously inefficient legislatures of 

Brazil and Ecuador averaged over 5 for the course of the sample, while the more decisive 

Argentine and Mexican legislatures averaged fewer than 3. Second, party-centered 

electoral rules provide party leaders with considerable control over rank-and-file 

legislators, meaning party leaders can virtually guarantee party line voting. 

Consequently, party-centered elections enliance the power of party leaders to overcome 

barriers to collective action in Bolivia and Costa Rica, while candidate-centered elections 

increase barriers in Brazil and Colombia. Given these 1 actors I hypothesize: 

H4: The ability of the legislature to overcome barriers to collective action 
facilitates the pursuit of economic policies that reflect their electoral 
mandate. 

In addition to the effects of mandates, purpose, and powers on the adoption of 

market-oriented economic policies the literature predicts that interest groups seek to 
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influence policy-makers. Specifically, the literature focuses on two principal groups: 

business and labor. While some businesses were reluctant to open economies to 

international competition, Nelson (1994) argues that business was generally inclined to 

promote more market-oriented economic policies. The region's boom and bust cycles 

combined with economic stagnation and finally crisis in the 1970s and 1980s led business 

to reject continued state intervention in the economy in favor of more market-based 

policies. Conversely, labor resisted the move towards markets. Latin American labor 

movements feared increased competition and reforms such as trade and labor market 

liberalization directly threatened labor's constituents. What determines the effectiveness 

of business in promoting the adoption of market-oriented economic policies and labor in 

resisting them? When business is well organized and benefits from formal ties with the 

government it should improve its ability to promote market-oriented economic policies, 

while labor organization and connections with government should inhibit the adoption of 

more market-based policies. Therefore, I hypothesize; 

H5: The ability of business to promote gated reforms is a function of their 
organizational strength and their ties with government. 

H6: The ability of labor to block gated reforms is a function of their 
organizational strength and their ties with government. 

This restatement of hypotheses is designed to remind readers of the focus of the 

dissertation. Unlike the other chapters that focus on specific policy areas, in this chapter 

I test mandate theory on the overall adoption of more market-oriented economic policies. 

Evidence suggests that voters focus more on overall policy outputs, rather than policy in 

a specific area. Can voters predict policy outputs using limited information about the 
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candidates or do voters' choices have no impact on the overall direction of policy? 

Additionally, do valuations in the constitutionally allocated separation of powers and the 

electorally allocated separation of purpose affect the ability of elected officials to pursue 

their electoral mandates? Finally, can interest groups promote or defend the preferences 

of their constituents during this period of supposedly extraordinary politics in Latin 

America? 

Data and Methods 

In order to measure the adoption of market-oriented economic reforms it is necessary 

to combine the various measures previously used. Recall these include reforms in five 

areas: trade, domestic finance, tax, privatization, and labor markets. Within each of these 

areas the Inter-American Bank includes multiple measures.Trade reform is constructed 

using average tariff rates and tariff dispersion. Domestic finance includes reserves 

requirements, controls on interest rates, and the Basle measure of the quality of banking 

oversight. Tax policy incorporates the value-added tax, the value-added tax's 

productivity, personal income tax rates, corporate income tax rates, and the productivity 

of personal and corporate incomes taxes. Privatization measures revenue raised through 

the sale of state-owned enterprises, while labor market policies involve the costs of 

termination, overtime, restrictions on temporary contracts, and social security 

contributions.'^' The difficulty comes in combining these various measures given their 

various metrics. So, how should these 15 measures of structural adjustment be combined 

to form a single measure of market-oriented economic policy? 

Privatization is the only policy area developed using a single measure of reform. 
See chapters 3 and 4 for a more detailed discussion of the individual measures. 
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One alternative was developed by the Intcr-Ameriean Development Bank and refined 

by the Economic Commission for Latin Amcrica and the Caribbean (Lora 1997a, 1997b, 

2001; Morley, Machado, and Pettinato 1999). These organizations utilize simple 

averages of the various measures of reform in order to calculate a single, overall measure 

of relbrm. Given the measures involve distinct metrics it is necessary to standardize the 

measures in order to calculate a single index of reform. The normalization process takes 

the difference between the minimum and maximum value for all countries over the entire 

course of the sample to calculate scores for each component part for each country-year in 

the sample. For example, the formula to calculate the index's value for trade reform for 

the i"' country at time t is I,y=(V„,ax-V,y)/(V„,„x-V„„„), where I,, = the index value for i"' 

country in year t, Vu = the raw value of reform measure for the f' country in year t, V,„ax 

= the maximum raw value of reform measures for all countries across all years, Y,„in = the 

minimum raw value for all countries across all years (Morley, Machado, and Petti nato 

1999). This process is repeated for each measure that contributes to each of the areas of 

reform and then values were averaged at the area of reform level. For example, tariffs 

average 21 percent and tariff dispersion was 8.6 percent in Argentina in 1990. This 

produced a standardized trade index scorc of 0.787 for the year. This score was then 

combined with the indexed scores for the other four areas of reform ''^ and averaged for a 

score of 0.468 for Argentina in 1990. 

There are several advantages to using this method. Its chief advantage is its 

simplicity. Scores are simply the simple average of each of the five areas of reform that 

Domestic finance = 0.586; Tax = 0.369; Privatization = 0.061; Labor — 0.538 



are themselves simple averages of their subcomponent measures. Using simple averages 

also avoids giving greater weight to policy areas where the greatest gains have been 

made. This is particularly valuable given the goal is to measure policies. Finally, this 

measure of overall reform is used by the principal international lender in the region, the 

Inter-American Development Bank, to determine a nation's progress toward adoption 

more inarket-oriented policies. Higher scores on the Bank's own measure of market-

oriented reform likely enhances credit-worthiness in the age of conditionality.''"^ Scores 

range from a low of 0.259 in Brazil in 1985 to 0.711 in Bolivia in 1996. 

While an improvement over previous measures of structural adjustment, no attention 

is given to issues of scaling.'"^' The policy recipe put forth by the international financial 

institutions argues that these are the policies that countries should adopt, but does little to 

account for variations in the direction and rate of adoption across or within the different 

policy areas. To combat this shortcoming in the literature I draw upon principal-

coinponent analysis. This is a simple statistical technique that utilizes correlations of 

paired variables and is designed to reveal interrelationships between sets of variables 

called factors. If these variables load into a single factor, then they can be used to 

represent latent variables such as market-oriented reform. If these variables fail to load 

into a single factor then it may indicate that discussions of market-oriented reform are 

somewhat misguided, as there is no single, underlying process. 

Many loans made by international financial institutions were made conditional upon the adoption of 
particular market-oriented economic policies (Starr 2000). 

Another potential problem results from the standardization procedure. Given the methodology all scores 
are bound between 0 and 1. Furthermore, scores arc based upon the highest and lowest score in each policy 
area for the all of the years included in the sample. Consequently, this measure cannot distinguish between 
areas that were relatively market-oriented throughout the sample and policy areas that were relatively state-
oriented throughout the sample. 
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In order to test whether cach of the policies used in the literature measure the same 

underlying concept 1 simply utilized principal-component analysis to determine if all of 

the measures load into a single factor. While not an exact science there are generally two 

methods of determining the number of factors found in a set of variables. The first 

method is to use eigenvalues (the Kaiser criteria), where an eigenvalue greater than 1 

indicates the presence of a factor. The second method is to utilize a Scree test which 

refers to the "elbow" in a plot of eigenvalues. Eigenvalues falling prior to the elbow 

represent the number of factors existing in the data. In addition to eigenvalues and Scree 

tests, factor loadings indicate the extent to which a particular variable relates to the latent 

variable, with scores greater than 0.5''^ generally considered strongly linked to the 

underlying concept. So, the factor loadings reveal how well the variable relates to the 

latent concept, while eigenvalues and Scree tests indicate how many factors are necessary 

to describe the underlying concept. 

Principal-components analysis indicates that these policies do not scale into a single 

factor representing market-oriented refomis, but rather that reform is composed of at least 

two distinct processes (see table 5.1). There are four factors with eigenvalues greater 

than 1, while a Screc test also seems to support the presence of four factors underlying 

the process of market-oriented economic reforms, as the elbow in the plot appears to 

come after the fourth factor (see figure 5.1). Examination of the factor loadings reveals 

the relationships between each of the measures of refonn and the underlying variables. 

Eight of the fifteen measures, particularly those involving trade, banking, and taxes, are 

This is an absolute value. 
See Kim and Mueller (1978a, 1978b) for a more complete discussion of factor analysis. 
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closely linked with the first factor, while two others approach the 0.5 threshold indicative 

of a strong association. The second factor enjoys a strong association with five of the 

measures of reform, four of which are not well captured by the first factor and is largely 

composed of tax and labor market policies. So, fourteen of the fifteen measures are 

closely associated with one of the first two factors. Only one measure of reform, reserves 

requirements, does not load on one of the first two factors at or near the critical threshold 

of 0.5. Clearly this area of domestic financial reform is not captured by these first two 

factors, but given the strong relationships between each of the other areas of reform and 

the first two factors 1 focus my analysis on these two measures of overall reform . ''' 

The third and fourth factors seem to capture changes in reserves requirements and corporate tax rates 
respectively. Given I have already analyzed these individual policy areas in chapters 3 and 4 I do not 
present extensive analysis of the third and fourth factors. Results from regressions using these measures of 
reform can be found in the appendix for this chapter (see figures 5A. 1 and 5A.2). 
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Table 5.1: Principal-Components of Overall Reform 

Variable F1 F2 F3 F4 
h2 

(communality) 

Average Tariffs -.75 -.24 .25 .16 .71 

Tariff Dispersion -.82 -.11 .17 ,31 .82 

Reserves 
Requirements 

-.33 -.09 .54 -.26 .47 

Interest Rates .79 .02 .03 .23 .68 

Quality of Oversight .65 0.05 -.40 .39 .73 

Value-Added Tax .62 -.56 .27 .18 .80 

VAT Productivity .48 -.28 -.26 -.50 .64 

Personal Income 
Tax 

-.60 -.16 -.56 .17 .72 

Corporate Income 
Tax 

-.59 -.04 -.04 .59 .70 

Income Tax 
.02 .55 -.37 -.02 .44 

Productivity 
.02 .55 -.37 -.02 .44 

Privatization .48 .19 -.35 .38 .53 

Cost of Termination -.29 .72 -.19 -.02 .63 

Contract Flexibility .21 .85 .38 .15 .93 

Overtime Pay .32 .71 .50 .09 .87 

Social Security 
Contributions 

.51 -.44 .42 .36 .75 

Eigenvalue 4.43 2.77 1.86 1.36 — 

Percent of Variance 
Explained 

.30 .18 .13 .09 — 
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Figure 5.1; Scree Test for Overall Reform 
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It is important to comparc these measures of market-oriented reform with the original 

index based upon simple averages developed by the Inter-American Development Bank 

(Lora 2001). There is a strong, positive correlation (.78) between the original policy 

index and the first factor measuring refonn. Interestingly, the correlation between the 

second factor and the original index is extremely low (<.01) despite using an oblique 

rotation.'"*' Walker and Friedman (2001) developed an alternative measure of economic 

policy known as Economic Freedom of the World."" Both factors both correlate 

When rotating the data to constaict the new measures data can be rotated either orthogonally or 
obliquely. An orthogonal rotation minimizes correlations between the different factors, while an oblique 
rotation allows for correlations between the factors. Given my interest in the similarities, rather than the 
differences, between the measures I utilize an oblique rotation. 

Walker and Friedman's (2001) data span a far greater number of countries in the world, but only score 
nations' economic policies once every five years. 
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positively (.62 and .30 respectively) with the Economic Freedom of the World measures, 

but again the first factor is much more reflective of this alternative measure of market-

oriented economic policy. In sum, the first factor mostly closely resembles the original 

policy index, while the second factor indicates that several measures, particularly those 

involving labor market regulations, are distinct from the overall process of reform.'"' 

The independent variables remain unchanged from earlier chapters. Electoral 

mandates are taken from Coppedge's (1997, 1998) measure of party ideology. His 

survey of country experts classified Latin American political parties as left (-1), center-

left (-0.5), center (0), center-right (0.5), or right (1) and presidents received their party's 

scorc. In order to measure the legislature's electoral mandate I calculated the mean 

ideological position of each congress by multiplying each party's ideology score by the 

number of seats the party controlled in congress. Again, mandate theory predicts that 

elected officials from the right will pursue more market-oriented economic policies while 

those on the left will pursue more slate-interventionist economic policies. 

In order to test whether variations in the separation of powers affect the efficacy of 

electoral mandates I focus on the constitutional power to issue executive decrees (Shugart 

and Carey 1992). The ability to issue executive decrees that have the force of law 

without congressional authorization allows the president to bypass the legislature to 

pursue his policy preferences. This is a dummy variable (no decree authority=0, decree 

authority=l). 

This bolsters my conclusion in the previous chapter regarding labor market reform is distinct and given 
the lack of significant change maybe considered the "third rail" of Latin American politics. 
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To test the significance of the separation of purpose on the adoption of market-

oriented economic policies I have focused on the ability of legislators to overcomes 

barriers to collective action common to large, deliberative bodies. One factor affecting 

the separation of purpose in the legislature is the number of parties in the legislature. 

When the effective number of parties is high, policy preferences are more diverse, 

complicating policy passage. Similarly, the separation of purpose increases under 

candidate-centered electoral rules, as legislators must compete against not just members 

of opposition parties, but also against members of their own party. So, the potential for 

collcctive action is highest where the separation of purpose is lowest. Where the 

effective number of parties is low and party-centered elections are used the potential for 

collective action is high (collcctive action=2). Where the effective number of parties is 

low or party-centered elections are used the potential for collcctive action is moderate 

(collective action=l). Finally, where the effective number of parlies is high and 

candidate-centered elections are used the potential for collective action is low (collective 

action=0). 

To test for the effects of interest groups I focus on the group's organizational 

strengths and connections with government. Where business and labor are organized into 

single-peak associations and these associations maintain formal contacts with 

government policy-makcrs then these organizations are scored as strong (slrength=l). 

Where they lack organizational prowess and do not enjoy formal ties with the elected 

officials then these groups are scored as weak (strength-O). Recall that we expect strong 
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business associations to promote market-oriented economic policies while strong labor 

associations impinge upon the process. 

The iinal group of variables accounts for the extant literature's argument that 

economic crisis played a crucial role in the adoption of more market-based economic 

policies (see chapter 1). Severe economic crises weakened opposition to market-oriented 

reforms, enabling pohcy-makers to pursue more aggressive reform programs. In order to 

control for the effects of economic crisis on the adoption of economic policy I include 

103 four variables: growth, inflation, foreign reserves, and debt burden. 

Given the cross-sectional, time-serial nature of the data I utilize OLS regression with 

panel-corrected standard errors to address concerns regarding serial-correlation and 

heteroskedasticity (Beck and Katz 1995, 1996). This is an unbalanced design due to the 

exclusion of non-dcmocratic episodes in Chile and Peru. I model serial-correlation as a 

first-order process and estimate a common rho across the panels. Lastly, given my 

interest in policy change I include a lagged dependent variable. 

Data Analysis 

Do electoral mandates affect broad policy outputs? The first model tests the effects 

of mandates on the original Structural Policy Index developed by the Inter-American 

Development Bank (see table 5.2). Voters in the region can predict economic policy 

outputs based upon a president's partisan heritage, but not as mandate theory would 

predict. As seen in chapter 3 I find that presidents of the left tend to be more successful 

Growth is the percent change in GDP; Inflation is the percent change in the consumer price index; 
Foreign reserves measure the amount of foreign denominated currency to debt; Debt is the ratio of debt to 
GNP (IMF 1997; World Bank 2000). 
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in the pursuit of market-oriented economic policies than their right-of-center 

counterparts. This supports the assertions made by Kyloh (1989) and Acuna and Smith 

(1994) that leftists are better equipped to pursue market-oriented economic policies given 

their close ties with groups most opposed to structural adjustment. For example, 

Venezuela's President Perez and Argentina's President Menem both represented parties 

of the center-lefl, but oversaw the adoption of two of the most aggressive reform 

programs in the region. In contrast, Uruguay's President Lacalle represented a party of 

the center-right, but managed only very limited economic reforms. 
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Table 5.2: Purpose, Powers and the Structural Policy Index 

Coefficient 
Standard 

Error 
Predicted 

Executive Mandates and Powers 
President's Ideology 
Executive Decree 
Authority (EDA) 
President's Ideology * 
EDA 

-.027** 

-.008* 

.025** 

.019 

.006 

.013 

+ 

+ 

4-

Legislative Mandates and Powers 
Legislature's Ideology 
Potential for Collective 
Action 
Legislature's Ideology * 
Potential for Collective 
Action 

-.010 

-.005 

-.020** 

.012 

.005 

.009 

4-

4-

Interest Groups 
Strong Business 
Strong Labor 

.005 
-.020** 

.007 

.009 
+ 

Economic Pressures 
Growth,.] 
Inflation t-1 
Reserves t-i 
Debt t-1 

-.001 
.000003* 

.002* 
-.0003* 

.001 
.000002 

.001 
.0002 

+ 

+ 

Rho .04 
.94 

Notes: ***p<.01, **p<.05, *p<,l(), one-tailed test. The unbalanced, pooled time-series yields 145 
observations. The lagged dependent variable is not reported. 

The ability of the president to bypass the separation of powers through the use of 

executive decree authority is also significant, but again the result is counterintuitive. 

Presidents with decree authority achieve lower levels of market-oriented reform than 

presidents without this constitutional power. So, the power to circumvent the separation 

of powers does not allow presidents to simply decree market-oriented economic policies. 

This contradicts much of the literature that emphasizes presidential autonomy in the 

reform process. This has two potential interpretations. One, as seen in chapter 2 
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presidents often use decrees to block reform. Two, the ability of the president to bypass 

the legislature appears to make the legislature less willing to support reforms than when 

the president must approach congress in order to alter the status quo. Furthermore, while 

the mode! indicates that the interaction of the president's mandate and executive decree 

authority is significant, figures 5.2 and 5.3 demonstrate that this relationship is not 

significant across the observed range of values."*^ 

Interestingly, this model compares favorably with the results found in chapter 3. 

Stokes' (2001) conclusion that presidents in the region tend to pursue their electoral 

mandates once in office is not supported by the data, as left-of-center presidents are 

actually more effective in their pursuit of market-based economic policies. Just as only 

Nixon could go to China, Latin American presidents of the left appear better positioned 

to co-opt opponents of reform. While this supports O'Donnell (1994) and Conaghan's 

(1996) contention that presidents in the region do not generally pursue policies that 

reflect their electoral mandates, it does not support their argument that executive 

autonomy contributes to more extensive market-oriented reform programs. Presidents 

with strong constitutionally allocated powers actually enact fewer reforms than presidents 

without the power to act unilaterally. Recall that Colombian presidents often used decree 

authority to protect workers' wages from inflation (chapter 2) and we see that while the 

cffects of decree authority may be relatively small compared with the president's 

mandate, it can still be used to discretely protect certain policy areas. 

The horizontal line in figure 5.3 represents the threshold of significance (t=-1.289) given the sample 
size. 
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Figure 5.2: Market-Oriented Reform (SPI), Executive Mandates, and the Separation of Powers 
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As I have repeatedly emphasized, voters in presidential systems select two agents to 

make policy—the president and the legislature. In previous chapters 1 have found 

legislators faithfully pursue their electoral mandates, although this often varies with their 

potential for collective action. In this model I do not find the legislature's electoral 

mandate has a significant elTcct on economic policy outcomes when the potential for 

collective action is low. However, I did find that as the potential for collective action 

increases the effects of the legislature's electoral mandate become significant and 

pronounced, although again the effects are counterintuitive (see figures 5.4 and 5.5). 

Left-dominated legislatures with a low effective number of parties and strong party 

leaders actually adopt more aggressive market-oriented economic policies than similarly 

constituted right-dominated legislatures. While this complements the model's findings 

regarding the role of the executive, the finding is incongruous with previous findings 

regarding the role of the legislature. Models of gateless and gated reforms (chapters 3 

and 4) repeatedly demonstrate that legislators tend to pursue economic policies that 

reflect their electoral mandates, yet here 1 find the exact opposite. If accurate, this model 

undermines previous findings and creates additional support for critics of the quality of 

democracy in the region. Not only do presidents engage in mandate defection, but 

legislators also turn their back on voters in their pursuit of more market-oriented 

economic policies. So, the model indicates that voters opposed to structural adjustment 

policies should, counterintuitivcly, elect presidents and legislators from the right. 

Furthermore, they should favor rules that enhance the separation of powers and oppose 

electoral reforms that increase the separation of purpose in the legislature. 
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Figure 5.4; Market-Oriented Reform (SPI), Legislative Mandates, and the Separation of Purpose 
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Figure 5.5: Estimated T-ratio for the Slope of Market-Oriented Reform (SPI) on Mandates conditional 
on the Separation of Puipose 
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In addition to the surprising findings regarding the cfleets of legislative mandates, the 

model also contradicts earlier findings regarding the role of interest groups. Business 

strength does not significantly affect the adoption of market-oriented economic policies, 

but strong labor associations substantially impede structural adjustment. This supports 

Nelson's (1994) argument regarding the role of labor, but challenges nearly every model 

found in previous chapters. Recall that previous models generally found that where labor 

is organized into a single peak association and enjoys formal ties with government 

policy-makers the prospects for market-oriented refonn are generally enhanced. I have 

argued that this combination, rather than providing labor strength in bargaining has made 

it subject to co-option. This model disputes these earlier findings of refomi. 

While the effects of electoral mandates and interest groups are quite surprising the 

models continue to support my findings that the depth of the economic crisis is rarely 

responsible for the extent of structural adjustment. While inflation, foreign reserves, and 

debt are all statistically significant only inflation has the expected sign. Extremely high 

rales of inflation are associated with more market-oriented economic policies, but its 

substantive impact should not be overstated. Even when inflation reaches 1000 percent 

its substantive impact is no greater than that of a leftist president. Surprisingly, high 

foreign reserves and low debt levels are associated with more market-oriented economic 

policies, indicating that international financial institutions cannot systematically use 

resei'ves and debt crises as leverage over developing nations. 

The model presented in table 5.1 has the potential to undermine findings found in the 

previous chapters regarding the efficacy of electoral mandates. However, this model 
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relies upon the original Structural Policy Index that is constmcted using simple averages. 

Do models that take explicit account of scaling issues replicate these troubling findings? 

Tables 5.3 and 5.4 present models of reform that utilize the variables constructed in 

the previous section using principal-components analysis. As in prior models of the 

policy-making process I find thai executives of the left tend to adopt more market-based 

economic policies than their rightist counteiparts. In the first model (table 5.3) we see 

that rightist presidential ideology substantially decreases market-oriented policy outputs, 

while figures 5.6 and 5.7 demonstrate that the interaction of presidential ideology and 

executive decree authority is not significant. At first glance the second model (table 5.4) 

appears to show no relationship between the executive's mandate, the separation of 

powers, and policy outputs, but figures 5.8 and 5.9 show that the interaction of the 

president's ideology and executive decree authority is significant. So, while presidents of 

the left and right are indistinguishable when they lack decree authority the ability to 

bypass the legislature exacerbates the converse effect of mandates found in other models. 

Taken together these two models of reform strengthen earlier findings regarding the role 

of the executive in the policy-making process. Namely, that voters cannot chose a 

presidential candidate confident that the policies he oversees will reflect their policy 

preferences. Instead voters are likely to be betrayed by left-of-center presidents, as they 

actually adopt significantly more aggressive market-oriented reform packages. 
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Table 5.3: Purpose, Powers, and the Structural Policy Index (First Factor) 

Coefficient 
Standard 

Error 
Predicted 

Executive Mandates and Powers 
President's Ideology 
Executive Decrcc 
Authority (EDA) 
President's Ideology * 
EDA 

-.229** 

-.063 

.291** 

.119 

.056 

.134 

+ 

-1-

+ 

Legislative Mandates and Powers 
Legislature's Ideology 
Potential for Collective 
Action 
Legislature's Ideology * 
Potential for Collective 
Action 

-.131 

-.019 

.266** 

.121 

.051 

.117 

+ 

-h 

Interest Groups 
Strong Business 
Strong Labor 

.006 
-.077 

.094 

.081 

+ 

IcoHomic Pressures 
Growtht-i 
Inflation t-i 
Reserves t-i 
Debt t-i 

-.006 
.00006** 

.018* 
-.002 

.006 
.00003 

.013 

.002 

+ 

+ 

Rho -.007 
.92 

Notes; ***p<.01, **p<.05, *p<. 10, one-tailed test. The unbalanced, pooled time-series 
yields 145 observations. The lagged dependent variable is not reported. 
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Table 5.4: Purpose, Powers, and the Structural Policy Index (Second Factor) 

Coefficient 
Standard 

Error 
Predicted 

Executive Mandates and Powers 
President's Ideology 
Executive Decree 
Authority (EDA) 
President's Ideology * 
EDA 

-.050 

.027 

-.011 

.064 

.036 

.062 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Legislative Mandates and Powers 
Legislature's Ideology 
Potential for Collective 
Action 
Legislature's Ideology * 
Potential for Collective 
Action 

.107* 

.039* 

-.051 

.074 

.029 

.059 

+ 

+ 

Interest Groups 
Strong Business 
Strong Labor 

-.074 
.113* 

.074 

.080 
+ 

Economic Pressures 
Growtht-i 
Inflation t-i 
Reserves t-i 
Debt t-i 

-.005* 
-.00001 

-.007 
.001 

.003 
.00001 

.007 

.001 

Rho -.039 
.98 

Notes: ***p<.01, **p<.05, *p<.10, one-tailed test. The unbalanced, pooled time-series 
yields 145 observations. The lagged dependent variable is not reported. 
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Figure 5.6: Market-Oriented Reform (first factor). Executive Mandates, and the Separation of Powers 
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Figure 5.7: Estimated T-ration for the Slope of Reserves Requirements on Mandates 
conditional on the Separation of Powers 

T-ratios for slop of SPI(1) on Decree Authority given Mandate 
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Figure 5.8: Market-Oriented Reform (second factor), Executive Mandates, and the 
Separation of Powers 
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Figure 5.9: Estimated T-ratio for the Slope of Market-Oriented Reform (second 
factor) on Executive Mandates conditional on the Separation of Powers 

T-ratios for slop of SPI(2) on Decree Authority given Mandate 
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While the literature focuscs almost exclusively on the executive branch and the 

president's ability to unilaterally pursue his policy preferences voters in Latin America 

can also send an electoral mandate with their legislative vote. In both of these models I 

find that legislatures play an important role in the adoption of market-oriented economic 

policy. Ill the first model (table 5.3) the legislature's ideology does not significantly 

affect policy outputs where the potential for collective action is low. This simply means 

that there are no appreciable differences between left-dominated and right-dominated 

legislatures in countries such as Brazil, where there are many parties and party leaders 

have little control over the rank-and-file. However, as seen in the model and in figures 

5.10 and 5.11 the interaction of the legislature's ideology and their potential for collective 

action is significant and the net effect is positive. This means that as the effective 

number of parties in the legislature declines and as party leaders gain greater control over 

their members in congress that legislators are more likely to produce policies that reflect 

voter preferences. Similarly, the legislature's ideology is positive and significant in the 

second model (table 5.4) of market-oriented economic policy. When voters elect 

legislators from the left economic policies arc more state-interventionist. When they 

chose legislators from the right economic policies become more market-based. 

Interestingly, the interaction of the legislature's ideology and their potential for collective 

action is significant only when the potential for collective action is moderate (see figure 

5.12 and 5.13). Surprisingly this effect is negative, detracting somewhat from the 

previous model's findings. Still, given that the ten of the fifteen economic policy 

measures are closely related to the first factor and four of the remaining five are 
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associated with the second factor the combination of these two models indicates that 

voters in the region can be relatively confident that economic policy outputs largely 

reflect their legislators' partisan heritage. Armed only with basic knowledge regarding a 

legislative candidate's party, voters in the region can affect economic policy outputs. 

Figure 5.10: Market-Oriented Refomi (first factor), Legislative Mandates, and the Separation of 
Purpose 
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Figure 5.11; Estimated T-ratio for the Slope of Market-Oriented Reform (first factor) 
on Mandates conditional on the Separation of Purpose 
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Figure 5.12: Market-Oriented Reform (second factor). Legislative Mandates, and the Separation of 
Purpose 
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Figure 5.13; Estimated T-ratio for the slop of Reserves Requirements on Mandates conditional on the 
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The impact of business and labor is less clear than that of legislative mandates. 

Strong business associations do not affect the adoption of market-based economic 
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policies in either model. While business associations appear able to promote certain 

reforms (see chapters 3 and 4), their effect on the overall process is insignificant. Strong 

labor associations are not good predictors of economic policy in the first model (recall 

this measure is most associated with trade, finance, tax. and privatization). However, 

strong labor associations do promote more market-based policy outputs in the second 

model. This is somewhat surprising given that labor policies are most closely related to 

this second factor, yet the results also support many of my earlier findings. Namely, that 

when labor is organized into a single-peak association and it maintains formal ties with 

the government then it is vulnerable to co-option. 

The final group of variables examines the literature's claim that the depth of a 

country's economic crisis explains the extent of structural adjustment. As with all 

previous models I find little support for this widely held contention. Hyperinflation does 

have a small, positive effect in the first model, yet inflation would have to pass 3000 

percent to equal the effect of a right-dominated legislature with strong incentives to 

engage in collective action. Similarly, recessions are significantly related to more 

market-oriented economic policies in the second model, but again this effect is quite 

small. In sum, there is simply little support for the claim that severe economic crisis and 

the international and domestic pressure to deal with it explain the adoption of structural 

adjustment policies. Rather political variables, particularly the ideological composition 

of the legislature and the ability of legislators to overcome barriers to collective action, 

have a much strong effect on policy outputs. 
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Given the differences in the two sets of models, which most precisely explains the 

adoption of market-oriented reforms? The advantage of the first model is the simplicity 

of the Structural Policy Index. However, the model largely contradicts the findings from 

the previous chapters examining the individual components of reform. Namely, it finds 

that not only do executives abandon their electoral mandates, but legislators also engage 

in mandate defection. The second set of models uses the factors generated through 

principal-component analysis. By taking explicit account of scaling rather than using 

simple averages these variables should better represent the dynamic process of policy 

change. This is reflected in the models' results. As in previous chapters these models 

indicate that legislators reliably pursue their electoral mandates and that in many cases 

the ability of legislators to engage in collective action has an enormous impact on the 

policy process. Given the consistency of the findings and the methodological advantage I 

argue that the second set of models more accurately explain the overall process of reform. 

So, presidents not only engage in mandate defection, but executives on the left are more 

successful in their pursuit of market-oriented economic policies, yet legislators faithfully 

pursue their electoral mandates, although their effectiveness is often conditioned by the 

potential for collective action in the legislature. 

Summary and Conclusions 

The goal of this dissertation is to test whether voters in developing nations can 

influence policy outputs with their ballot. Dahl (1971) argues this is the essence of 

modern representative democracy, yet much of the recent research concerning policy 

outputs in the developing world indicates this rarely occurs. This is especially common 
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in the presidential democracies of Latin America, where and severe economic crises force 

policy-makers to abandon their electoral mandates and weak party systems inhibit the 

ability of voters to punish policy-makers who engage in this process of mandate 

defection. 

In previous chapters I examined the policies initiated and passed by presidents and 

legislators, as well as how variations in the separation of purpose and powers were 

expected to affect particular areas of reform. In this chapter I focused not on certain 

policy areas and whether the executive is able to bypass the legislature, but rather on the 

overall process of reform. The challenge is developing a single measure to capture the 

move towards more market-based economic policies instead of relying on a host of 

individual measures that reflect various aspects of the move to markets, but only 

represent a small fraction of the overall process of reform. 

In order to address this challenge I test the efficacy of electoral mandates and the 

effects of the separation of purpose and powers on two different measures of overall 

policy reform. The first is the Structural Policy Index developed by the Inter-American 

Development Bank (Lora 2001) that is constructed using simple averages. After 

standardizing each of the 15 measures of reform the Bank averaged the scores at the area 

level (trade, domestic finance, tax, privatization, and labor) and then averaged these 

scores. While simple, the measure fails to account for issues of scaling, in that some of 

these measures may more be more representative of the move toward markets than 

others. Consequently, I utilize principal-components analysis to develop alternative 

measures of overall policy outputs. Here 1 find that 14 of the 15 measures load onto only 
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two factors, with trade, domestic finance, tax, and privatization loading on to the first 

factor and tax and labor loading onto the second. 

The data analysis section clearly demonstrates the important role of scaling when 

using multiple measures to construct a latent variable. The model using the Structural 

Policy Index finds that not only do presidents engage in mandate defection, but that 

legislators also abandon their mandates in the pursuit of more market-oriented economic 

policies. So, according to this model voters opposed to market-oriented economic reform 

should actually select politicians from the right. This directly contradicts most of the 

models found in previous chapters that generally find that while presidents often abandon 

their electoral mandates in pursuit of more market-based economic policies legislators do 

not. 

However, the second set of models dearly demonstrates that this finding is an artifact 

of scaling. Once 1 account for variations in these measures of reform through the use of 

principal-components analysis the models closely resemble the findings found in the 

previous two chapters. Executives continue to engage in mandate defection, and as 

argued by Acuna and Smith (1994) left-of-ccnter presidents are actually more effective in 

their pursuit of more market-oriented economic policies. It may be that presidents of the 

left are simply better able to communicate the need for reform to the chief opponents of 

the process, given their leftist credentials. In sharp contrast, legislators do tend to enact 

policies that reflect their partisan heritage, with leftists overseeing more state-

interventionist policies while rightists directing more market-based policies. 
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These findings are important for three reasons. First, complaints regarding the quality 

of democracy in Latin America seem partially justified (Conaghan 1996; Dominguez 

1998; O'Donnell 1994; Weyland 2002). Voters can use a simple piece of information, a 

candidate's partisan affiliation, and successfully predict economic policy outputs. 

However, presidential behavior is exactly the inverse of what is expected. Second, this 

argument is only partially justified because voters in the region select two agents and the 

second of these, legislators, are generally faithful in their pursuit of electoral mandates. 

Election of left-of-center legislators leads to more state-based economic policies, while 

choosing right-of-center legislators produces more market-oriented outputs. Finally, the 

ability of legislators to overcome barriers to collective action frequently facilitates the 

successful pursuit of mandates. Research shows that by reforming electoral rules Latin 

America's presidential democracies lower these barriers. Holding concurrent presidential 

and legislative elections, reducing district magnitude, and enhancing the power of party 

leaders over the ballot will increase the power of the voter to send electoral mandates and 

see those mandates reflected in policy outputs. 
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Chapter 6: A New Agenda for Political Reform 

The central focus of this dissertation is to determine if the choices citizens make on 

election day systematically affeet policy-making. Electoral mandates form the basis of 

modern democratic theory and there is a considerable body of literature that finds a 

positive relationship between voters' choices at the polls and subsequent policy outputs in 

advanced, industrial democracies.'"' This relationship is less well-developed outside of 

the Western democracies, with little attention given to the effects of elections on policy 

outputs in the developing world. This dissertation is designed to address this 

shortcoming in the literature. 

The arc numerous reasons to expect electoral mandates do not function in the 

developing world in the same fashion as in advanced, industrial democracies. In the 

developed world stable party systems provide citizens with important voting cues. Most 

large political parties are decades old, so voters have a clear notion of each party's policy 

positions. Consequently, a candidate's party affiliation provides voters with considerable 

information and voters can simply select the candidate from the party that represents they 

policies that they most prefer. Party systems are much less stable in the developing 

world, with parties emerging and dying with each electoral cycle. So, the rapid 

emergence and collapse of political parties in the developing world reduces the 

information available to the voters, and therefore inhibits the use of elections to send 

mandates. 

There are many fine examples of this work. See Alesina and Rosenthal 1994; Boix 1998; Budge and 
Hofferbcrt 1990, 1992; Dahl 1971; Downs 1957; Keech 1995; Manin, Przeworski, and Stokes 1999. 
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Stable party systems also enhancc the ability of voters to hold elected officials 

accountable. Parties fear retribution in future elections if they abandon the policies they 

traditionally advocate which encourages them to dependably pursue their campaign 

promises. Furthermore, there is evidence that voters punish politicians that renege on the 

campaign promises. For example, George H.W. Bush's abandoning his "Read my lips" 

promise is attributed with undermining support amongst key constituencies. If parties 

exist for only one or two election cycles the fear of retribution declines significantly. 

Second, there is consistent evidence that economic stability in the developed world 

contributes to the effective functioning of electoral mandates. Certainly such key 

indicators of economic stability such as growth, inflation, and unemployment vary, but 

these variations are quite small when compared with the developing world. Severe 

economic crises undermine support for traditional parties (where they exist) in the 

developing world, particularly for the incumbent political party (Remmer 1991, 1993). 

Consequently, voters do not reward parties that faithfully pursue their electoral mandates 

and punish those who defect from their electoral mandates. Instead elections simply 

represent a periodic opportunity to remove the incumbent party due to poor economic 

performance, regardless of their policy positions or those of the opposition. 

The presidential democracies of Latin America provide a particularly difficult test of 

mandate theory. Party systems in the region are relatively inchoate and the economic 

crises""' of the 1980s and 1990s present enormous challenges to the proper functioning of 

electoral mandates. Furthermore, a significant body of literature contends that the 

The 1980s represent the region's worst economic performance since the Great Depression and are often 
referred to as the Lost Decade. 
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international pressure to address the economic crisis led all governments to pursue more 

market-oriented economic policies, regardless of the government's electoral mandate. 

The literature also emphasizes the effects of presidentialism on the process. Presidents 

dominate the policy-making landscape and most authors consider executive autonomy as 

a key ingredient in the adoption of neoliberal economic policies. So, the literature 

theorizes that the combination of economic crisis and presidential hegemony undermine 

the efficacy of electoral mandates in Latin America.'"' 

Unfortunately, the research has failed to take explicit account of several potentially 

important variations in the presidential systems of Latin America. First, only Stokes' 

(2001) explicitly accounts for the president's electoral mandate and her analysis is limited 

to whether presidents pursued their campaign promises, rather than what they were 

actually able to accomplish once in office. Second, the literature consistently disregards 

one of the defining characteristics of presidential democracy—namely that voters select 

not only the president, but also the legislature. As a result, they may send contradictor)' 

or complementary electoral mandates with this second vote. Third, current research 

largely overlooks differences in the ability of executives to pursue policy unilaterally. 

Presidents who can issue executive decrees can alter the status quo without congressional 

approval. This may enhance the power of the executive's mandate (and reduce the 

legislatures) or it may encourage presidents to defect from their mandate and pursue 

policies advocated by international financial institutions. Finally, the literature ignores 

This literature is extensive. Examples include; Conaghan 1996; Conaghan and Malloy 1994; 
Domingucz 1998; Gonzales de Olarte 1993; O'Donnell 1994; Nielson 2003; Roberts 1996; Weyland 1996, 
1997,2002. 
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the effects of the separation of purpose within the legislature. Legislatures face collective 

action problems common to all deliberative bodies, but the ability of legislators to 

overcome these barriers should vary with the number of actors in the legislature who can 

block policy change. Where the potential for collective action is high, legislators should 

be better equipped to pursue their electoral mandates. Conversely, where the potential 

for collective action is low, voter confidence in the legislature's pursuit of its electoral 

mandate should decline. So, the core of my dissertation is to determine if electoral 

mandates have a systematic impact on the extent of market-oriented reform and if 

variations in the separation of purpose and powers affect the ability of elected officials to 

pursue their electoral mandates. 

Summary of Findings 

My analysis begins with an examination of the policy-making process in three 

countries: Colombia, Costa Rica, and Venezuela. These countries offer significant 

variations in terms of the electoral mandates voters send, as well as the separation of 

purpose and powers. I explore all bills, laws, and decrees initiated by presidents and 

legislators in order to determine what types of policies elected officials pursue once in 

office, why these policies are or are not passed, and how much are elected officials able 

to accomplish. 1 find that executives often deviate from their electoral mandates in the 

policies they pursue, particularly in policy areas that traditionally fall under the purview 

of the executive branch. Presidents from both the left and the right initiated legislation 

and signed decrees designed to liberalize trade regimes and financial markets. 

Interestingly, the president's ability to bypass the legislature through the use of executive 
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decrees actually appears to inhibit the adoption of more market-based economic policies. 

So, presidents forced to engage congress are generally more successful in their pursuit of 

market-oriented reform than those who can circumvent the separation of powers through 

the use of executive decrees. 

In contrast to presidents, legislators do tend to initiate legislation that reflects their 

electoral mandates. Legislators from parties on the left were much more likely to initiate 

legislation that enhanced the role of the state in the economy, while legislators from the 

right initiated legislation that favored markets. However, the legislature's electoral 

mandate had no discemable impact on the extent of policy-change in these three nations, 

regardless of the potential for collective action in the legislature. So, while legislator 

pursued policies preferred by their constituents they were unable to translate these 

initiatives into policy outputs. 

The next section of the dissertation explores the effects of electoral mandates on 

economic policy outputs in areas traditionally dominated by the executive branch. Trade 

customarily falls under the purview of the executive given his role as head of state. 

Similarly, presidents usually dominate financial policy-making due to the complex nature 

of the reforms and the executive's control of the bureaucracy overseeing the process. 

Given the literature's emphasis on executive dominance I refer to these policies as 

gateless reforms, meaning the president is better equipped to bypass the legislature in the 

pursuit of these policies. This should be particularly true where the constitution allows 

the president to issue decrees that have the force of law. 
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In contrast to the theory of electoral mandates I find that executive mandates do 

indeed have a significant impact on the adoption of gateless reforms, but that president's 

of the left actually achieve more extensive refonns than presidents of the right. This 

directly contradicts my hypothesis and supports critics of the quality of democracy in 

Latin America. It does, however, support the contentions of Acuna and Smith (1994) that 

presidents of the left have certain advantages when pursuing market-oriented reforms. 

Opponents of reform tend to be supporters of the left, so presidents of the left are able to 

use their connections and reputations to convince opponents of the need for more market-

based economic problems. Interestingly, as in the previous section the power to sidestep 

congress using executive decree authority actually appears to inhibit the reform process. 

So, while there arc instances of presidents using decrees to promote more market-

oriented economic policies (see Gamarra 1997; Jones 1997) the utility of this power to 

produce major changes even in the area of supposedly gateless reforms is actually quite 

limited. 

While my analysis indicates that presidents often engage in mandate defection it also 

shows that legislators do not. When voters select legislators from the right more market-

oriented trade and financial policies emerge, while selection of legislators from the left 

inhibits the move towards markets. Additionally, the effects of the legislature's electoral 

mandate are often conditioned upon the separation of purpose in the legislature. Wliere 

the number of actors in the legislature that can block policy change is low legislators are 

better able to pursue policies that reflect their electoral mandates. So, while the literature 

largely overlooks the role of congress in the adoption of market-oriented economic 
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policies, especially in areas traditionally dominated by the executive, I find that 

legislators have a strong impact on policy-making and that they faithfully pursue their 

electoral mandates. 

The third analytical section focuses on the role of electoral mandates and the 

separation of purpose and powers in policy areas where congressional influence is 

expected to be strong. Tax, privatization, and labor market policies do not traditionally 

fall under the purview of the executive. Consequently, the ability of the president to 

bypass the legislature in the pursuit of policy change is predicted to decline. I refer to 

these as gated economic reforms. In these gated policy areas I again find that the 

executive's electoral mandate does not function as hypothesized. However, unlike the 

previous section, 1 find that mandate defection by presidents on the left does not 

generally lead to more market-oriented economic policies (except in the area of tax 

policy). Moreover, the president's ability to bypass congress rarely facilitates the 

adoption of more market-based tax, privatization, or labor market policies. Still, voters 

cannot go to the polls and select a president confident that he will oversee economic 

policies that reflect the preferences of the largest group of voters. 

This does not mean that Latin American voters are without recourse. The literature 

predicts an increased role for the legislature in these policy areas and as is consistent with 

earlier findings, my analyses indicate that voters' choice of legislators has a significant 

impact on the extent of economic policy change. When voters select legislators from the 

left more state-centered economic policies result, while choosing legislators from the 

right produces more market-based policy outputs. This effect is, however, often 
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conditioned upon the ability of legislators to overcome barriers to collective action. 

Interestingly, these effects do not apply to labor market liberalization. While very little 

progress has been made in this policy area what little change has occurred cannot be 

attributed to the legislature's electoral mandate. 

The final analytical section tests the effects of electoral mandates and the separation 

of purpose and powers on the overall process of reform. Polling data suggests that voters 

are consistently more interested in the general direction of policy rather than in a 

particular, often esoteric, piece of the policy landscape such as tariff dispersion rates. So, 

rather than focus on individual measures of gateless and gated reforms I instead explore 

whether voters can influence the overall direction of policy. The difficulty lies in 

constructing a single measure of structural adjustment. Consequently, I use both the 

Structural Policy Index constructed by the Inter-American Development Bank and a 

second group of measures developed using principal-components analysis. The former 

uses simple averages of the various measures of reforni, while the latter takes explicit 

account of scaling issues to construct measures of the underlying concept, market-

oriented reform. In both sets of models I find that mandate defection is common among 

presidents and results in more extensive market-oriented reform programs. This mirrors 

my analysis of the adoption of gated economic reforms. So, across most areas of the 

policy process I find consistent evidence that just as only Nixon could go to China 

presidents of the left are more effective in pursuing the neoliberal economic policies 

advocated during the 1980s and 1990s. 
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The role of congress on the overall process of reform is conditioned on which 

measure of reform is used. Models using the original Stnictural Policy Index contradict 

findings in cach of the previous sections regarding the efficacy of legislative mandates 

and the effects of the separation of puipose. Instead 1 find that legislative mandates are 

significant only where the potential for collective action is moderate or high, but that 

under these conditions left-of-center legislatures are actually more successful in the 

pursuit of market-oriented reforms. While contradicting earlier sections this measure 

fails to account for issues of scaling. Models using the factors generated through 

principal-component analysis clearly demonstrate that this surprising finding is largely a 

function of scaling. Here 1 find that legislators' faithfully pursue their electoral mandates 

and that as the separation of purpose declines the effectiveness of mandates increases. 

While not the central focus of my research the role of interest groups cannot be 

overlooked. In general I find that both business and labor affect the extent of adjustment, 

but in somewhat surprising ways. Where business is strong and enjoys formal ties with 

policy-makers rcfonns tend to be more extensive, although this finding is somewhat 

weak. More important is the role of labor. Where labor is organized into a single peak 

association and it is formally tied to the government labor is not, as hypothesized, better 

equipped to block most reforms. Instead labor appears to be captured by the 

government's efforts at reform. This finding is consistent across most policy areas, but 

does not hold with respect to the policy area labor worries about most—labor market 

liberalization. Here strong labor organizations actually block the adoption of more 

market-oriented labor policies. So, while labor may be willing to acquiesce to 
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government demands in most policy areas it appears to trade these concessions for 

protection of the policy area that most directly affects its constituents. 

While the dissertation focuses on the political explanations for variations in the 

adoption of market-oriented economic policies, the literature devotes considerable 

attention to the economic causes for the shift in policy strategies. In contrast to the 

literature that posits a positive relationship between economic crisis and the adoption of 

more market-based economic policies I find little systematic evidence of this. While I do 

not deny that the economic crises played an enormous role in the region-wide move away 

from state-centered development strategies to more market-based solutions, 1 do not find 

that countries with more severe economic crises were better equipped to pursue these 

policies than countries with more moderate economic problems. This directly contradicts 

those who argue that hyperinflation combined with well-leveraged international financial 

institutions often coerce governments into adopting structural adjustment policies. 

So, my findings contradict much of the conventional wisdom regarding the adoption 

of market-oriented reforms in Latin America. On the one hand, I do find support that 

presidents routinely engage in mandate defection, meaning voters can have little 

confidence that their choice of president will oversee economic policies that reflect voter 

preferences. On the other, voters in the region select two agents and the second of these, 

the legislators, faithfully pursue their policies that reflect their mandates. Furthermore, as 

the ability of legislators to overcome barriers to collective action in the legislature 

decrease they are better equipped to pursue their electoral mandates. 



Political Reform 

In addition to the dramatic shift toward more market-oriented reforms several nations 

in the region have adopted constitutional (Argentina 1994, Brazil 1988, Colombia 1991. 

Peru 1993, Venezuela 1998) and electoral reforms (Argentina'"^, Brazil 2003, Colombia 

1991, Mexico 1986 and 1994; Venezuela 1994). The reasons given for these reforms 

varied, yet the principal claim was to improve the quality of democracy in Latin America. 

From Venezuelan_ President Chavez's fiery_ populist, rhetoric to_ Mexico's. stoic_ President 

de la Madrid leaders all claimed to be working to improve the functioning of their 

country's democratic system. Their claims are not generally supported by my analysis. 

In the case of constitutional reforms most of these presidents sought to increase the 

power of the executive by further concentrating power in the executive branch.'"'^ These 

presidents argued that as the sole national representative they embodied the national 

interest. However, 1 find that executives do not tend to oversee policies that reflect their 

electoral mandates. Furthermore, 1 do not find that by conccntrating power in the hands 

of the president they are better equipped to pursue the voters' policy preferences. Instead 

I find an inverse relationship between the executive's ability to unilaterally pursue 

market-oriented policies through the use of executive decree authority and the extent of 

adjustment achieved in those models where executive decree authority is a significant 

predictor of policy outputs. Consequently, presidents eager to pursue aggressive market-

The use of party primaries is increasingly common (Jones 2002). 
Colombia's president Gavaria actually sought to decrease his powers in order to force legislators to 

behave more responsibly. My research indicates that this strategy, while unsuccessful in the Colombian 
case, is generally quite sound. 
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oriented economic policies should focus not on their constitutional powers, but rather on 

congress. 

The electoral refomis pursued have routinely sought to either increase links between 

voters and individual legislators or to increase the number of parties represented in the 

legislature."" The use of open primaries in Argentina and the addition of single-member 

districts in Venezuela were designed to increase internal democracy in the parties and 

give voters a greater say over individual legislators. Similarly, the adoption of mixed-

member electoral districts in Mexico and Colombia's use of a single, nation-wide district 

for the Senate provides small parties disproportionate weight in the legislature. The 

move to non-concurrent executive-legislative elections in Chile and Venezuela also 

increases the number of parties in the legislature (Mainwaring and Shugart 1997). 

This move to internally democratize parties seems reasonable given voters antipathy 

toward party-ccntered elections and the use of proportional representation and non-

concurrent elections gives formerly excluded actors a voice in politics, yet my research 

questions the wisdom of these electoral refonns. My analyses consistently demonstrate 

that legislatures are best equipped to pursue their electoral mandates where the potential 

for collective action is high. This is true only where the effective number of parties is 

low and party leaders exert considerable control over the party's rank-and-file members 

in congress. This does not mean that proportional representation should be abandoned or 

' T h i s  d o e s  n o t  h o l d  i n  B r a z i l ,  w h i c h  r e c e n t l y  v o t e d  t o  e l i m i n a t e  t h e  i n c u m b e n t ' s  r i g h t  t o  u s e  t h e  p a r t y  
label. This reform is designed to improve the utility of party labels by allowing party leaders to deny the 
label to particularly disobedient incumbents. Similarly, the Colombian reform created a single, nation-wide 
district for tlie Senate. This was designed to create more nationally-oriented (and less parochial) senators, 
but has generally allowed senators to win with traditional, geographically concentrated vote patterns (Crisp 
and Ingall 2002). 
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that legislators should be entirely dependent upon the party elite for their political future, 

but that political reforms should mitigate the potentially undemocratic outputs associated 

with highly fractured legislatures. Future electoral reforms should favor rules that limit 

intraparty competition (Chile is a reasonable example) and a relatively low effective 

number of parties (<3.0). This combination offers voters greater options, both within and 

amongst the parties, but also enhances the ability of voters to send electoral mandates that 

legislators will achieve enact in office. 

The Future of Market-Oriented Reform 

In light of these findings what are the prospects for continued market-oriented 

reforms in the future? My analyses indicate that voters in the region have greater control 

over the economic policy-making process than is hypothesized in the literature. After 

nearly two decades of adjustment support for proponents of reform seems to have waned. 

The most recent elections in Argentina, Brazil, Ecuador, and Venezuela all propelled pro-

state-interventionist candidates into the presidency. Furthermore, protests and riots in 

Bolivia and Peru also question support for these policies. Perhaps the most dramatic 

blow for advocates of market-oriented economic policies is the collapse of Argentina. 

One of the most aggressive reformers of the early 1990s its economy has been mired in 

recession for over four years. 

Despite the problems facing reform programs there are reasons to expect the trend 

toward more market-based economies to continue, with voters guiding the pace of 

reform. While voters in Brazil elected a president from the far left in the last election he 

won only after curtailing his fiery rhetoric and reassuring bond markets that he would 
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follow international loan agreements entered into by his predecessor. Similarly, while 

Argentina collapsed after adopting aggressive rcfonn programs Venezuela's continued 

economic crisis clearly reiterate the limitations of the state-centered model. So, not only 

do many opponents of market-oriented economic policies recast themselves as more 

market-friendly, voters in the region also appear to perceive the threat that a return to the 

policies of old present. 

Finally, while voters and analysts continue to focus on the role of the president when 

predicting future economic policy decisions my work clearly demonstrates the utility of 

legislative elections in determining policy outputs. Voters in the majority of these 

nations continue to select legislatures dominated by the right and as long as voters 

consistently exhibit a preference for pro-market legislatures the future of Latin America's 

move toward markets seems assured. However, if electoral volatility persists due to 

continued economic crisis this may eventually inhibit the efficacy of legislative 

mandates, especially where the potential for collective action is low. 

These predictions should not be overemphasized. Additional work must be 

conducted regarding the efficacy of electoral mandates and the effects of the separation 

of purpose and the separation of powers. Do executives engage in mandate defection 

across all policy areas or are economic policies somehow unique? Similarly, do 

legislators faithfully pursue their electoral promises or is this also limited to the economic 

arena? Finally, how do the separation of purpose and the separation of powers function 

across a host of policy areas? Answering these questions will give us greater leverage 

when evaluating the quality of democracy in Latin America. 
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Ib sum, the Mure of market-oriented economic policy adoption is highly dependent 

upon voter preferences. Should voters in the region unite behind reform efforts the 

probability of success is quite high, while selection of opponents of reform means that the 

probability of cnacting more market-oriented economic policies is quite low. So, voters 

can have an impact on policy change for years to come, but they should focus their 

efforts less on the role of the president and more on the institutional advantages inherent 

in presidentialism, namely the separate election of the legislature and the influence this 

gives voters over economic policy decisions. 
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